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Abstract

Material fatigue is the primary damage mechanism in steel railway bridges and
ultimately causes material fracture and eventually component and system failure.
It is essential that the infrastructure owner can predict and monitor the state of
material fatigue in the bridge stock to avoid bridge collapse due to the catastrophic
consequences to human life and environment as well as economic cost. Fatigue
life assessment of railway bridges is also necessary to ensure that limited funds
for maintenance and renewal of the infrastructure is managed in the most efficient
manner. Given the vital role of a well managed, reliable and safe railway infrastruc-
ture to a functioning modern society and the large number of steel railway bridges
in the railway infrastructure, fatigue life assessment of steel railway bridges is of
key importance to industrialized countries all around the world.

The state of the fatigue damage mechanism depends strongly on the loading
history of the material. The loading history of the material is determined by the
historic traffic on the railway infrastructure, and the remaining fatigue life of a rail-
way bridge therefore depends on the historical traffic conditions at the bridge site.
Historical traffic conditions in the railway infrastructure has long been a neglected
field of research on fatigue life assessment of railway bridges. Furthermore, the
traffic conditions in a railway network is strongly heterogeneous, data on traffic
conditions at one site in a railway network is therefore generally not applicable to
the traffic conditions at another location in the railway network.

This thesis considers historical loads on the Norwegian railway network and es-
tablishes a conservative load model of the historical loads for fatigue life estimation
of steel railway bridges. The available data on historical loads on the Norwegian
railway network between 1854 and the present is compiled. The load conditions
in the railway network is established through documentation of the geometry and
loads on the rolling stock, permissible loads and speed on the lines in the network
and rules for train operation. It is concluded that the precise load conditions at a
particular bridge generally cannot be determined due to lack of relevant data. A
novel methodology to find the most damaging train, given all possible locomotives
and wagons for a particular period and traffic type is developed. The methodology
determines the conservative load case and allows prediction of the remaining fa-
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tigue life of railway bridges with the available data. The significance of historical
traffic on fatigue life of railway bridges is considered and it is concluded that traffic
prior to 1900 can be neglected in fatigue life estimation of Norwegian bridges. Pas-
senger and freight traffic after 1900 has a significant contribution to fatigue dam-
age due to moderate fatigue damage potential for some structural components and
relatively high number of train passages on certain lines in the railway network.

A general framework for establishing and calibrating a load model to the conser-
vative load case is presented. The framework is used to develop a conservative load
model of historic freight and passenger traffic for efficient assessment of bridges in
the Norwegian railway network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Construction of the Norwegian railway infrastructure started in 1851 with the
68 km long line, Hovedbanen, between Oslo and Eidsvold. The Norwegian rail-
ways continued its expansion the next century, reaching a peak length of around
4500 km and was largely completed in 1962 with Nordlandsbanen between Trond-
heim and Bodø [17]. Today’s railway network consists of 3857 km of railway lines
available for commercial traffic [69], and is primarily the same as it was in 1962,
with the exception of discontinued lines and the new 64 km long Gardermobanen
which finished in 1999. Table 1.1 shows a summary of the main lines in regular
traffic and gives an overview of the Norwegian railway network.

The majority of the railway infrastructure in Norway was therefore completed
more than 50 years ago. Most of the original components of the infrastructure
has been renewed several times over the history of the railways, but bridges are
a notable exception due to the considerable investment cost and interruption to
the railway operation associated with the replacement of them. Figure 1.1 shows
the construction year of bridges with different building materials in the current
Norwegian railway network.

During the initial expansion of the railway network, timber bridges were almost
exclusively being constructed due to the high availability and low cost of timber
in Norway. This changed at the end of the 19th century when steel became much
cheaper and widely available [97]. From the beginning of the 20th century, a num-
ber of stone arch bridges were constructed, but steel was the primary material used
in both the construction of new bridges and also in the replacement of existing tim-
ber bridges. Reinforced concrete was not commonly used until the 1930s, but has
been the dominating construction material used in new bridges from the middle of
the 20th century [55]. The current distribution of construction material in railway
bridges is about 50% concrete, 40% steel and the rest are stone or steel-concrete

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Table 1.1: Active railway lines in the Norwegian railway infrastructure. The table
represents all lines longer than 30 km and more than 97 % of the railway infras-
tructure measured in route length and number of bridges.

Line Termini Construction Length [km] Bridges

Nordlandsbanen Trondheim Bodø 1873 – 1962 729 300
Sørlandsbanen Drammen Stavanger 1869 – 1944 546 498
Dovrebanen Eidsvoll Trondheim 1857 – 1921 475 327
Rørosbanen Hamar Støren 1869 – 1877 384 227
Bergensbanen Hønefoss Bergen 1875 – 1913 371 204
Østfoldbanen-west Oslo Kornsjø 1873 – 1879 169 131
Vestfoldbanen Drammen Eidanger 1875 – 1882 140 98
Gjøvikbanen Oslo Gjøvik 1894 – 1902 124 73
Kongsvingerbanen Lillestrøm Charlottenberg 1857 – 1862 115 62
Raumabanen Dombås Åndalsnes 1908 – 1924 114 106
Solørbanen Kongsvinger Elverum 1890 – 1910 94 31
Meråkerbanen Hell Storlien 1873 – 1882 70 47
Hovedbanen Oslo Eidsvoll 1851 – 1854 68 66
Gardermobanen Etterstad Eidsvoll 1992 – 1999 64 24
Østfoldbanen-east Ski Rakkestad 1873 – 1882 55 31
Randsfjordbanen Hokksund Hønefoss 1863 – 1868 54 22
Bratsbergbanen Eidanger Nordagutu 1875 – 1917 47 45
Drammenbanen Oslo Drammen 1869 – 1872 41 27
Ofotbanen Narvik Vassijaure 1898 – 1902 39 7
Arendalsbanen Nelaug Arendal 1894 – 1910 36 17
Roa–Hønefoss Roa Hønefoss 1898 – 1909 32 27

1851 – 1999 3767 2370

composite bridges.

Considering the age distribution of the bridges in the current railway network,
fig. 1.1 shows that the majority of the oldest bridges in the railway network are
steel bridges, e.g. there are more steel bridges constructed before 1970 (≈ 50
yrs. ago) than the combined number of concrete and stone bridges constructed
before 1970. The figure also shows that the majority of steel railway bridges in
the Norwegian railway network was designed and constructed before 1960, which
means that about a third of all bridges in the current railway network are steel
railway bridges, designed and constructed before 1960.

Two major aspects of steel bridge engineering design has changed from 1960
and until today. Firstly, the design loads have changed significantly both in terms
of load magnitude, spatial distribution and frequency. Also, the actual traffic loads
have significantly changed character, e.g. from steam locomotives to diesel and
electric locomotives, higher operational speeds and wagon design. This means that
steel bridges in the Norwegian railway network were designed and constructed for
different traffic conditions than what is present in the railway infrastructure today
and what is predicted for the future. Secondly, the fatigue damage mechanism was
not properly understood until the second half of the 20th century [109]. Further-
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Figure 1.1: Cumulative distribution of construction year of bridges in the Norwe-
gian railway network.

more, the appropriate fatigue endurance data was not available before the 1970s
and 1980s [39, 57]. The ability of engineers to perform a thorough fatigue design
analysis was therefore limited due to lack of knowledge and necessary data.

The fatigue damage mechanism is a cumulative damage mechanism which
evolves by repeated loading and unloading of the material. The number of load-
ing and unloading cycles induced by traffic in railway bridges, and also therefore
the fatigue damage, increases for each train that passes the bridge. Eventually, the
fatigue life of steel bridges runs out and components and even the entire bridge
structure must be repaired or replaced. The changes to historic traffic conditions
in the railway infrastructure and lack of consideration and understanding for the
fatigue damage mechanism in bridge design raise further concerns about the safety
and continued use of the old steel railway bridges. Furthermore, the large number
of these bridges in the railway network and the cost associated with replacing them
makes it infeasible to swap them out in the foreseeable future. It is also undesir-
able from an economic and environmental perspective to replace bridges that have
sufficient capacity and safety levels.

For the infrastructure owner, it is therefore essential to estimate the remain-
ing fatigue life of these steel railway bridges such that the most critical bridges
to fatigue failure can be identified and the limited resources for maintenance and
renewal can be applied in the most efficient way.

1.1.1 Current research needs

Fatigue life analysis involves a model for the fatigue resistance of the component
and a model for the fatigue loads applied to the component. The fatigue resistance
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of typical railway bridge components is now well established after extensive re-
search in the second half of the 20th century. Unfortunately, there are no fatigue
load models in the literature that are directly applicable for fatigue life analysis of
bridges in the Norwegian railway network.

Lack of a representative load model for the Norwegian railway network pre-
vents assessment of remaining fatigue life of old steel bridges and thereby severely
limits the ability to efficiently maintain and renew the railway network.

There is an immediate need for a fatigue load model that represent historic
loads in the Norwegian railway network.

1.2 Fatigue life analysis of steel railway bridges

Fatigue is a mechanism were cracks initiate and grow in a material due to repeated
loading and unloading of the material. Fatigue failure occurs when the fatigue
cracks have grown to a critical length and the remaining cross section cannot resist
the applied load. The fatigue life of a material can be divided into two periods
crack initiation and crack growth. In the crack initiation period, cracks develop
in the material due to cyclic slip and crack nucleation, and are generally limited
to a single or a few grains. The crack growth rate in the crack initiation period
is dependent on the conditions at the material surface and more specifically on
the geometric stress concentrations due to surface roughness, material faults and
component design. In the crack growth period, a crack grows into the material and
the crack front is exposed to a larger number of grains. Hence it depends on the
average bulk properties of the material rather than the stress concentrations at the
surface [110].

The distinction between crack initiation and crack growth phase is significant
from a fatigue life analysis point of view because the fatigue phenomenon depends
on different specimen properties for the two periods, i.e. micro structure and sur-
face conditions in the crack initiation phase and the bulk material properties in the
crack growth phase.

1.2.1 Remaining fatigue life by fracture mechanics

Fracture mechanics is applicable if the fatigue mechanism is in the crack growth
phase and an initial crack size is available for the analysis. For steel railway bridges
the fracture mechanical approach is relevant for estimating the remaining fatigue
life if a crack can be identified in the bridge, e.g. an actual crack is found during
inspection, or if it is reasonable to assume an initial crack length, e.g. if the intervals
of an inspection scheme is to be determined [80] or a damage tolerant approach is
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acceptable [76]. These are, however, special cases. Typically when estimating the
remaining fatigue life of a railway bridge, there is no initial crack size available.
Both the crack initiation period as well as the crack growth period must be included
to get reasonable estimate of the remaining fatigue life. Without going into more
detail on fatigue life estimation by fracture mechanics, it is relevant to note that a
description of the magnitude and number of loading cycles is also necessary with
the fracture mechanical approach [4, 18, 110].

1.2.2 Remaining fatigue life by damage accumulation

In the typical case of estimating the remaining fatigue life of a railway bridge, where
there is no initial crack size available, the current state of the fatigue mechanism
is unknown. The crack initiation period as well as the crack growth period must
then be included in the analysis of remaining fatigue life. The fatigue life of a struc-
tural component is in this case determined by a combination of a fatigue endurance
model and a damage accumulation model. The fatigue endurance model defines
the number of cycles N from a uncracked and perfect material to fatigue failure
for a component subjected to repeated application of stress range S. A fatigue en-
durance model therefore defines the entire fatigue life of the component subjected
to constant amplitude loading. A simple and commonly used fatigue endurance
model is a power law known as Basquin’s relation,

N(S) = CS−b (1.1)

where C and b are the fatigue endurance parameters established by experi-
mental tests for different structural details. As mentioned in section 1.1, the fa-
tigue endurance of typical railway bridge components was not established prior
to designing these structures, much of the research has therefore focused on de-
termining the fatigue endurance of railway bridge components [1, 2, 11, 21, 34,
38, 96, 102, 103, 108]. A review of previous fatigue tests of steel bridge compo-
nents and composition into a fatigue endurance catalog can be found in Taras and
Greiner [119]. Typical variants of Basquin’s relation used in fatigue life estimation
of steel railway bridges are piece wise functions consisting of two or more power
laws specified for different domains of S, see e.g. [23, 28].

The fatigue endurance model defines the fatigue life when the component is
subjected to repeated application of a single and constant stress range magnitude
S. The response in a railway bridge generally consists of a combination of different
stress ranges [S1, S2, · · · , Sk], and a damage accumulation model must be intro-
duced to find the combined total damage from these cycles. A number of different
damage accumulation models have been proposed in the literature [37]. The most
commonly used accumulation model is Miner summation,
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D =
k∑

i=1

1
N(Si)

(1.2)

where the total fatigue damage D is the sum of damage contributions 1
N(S) from

each stress cycle S. The component fails when the fatigue damage reaches some
critical level Dc .

The remaining fatigue life of a component at a particular point in time depends
on the fatigue damage introduced by past stress cycles applied to the component
and the fatigue damage induced by future stress cycles. If D0 is the fatigue damage
introduced by past stress cycles, and D1 is the yearly fatigue damage introduced by
the future stress cycles, the remaining fatigue life of the structural component is
given in years t as

t =
Dc − D0

D1
(1.3)

1.3 Determining stress cycles in railway bridges

The previous section described two approaches to obtain an estimate of the remain-
ing fatigue life of a component. In either approach it is necessary to estimate the
future stress cycles induced in the material, and in the damage accumulation ap-
proach it is also necessary to describe the past stress cycles applied to the material
such that the current state of the fatigue mechanism can be established.

Stress cycles can be determined by either measuring them directly on the bridge
in service or by estimating them by numerical models of traffic and bridge. Mea-
suring stress cycles directly is generally the most accurate approach because it
avoids the uncertainty associated with numerical models and the necessary input
data [50, 76, 77]. Measurements can also be used to update the bridge model and
reduce the uncertainty in obtaining stress cycles in a modeling approach [26, 98].
Obtaining the stress cycles by measuring them directly is expensive compared to
estimating them from numerical models due to high installation and maintenance
cost, and are therefore limited to a few critical components [72, 115]. Further-
more, measured stress cycles are only representative of the bridge behavior and
traffic conditions at a particular point in time, since the structural behavior and
traffic conditions change over time due to deterioration and structural modifica-
tion of bridges [12] and technological advances and demands for trains [52].

Numerical models are therefore in general necessary to obtain a complete stress
cycle history and the remaining fatigue life of old steel railway bridges. In the nu-
merical modeling approach, the stress response is obtained by modeling the bridge
and the external loads that induce stress cycles in railway bridges. The typical ap-
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proach to modeling of railway bridges for fatigue assessment involve a multi-level
finite element model with truss and beam elements to capture stresses in plain
structural members and global bridge behavior, and sub-models of shell and solid
elements to obtain stresses in plates and structural details such as fillets, rivets and
rivet holes [3, 60–62, 64, 71].

Stress response in railway bridges are induced by external loads applied to the
structure, and any variable external loading applied to a railway bridge will induce
stress cycles in the bridge material. The sources of variable loading on railway
bridges are traffic loads and environmental loads. Traffic loads will generally have
higher load intensity and application frequency. For instance, hundreds of trains
may pass a bridge in a day and a train may have more than one hundred axles, each
weighing over 20 tn. Heavy snow, on the other hand, only occurs a few times each
year and snow is seldom allowed to accumulate on railway bridges such that the
load intensity is negligible compared to those from traffic loading. Strong winds
are also limited to a few times each year and due to the relatively modest dimen-
sions of old steel railway bridges, the wind loads are small compared to those from
traffic. Due to their high load intensity and application frequency compared to
environmental loads, one may conclude that:

Traffic loads are the only loads that need to be considered when estimating
the remaining fatigue life of old steel railway bridges.

1.3.1 Stress cycles in railway bridges due to traffic loads

Consider fig. 1.2 which shows a train with eight axles and the corresponding static
load function f (x) of that train along a spatial coordinate x .

Figure 1.2: Load function for a train with eight axles.
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The figure shows that each axle i has a position xi and a load magnitude pi .
The static loading f (x) of a train on the substructure is then more formally defined
by

f (x) =
np∑

i=1

piδ(x − xi) (1.4)

where np denotes the number of axles in the train and δ(x) is the Dirac delta
function.

The influence line l(x) is the response1 of a structure subjected to a unit load
moving along a predefined load path with spatial coordinate x . The influence line
can either be estimated by a numerical model [15, 30, 68] or from measurements
on the structure [47, 94]. If the influence line belongs to a structure that can be
considered linear, i.e. the principle of super position holds, then the static response
z0(s) in a structural detail can be determined by taking the convolution of the in-
fluence line and the load function,

z0(s) = (l ∗ f )(s) (1.5)

where (∗) denotes the convolution operator and s is the shift variable which
can be interpreted as the distance that the train has moved along the load path of
the influence line.

The complete response in a structure generally consists of both a static and a
dynamic part. The common approach to estimate the response in old steel railway
bridges for the purpose of fatigue analysis is to estimate the static response with
influence lines and the dynamic response by applying a dynamic amplification fac-
tor, see e.g. [6, 60, 104]. The dynamic amplification in a bridge depends on several
properties of train, track and bridge, examples include the speed of the train, the
condition at the wheel-rail interface and the dynamic properties of both the train
and the bridge. These effects are typically included as a dynamic amplification fac-
tor Φwhich is the ratio between the total response over the static response. Several
dynamic amplification factors for fatigue life assessment of bridges have been pro-
posed in the literature [60], and they typically depend on the speed of the train
v and the characteristic length L of the influence line under investigation, i.e. the
dynamic amplification factor is a function of train speed and characteristic length
Φ(v, L). Using this definition, and introducing eq. (1.4) into eq. (1.5), the total
response z(s) in a structural detail is defined by

z(s) = Φ(v, L) ·
np∑

i=1

pi l(s− xi) (1.6)

1Response is any measurable quantity, e.g. moment, shear, stress, deflection...
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If l(x) is the influence line of stress in a structural detail, then z(s) is the stress
response induced in that structural detail by a passing train. The stress cycles
[S1, S2, · · · , Sk] can then be extracted from the stress response by a cycle count-
ing algorithm, e.g. the rainflow cycle counting algorithm [5, 35].

In summary to this section on stress cycles in railway bridges, traffic loads are
generally the only loads that need to be considered in fatigue life estimation of
bridges. The number and magnitude of stress cycles induced in a structural com-
ponent by a train depends on the speed of the train, the number of axles in the
train, the axle positions and axle load magnitudes. A description of these param-
eters as well as the number of trains that pass a bridge are therefore necessary to
determine the stress cycles that are applied to railway bridges by traffic, i.e. a load
model is necessary to estimate the remaining fatigue life of railway bridges.

1.4 Load models for fatigue life estimation of railway bridges

The load model is a key component of fatigue life estimation of railway bridges
because it determines the stress cycles that the material is subjected to. A load
model that is an accurate representation of actual traffic is therefore essential to
obtain accurate estimates of remaining fatigue life of railway bridges [61, 72, 74,
99].

In general, a fatigue load model consists of a reference load and a correspond-
ing set of calibration factors. The load models available in the literature can be
classified into two different types:

• The reference load is a collection of standard trains that are modeled on real
trains. The calibration factors are then typically the composition of these
trains into a traffic mix, see e.g. [59, 60, 123] or the fatigue trains in annex
D of the Eurocode [27].

• The reference load is a single artificial load case, see e.g. LM71 of the Eu-
rocode [27], with a set of calibration factors that take into account the traffic
type, traffic intensity and structural parameters, e.g. the lambda factors for
LM71 in the Eurocode [27].

Regardless of the type of fatigue load model which is used, the fundamental
idea is that the load model introduces the same fatigue damage as the actual traffic
when applied to a bridge, i.e. the fatigue load model and the actual traffic introduce
equivalent fatigue damage in bridges in the infrastructure [57]. This is achieved by
adjusting (calibrating) the calibration factors of the load model with relevant data
on traffic in the infrastructure.

Calibrating a fatigue load model for fatigue life estimation of all bridges in a
railway network is not a trivial task. A major problem is that traffic in a railway
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network is heterogeneous, i.e. the traffic that pass one bridge may have completely
different characteristics from the traffic at another bridge [118]. This is also the
case for bridges located on the same line and only a short distance from each other,
e.g. if a factory is located between two bridges, all traffic from that factory typ-
ically only pass one of them. The past traffic conditions of one particular bridge
is therefore in general different from the traffic conditions at another bridge. This
means that a load model of past traffic loading which is calibrated for, e.g. British
railways [59, 60], Swedish and Danish railways [117] or European railways [123]
is not directly applicable to Norwegian railways, and perhaps only to the few loca-
tions they were calibrated for. In general, a load model must be calibrated to the
particular bridge under investigation to obtain realistic estimates of the remaining
fatigue life due to the heterogeneous traffic conditions in a railway network.

Load models must be calibrated with relevant traffic data for the particular
bridge under investigation.

1.4.1 What is “relevant traffic data”?

Equation (1.6) shows that basic variables of trains that influence the stress response
in a bridge are the train speed, axle loads and axle spacing. Relevant traffic data is
then any data that can be used to determine these basic variables.

The sources of relevant traffic data for calibration of load models for railway
bridges can be categorized either as primary or secondary data sources. The pri-
mary sources of data are direct measurements of train speed, axle loads and axle
spacings. Ideally, all these variables should be recorded for each train passage of a
bridge such that the exact realization of the traffic at a bridge is known. Alterna-
tively, these variables are recorded in the form of histograms and correlation maps
such that the traffic is known in a statistical sense. Several authors have reported
direct measurements of the basic variables in the literature [67, 81, 111, 121], but
these efforts are generally of short duration and limited to a few locations in the
railway network.

Primary sources of data are therefore in general limited to a few bridges in
the infrastructure, and are only covering a small fraction of all traffic of the entire
history of the bridge. This claim is evidenced by the large body of case studies
on remaining fatigue life of railway bridges, which generally either assume historic
traffic conditions or estimate them from secondary sources, see e.g. [1, 6, 13, 19,
20, 33, 60, 73, 100, 104–106, 120].

Secondary sources of data on traffic in a railway network are all other data that
can be used to estimate the basic variables of trains, i.e. the train speed, axle loads
and axle spacing. Among the examples of secondary sources of data are:
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• Primary sources of data for other location and time periods [6, 120].

• Rolling stock data, e.g. axle load limits and geometry of locomotives, pas-
senger and freight wagons [19, 33, 60].

• Operation statistics, e.g. locomotive, wagon, train distance traveled, trans-
ported goods, average axle loads and number of passengers [1, 6, 20].

• Infrastructure data, e.g. regulation of train length, train speed, axle loads
and documented changes to infrastructure [1, 33, 117].

A major problem associated with estimating basic variables from secondary data
sources is that the data which is available is not the “correct” or “sufficient” data
for the estimation problem. Is it possible to estimate the speed of a train at a bridge
without actually measuring the speed?

The issue of insufficient data is perhaps best explained from a mathematical
perspective; recall that an equal number of equations and unknown variables are
necessary to find an unique solution to a system of equations. Equation (1.6) shows
that there are two unknowns for each axle (magnitude and spacing) and one for
the train speed, i.e. there are (2 · np + 1) unknown variables to define a train.
One equation is obtained for every distinct and relevant piece of information that
is gathered from secondary sources, e.g. one equation is obtained if the mean axle
loads of the wagons of a train are established from operational statistics. Reason-
able assumptions may also provide a large number of equations, e.g. one equation
per two-axle wagon can be obtained if it is assumed that both axles of a wagon are
equally loaded.

A typical freight train has roughly fifty axles, if the mean axle load of these wag-
ons can be determined and one can safely assume that the axles on each wagon is
equally loaded, one would still need another fifty unique and relevant pieces of in-
formation to define the load of that train. There might be cases where it is possible
to establish the loads by secondary sources, but in general it is simply infeasible to
locate this much information/data on each train in traffic from secondary sources.
Since primary data sources generally does not exist and secondary sources of data
does not provide sufficient amounts of data, one may conclude that:

There is generally a lack of relevant traffic data for load model calibration.

1.4.2 Lack of relevant traffic data

The issue with lack of data in estimation problems is that the estimation problem
becomes under-constrained or under-specified. In the context of estimating a train
on a railway bridge, this means that the data is not able to uniquely identify one
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train that the data must correspond to, but rather a number of different trains that
are all possible given the data.

To illustrate this point and problems associated with lack of data, consider a
case where we are tasked with determining the fatigue life of a simply supported
bridge due to bending stresses at mid-span. Through the primary and secondary
data sources we are able to establish that one particular train is the only traffic
that has passed the bridge. The number of passages and the speed of each passage
is known by direct measurements. The train consist of a locomotive, with known
axle loads and geometry, followed by twenty wagons with known and identical
geometry. The data sources show that eighteen of the twenty wagons are fully
loaded and two of them are empty. The only piece of information that is lacking
is therefore the ordering of the full and empty wagons, i.e. are the empty wagons
placed together or separated by fully loaded wagons and are the empty wagons at
the front, back or mixed in with the fully loaded wagons?

Figure 1.3 shows the ratio between the minimum and maximum fatigue dam-
age induced in the simply supported beam bridge with different lengths L, when
considering all possible permutations of the order of the twenty wagons in the train.
Fatigue damage is calculated with Basquins relation eq. (1.1) for different b’s and
Miner’s damage accumulation rule eq. (1.2). Stress cycles extracted by rainflow
cycle counting.

Figure 1.3: Ratio between minimum and maximum damage at mid-span due to
bending moment from ordering of full and empty wagons. b refers to the exponent
in Basquins equation.
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The figure shows that the ordering of full and empty wagons in the train is
not insignificant to the estimated fatigue damage in these type of bridges, e.g. for
bridge lengths L ≈ 40 the fatigue damage of the least damaging ordering is roughly
50% of most damaging ordering of wagons. The data in this case cannot help us
decide which train is more probable or likely, the data can only tell us that it is
one of the trains between and including the least damaging train and the most
damaging train.

Lack of relevant data means that a set of possible loads corresponds to the
available data, rather than a single unique load case.

1.4.3 Requirements of a load model for assessment of steel railway
bridges

A fatigue life analysis considers the available data on resistance of the components
in the infrastructure and the available data on fatigue loading applied to the compo-
nent to establish the time to failure. In section 1.4.2 it was argued that, due to the
lack of relevant traffic data, there are a set of possible fatigue loadings that could
have applied to the component. Which of these loadings should be used when con-
sidering the remaining fatigue life of the bridge components and the objectives of
the fatigue life assessment of steel railway bridges?

The primary objective of a fatigue life assessment of steel railway bridges is to
ensure that the bridge is safe to operate. Fulfilling this objective is generally necessary
from a legal standpoint, but it is also ethically and economically motivated. If a
railway bridge collapses during train operation, the direct and indirect monetary
cost, loss of lives and loss of reputation are catastrophic to both the train operator
and the infrastructure owner. The infrastructure owner must therefore ensure and
document that the bridge is safe to operate.

The only way to meet the primary objective of fatigue life assessment, given
that there is a set of possible load cases that cannot be given any preference over
one another, is to select the load case that introduces the maximum fatigue damage
in the material, i.e. a conservative assumption is made about the data. Making a
conservative assumption when faced with lack of data is well established in good
engineering practice and ensures that the estimated fatigue life is at least as long
as predicted by the analysis, i.e. a safe prediction of the remaining fatigue life is
obtained. This approach to lack of data is also advocated in the literature on fa-
tigue life estimation of railway bridges, see e.g. assumptions made on load models
in [1, 33]. A load model for assessment of steel railway bridges should therefore
be conservative to fulfill the primary objective of fatigue life assessment of steel
railway bridges.

Another objective of fatigue life assessment is to rank the structural components
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and bridges in the infrastructure from critical to safe to allow efficient management
of the infrastructure. It has already been established that the fatigue load model
should be conservative, but what if the load model is more conservative2 for one
structural component than it is for another structural component? The issue then
is that the component which the load model is less conservative for will be ranked
less critical than the other component, solely because the load model induces in-
consistent levels of fatigue damage in the two components. This means that if a
load model does not induce consistent levels of fatigue damage, the load model
introduces a bias in the ranking of structural components and the second objec-
tive of the fatigue life assessment is possibly violated. A load model for fatigue life
assessment of steel railway bridges should therefore introduce consistent levels of
fatigue damage in different structural components to allow efficient management
of the railway infrastructure.

Given a set of possible load cases, the conservative load case should be as-
sumed in fatigue life estimation of railway bridges.

2A load model may be more conservative for one structural component than another because the
stress response induced in a structural component depends on both the characteristics of the load
and the characteristics of the structural component, see l(x) in eq. (1.6)
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1.5 Objectives and scope

1.5.1 Objectives

The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a conservative load model of his-
toric traffic loads for fatigue life estimation of bridges in the Norwegian railway
network. To accomplish this goal the following research objectives must be real-
ized.

Describe available historic load data for estimation of remaining fatigue life
of steel railway bridges Section 1.4 discussed the importance of calibrating fa-
tigue load models with relevant traffic data for fatigue life estimation of a bridge.
Currently, there is no concise compilation available of past traffic data for the Nor-
wegian railway network that is suitable for fatigue load model calibration. This also
means that there is no clear overview of what data is in fact available or how it can
be used in fatigue load model calibration. One objective of this thesis is therefore
to gather and describe relevant historic load data for use in fatigue life estimation
of bridges in Norway and discuss how this data can be used in such a task.

Develop a methodology to determine the conservative load case given the
available load data for the Norwegian railways Section 1.4.1 established that
there is generally a lack of relevant traffic data for fatigue load calibration and
section 1.4.2 showed that lack of data means that a set of possible loads which
corresponds to the data are found rather than one unique load case. Furthermore,
section 1.4.3 established that a fatigue load model should be conservative to fulfill
the objectives of a fatigue life analysis. This means that one must identify which
of the possible load cases induces the most fatigue damage in a arbitrary structural
component to fulfill the objectives of a fatigue life analysis. One of the objectives of
this thesis is therefore to develop a methodology that can identify the most severe
fatigue load case, given by the available traffic data for the Norwegian railways.

Determine the significance of historic loads in fatigue life estimation Sec-
tion 1.3 identified any past and future train as the fatigue loads that must be con-
sidered in analysis of the remaining fatigue life of railway bridges. This does not
however mean that all trains will have a significant influence on the fatigue dam-
age analysis, e.g. one might expect that trains from one period generally induces
fatigue damage that are orders of magnitude lower than trains from another pe-
riod. This ultimately means that the traffic from certain periods may be neglected
from the analysis without any significance to the estimated remaining fatigue life.
One of the objectives of this thesis is therefore to determine the significance of his-
torical loads on fatigue life estimation of railway bridges such that fatigue analysis
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can be simplified and made as efficient as possible by omitting traffic loads that are
insignificant to fatigue life.

Establish a conservative fatigue load model based of the available Norwegian
traffic data The second research objective of this thesis establishes a methodol-
ogy that finds a load case for each structural component that is conservative. A
conservative estimate of the fatigue life of a structural component can be obtained
by determining the conservative load case with the methodology presented in the
second research objective above and combining this with the number of train pas-
sages for the particular bridge in the infrastructure. It is, however, impractical and
inefficient to apply the methodology of finding the most severe load case every time
a structural component is to be assessed. A more efficient approach is to establish
a load model which induces the same fatigue damage as the conservative load case
in a wide range of different structural components. One objective of this thesis is
therefore to establish and calibrate a conservative fatigue load model for use in the
fatigue life estimation of Norwegian railway bridges.

1.5.2 Scope

The focus of this thesis is on developing a load model from available data on past
traffic loads in the regular Norwegian railway network. The load conditions at the
iron ore lines Ofotbanen and Dunderlandsbanen are not emphasized in the investi-
gation and are considered outside the scope of this thesis. This thesis only considers
data that are available in the literature or from established measurement programs,
i.e. measurements on the current traffic conditions will not be performed as part
of this thesis.

1.6 Outline of thesis

Chapter 2 describes the historical load conditions in the Norwegian railway net-
work. The available data on rolling stock, traffic and infrastructure for the entire
history of the railways are presented. The nature of the available data and how the
data can be used in fatigue life assessment of steel railway bridges is also discussed.

Chapter 3 develops a novel methodology to utilize all data presented in chap-
ter 2 and find the train composition that causes greatest fatigue damage induced
in an arbitrary structural component by traffic from a specific period. The method-
ology therefore identifies the conservative load case for a specific train type and
period in the railway network.

Chapter 4 presents the fatigue load model of historic traffic for Norwegian rail-
ways. The desired properties of a fatigue load model for steel railway bridges are
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established. A general framework for load model calibration that satisfies the de-
sired properties of a fatigue load model is developed. Fatigue damage potential and
significance of historical loads to fatigue life of steel railway bridges in the Norwe-
gian railway network is considered. The impatient reader finds the proposed load
model in section 4.B.

Chapter 5 concludes this thesis with the main findings and suggestions for fu-
ture work.
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Chapter 2

Evolution of load conditions in
the Norwegian railway network
and imprecision of historic
railway load data

Gunnstein T. Frøseth and Anders Rönnquist,
Structure and Infrastructure Engineering, vol. 15(2):152-169, 2019.

Abstract

This paper describes historic load conditions in the Norwegian railway network to
improve estimates of the remaining service life of bridges. Data on rolling stock,
traffic and infrastructure throughout the history of the railway are presented. Axle
loads, geometry, design, composition and operation of both passenger and freight
trains have changed several times since the initial construction. The capacities of
both rolling stock and infrastructure influence the load conditions in a railway net-
work. Historic loads may have been more severe than modern loads for certain
structural details. A probability distribution of load variables for a specific bridge
cannot be obtained in the general case. Future research directions and suggestions
for the use of non-probabilistic data in estimating the service life of bridges are
discussed.

19
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2.1 Introduction

Technological advances and population and trade growth have led to increasing
axle loads and train speeds, placing higher demands on the ageing railway in-
frastructure. The existing infrastructure must be assessed under conditions of in-
creased operational demands to ensure safe operation of the transportation system.
Numerical models are essential in this regard due to the vast number of compo-
nents requiring assessment. Numerical models are used to determine the appro-
priate actions and predict the condition of many parts of the infrastructure, e.g.,
bridges [61, 62, 65]. The importance of load conditions at the site is common to
all such assessment tasks.

Bridges are structures with very long service lives and represent essential in-
frastructure components. A large portion of Europe’s oldest bridges are made of
steel [116]. Fatigue is one of the primary damage mechanisms in steel bridges, and
crack initiation, as well as crack growth, is governed by the load history at the site.
In the absence of data on historic loading conditions at a bridge site, the current
train loadings and traffic intensity are commonly applied to the entire history of
the structure in service life estimation. Hayward [52, 53] presents train loads on
bridges in the British rail network throughout its history and shows that both axle
weights and train speeds evolved tremendously from the first railways to today’s
modern railways. As the fatigue damage mechanism is highly sensitive to the mag-
nitude of the stress range, assuming today’s traffic over the history of the structure
will yield grossly conservative results [63]. Ignoring historic loads can, on the other
hand, overestimate the remaining service life, as such loads may have contributed
significantly to the fatigue damage of certain details, as shown by Pipinato et al.
[105] and more recently by Imam and Salter [59].

A better understanding of the historic loading conditions of the railway infras-
tructure will improve an evaluation of the existing infrastructure and facilitate a
better allocation of limited resources to maintenance and renewal, therefore being
essential to achieving both economic management of the infrastructure and an en-
vironmentally sustainable society. Several authors have previously proposed load
models for service life estimation of railway bridges due to fatigue damage.

Åkesson [1] suggests a simple load model, considering an equivalent freight

train. It is assumed to have axle loads equivalent to the current maximum axle
load during the entire history of the bridge. The use of an equivalent freight train
is also suggested in Sustainable Bridges [116], in which the concept is extended to
include the evolution of axle loads and allow for variations in train composition and
wagon geometry. Details of past changes of axle loads and geometry are lacking;
additionally, no recommendations regarding the selection of locomotive and wagon
geometry, train type, train composition or traffic intensity are provided. Pipinato
and Modena [101] adapt the model but, similarly, do not present any further details
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of the historic fatigue load model.

Imam et al. [60] present a model of historic load conditions of British rail-
ways. The model divides the railway history into two periods, 1900-1970 and
1970-present. For the period from 1970 to the present, the fatigue for trains of
medium traffic type defined in BS5400-10 [23] is used. The load model prior
to 1970 is divided further into three sub-periods, each defined by three different
trains, i.e., freight, passenger and local suburban trains. Each train has a particu-
lar locomotive with various geometries and axle loads; the passenger and freight
wagons vary in axle loads, while the wagon geometry is unchanged throughout the
entire period 1900–1970. The load model is extended in [59] to lines with only
passenger trains or only freight trains, with the study also including a description
of geometry ranges of locomotives, freight wagons and passenger wagons of the
rolling stock prior to 1970.

Although Imam and Salter [59] present certain data on the ranges of values
of the rolling stock geometry, the current literature lacks a concise overview of the
variations and ranges of variables defining the train loads. Specifically, data are
needed on the ranges of possible axle load magnitudes and geometry of locomo-
tives, freight wagons and passenger wagons, as well as on the composition and
operation of trains, e.g., the number and type of wagons and locomotive speeds
applicable to a train. Without such data, it is not possible to assess the uncertainty
associated with service life estimates or identify parameters that the service life
estimate is most sensitive to.

Two major contributions to the theory of service life estimation of railway bridges
are made in this paper. First, it presents data for the loads, design and geometry of
rolling stock, as well as available data relevant to the composition of trains through-
out the railway’s history to further assess the uncertainty associated with service
life estimates. A foreign reader can adapt and extend the presented data to other
countries’ railways. Second, this paper provides a general discussion of the nature
of available load data for specific bridges in the network. In general, the proba-
bility distribution of all load variables cannot be determined. The implications of
this insight for the current practice are discussed, and future research directions
are provided.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2.2 and section 2.3 present data
on the evolution of the axle loads, geometry and design of rolling stock available
to the railway network throughout the railways’ history. Section 2.4 considers the
composition and operation of trains. Section 2.5 summarises the data presented
in this paper, discusses the nature and characteristics of data on historic railway
loads, and suggests further data uses and directions of research in estimating the
service life of bridges.
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2.2 Historic axle loads

2.2.1 Locomotives

The data on locomotive axle loads have been primarily gathered from Aspenberg
[9], Bjerke et al. [16] and Norges Statsbaner [85]. Figure 2.1 shows the evolution
of the maximum axle load and the relationship with the maximum secondary axle
loads of locomotives used in the Norwegian railway network.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Evolution of the maximum axle load of locomotives, (b) distributed
load across buffers and (c) relationship between axle loads on the driving and sec-
ondary axles of the locomotive, i.e., leading, trailing and tender axles. Filled mark-
ers indicate locomotives used on the iron ore lines. Grey markers indicate narrow
gauge locomotives.
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The maximum axle load of locomotives has increased, going through roughly
four different levels during the railway’s history. Prior to 1900, the maximum axle
load of locomotives was 11 tn. The maximum axle load increased rapidly to 15 tn
after 1900. In the fifties, the axle loads of trains increased again to 18 tn, with
the maximum axle loads continuing to rise, reaching 21 tn for today’s locomotives.
Note that locomotives used for the iron ore lines at Ofot- and Dunderlandsbanen
generally have the highest loadings; however, the movements of such locomotives
are restricted to the mentioned lines. Such locomotives are therefore not consid-
ered further in the presented description. The delivery year does not necessarily
indicate that the locomotive was in widespread use throughout the railway net-
work, as the first delivery was often used to test the design before making further
acquisitions.

An interesting pattern of the distributed loading of locomotives is shown in
fig. 2.1b. The distributed load increased significantly around 1900 and approached
7 tn/m around 1920 for several steam locomotives. The distributed loading of
subsequent electric and diesel locomotives used in regular traffic has not surpassed
6 tn/m, i.e., the distributed loading over the buffer length was the highest for steam
locomotives built after 1900.

Figure 2.1c shows that the driving axles are generally the most heavily loaded
axles of locomotives. This is explained by the tractive effort of a locomotive being
limited by the friction between the driving axles and the rails. The loads of leading
and trailing axles on locomotives are generally in the range of 50 % to 100 % of the
driving axle load, with a modulus of 75 % between leading/trailing and driving axle
loads being a reasonable assumption based on a visual inspection of the figure. The
tender axle load can be higher than that of the driving axle for certain locomotives,
however, the tender axle load changes as stores of water and coal are depleted;
hence, the tender axle loads presented in the figure represent the upper bounds.

The narrow-gauge locomotives (grey markers) have a significantly lower max-
imum axle load than their standard-gauge counterparts. Data on the evolution
of the axle loads of narrow-gauge freight and passenger wagons have not been
found; however, as narrow-gauge locomotives have significantly lower axle loads
than standard-gauge locomotives, it can also be argued that the wagons used on
narrow-gauge lines similarly had lower axle loads than standard-gauge wagons.

2.2.2 Freight wagons

Historic data have been compiled from [86], including amendments that were pub-
lished periodically during the railways’ history. The newest data have been obtained
from the national vehicle register of rolling stock. Figure 2.2 depicts the axle loads
of freight wagons.

The maximum load imposed by Norwegian freight wagons changed in stages.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Evolution of maximum axle load, (b) evolution of distributed load,
and (c) relationship between axle loads of full and empty freight wagons. Filled
markers indicate freight wagons that were used on iron ore lines.

Prior to 1900, the maximum axle loads of freight wagons in the general railway
network was 9 tn, increasing to 12 tn at the turn of the century. In 1932, the first
wagons with 15 tn axle loads were delivered and put into service. From 1956, a
new class of freight wagons was introduced with 18 tn axle loads.

After the Second World War, UIC introduced a series of standard two-axle freight
wagons together with the standard running gear. The standardised single-axle and
bogie suspension had an axle load capability of 20 tn [70]. The Norwegian rail
administration adopted standardised freight wagons and running gear in 1966,
while the previously classified 18 tn wagons were modified to comply with the UIC
standard. The standardised UIC running gear of freight wagons was upgraded
during the 1980s to 22.5 tn after extensive experimental measurements had been
performed in the European railway network [66]. Since the introduction of stan-
dardised freight wagons and running gear, the variation in the maximum axle loads
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of freight wagons has declined, as shown by fig. 2.2a. The highest permissible axle
loads of wagons registered to date are those of special flat wagons built and regis-
tered in 2003. Such wagons have the maximum axle load of 25 tn and are used for
timber transport on certain lines in the southeastern parts of the railway network
under a dispensation from the general permissible loads.

Figure 2.2b shows that the maximum distributed loading of freight wagons was
below 3 tn/m until 1910, 5 tn/m until 1970 and below 6 tn/m until 1998, i.e., the
maximum distributed loading of freight wagons increased over time. Figure 2.2c
depicts the relationship of the axle loads between full and empty wagons. The axle
load of an empty wagon can be assumed to be 25 % to 50 % of the maximum axle
load. Certain wagons have a higher than 25 % maximum axle load, as certain types
of goods require special heavier wagons, e.g., an empty insulated thermal wagon
weighs more than a flatbed wagon for intermodal transport.

2.2.3 Passenger wagons and multiple units

The historic data on passenger wagons and multiple units have been compiled from
[87, 90]. The axle load of a passenger wagon is determined by the number of pas-
sengers present in the wagon. The maximum number of passengers is determined
by the number of seats nseats and the available area for standing passengers. The
available area of a wagon comprises the aisle and the areas near the wagon en-
trances. Herein, two passengers per metre are assumed to be standing over the
wagon buffer length Lbuffer to account for non-seated passengers. Hence, the total
number of passengers npassengers of a fully loaded passenger wagon is given by:

npassengers = nseats + 2 · Lbuffer (2.1)

Figure 2.3 shows the evolution of axle loads and the relationship between the
axle loads of full and empty passenger wagons and motorised units, assuming that
each passenger weighs 75 kg.

The maximum axle weight of passenger wagons was approximately 9 tn until
1910, subsequently increasing to approximately 11 tn by the 1950s, when a se-
ries of wagons with steel bodies was introduced with 12 tn axle load. The maxi-
mum axle load of passenger wagons has generally remained around 12 tn until the
present, with the exceptions to this general description being a series of two-axle
steel wagons in 1928 that were not used extensively for transportation, a restau-
rant wagon in 1953 and a sleeper wagon in 1986. The sleeper wagon of NSB type
7 is still commonly used in long-distance overnight trains.

The first multiple unit was introduced in 1931; fig. 2.3a shows that motorised
units have the highest axle loads among wagons used for passenger transport. The
non-motorised multiple units have historically had the same axle loads as regular
passenger wagons; however, starting from 1990, the non-motorised multiple unit
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Figure 2.3: (a) Evolution of axle loads of passenger wagons and multiple units, (b)
evolution of distributed load, and (c) relationship between axle loads of empty and
full units.

wagons have had higher axle loads. The axle loads of motorised multiple units are
roughly comparable to those of locomotives of the time.

The distributed loading of passenger wagons depicted in fig. 2.3b has remained
relatively unchanged throughout the entire railways’ history at around 2 tn/m. The
distributed load of a motorised multiple unit followed the same trend, i.e., the
distributed loading has remained unchanged slightly below 3 tn/m.

Figure 2.3c shows that subtracting 2.5 tn per axle from the maximum axle load
of a wagon yields a good approximation of an empty wagon weight for regular pas-
senger wagons and motorised wagons. The weight of 2.5 tn per axle corresponds
to approximately 130 passengers of average weight of 75 kg. The number of pas-
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senger seats in passenger wagons has varied between 20 and 80 throughout the
entire history, while certain newer multiple units accommodate up to 120 seated
passengers.

2.2.4 Permissible loads on a track

The permissible load on a particular line during a period provides an upper bound
on the load experienced by bridges along the line. The data are gathered from net-
work statements issued by the infrastructure owner, i.e., historically Norges Stats-
baner [88], and, since 2003, from the network statement available under EU Di-
rective 2012/34/EU. Figure 2.4 shows the permissible axle loads in the railway
network in various years.

Permissible axle loads ranged from 7 tn to 17 tn in the first half of the previous
century. The pattern became more uniform around 1950, with the permissible axle
load being 15 tn as a general rule. It remained so until around 1960, when the
Modernisation and rationalisation-plan [58] (MR-plan) was ordered and put into
effect by the Norwegian parliament. Higher axle loads and speeds were two of
the explicit goals of the MR-plan to improve the railways’ competitiveness relative
to other modes of transportation. According to the MR-plan, the axle loads were
increased to 18 tn, remaining at that level until 1984, as shown in fig. 2.4c. Another
change in permissible axle load was made in 1985 to 20.5 tn, with a further increase
to 22.5 tn in 1989. By 1996, most of the Norwegian railway network had reached
the current standard with the permissible axle load of 22.5 tn.

2.2.5 Train speed

The train speed affects both the quasi-static and dynamic components of the load
exerted by the train on the infrastructure.

Locomotive speed

Figure 2.5 shows the maximum speed of locomotives and motorised units through-
out the railways’ history. Prior to 1900, the maximum speed of locomotives was
70 km/h. The fastest steam locomotive was NSB Type 30 with the nominal top
speed of 90 km/h, introduced to the network in 1913. Diesel- and electric-powered
locomotives reached speeds of 100 km/h around 1940. After 1950, the maximum
speed increased until reaching the maximum speed of 200 km/h of modern electric
locomotives and multiple units. Historically, there has not been a clear difference
in speed between locomotives and motorised units, with the fastest locomotives
having approximately the same top speed as motorised units.
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(a) 1930 (b) 1958

(c) 1984 (d) 1996

Figure 2.4: Depictions of permissible axle loads on the main lines of the Norwegian
railway network.

Permissible speed on a track

The maximum speed of the locomotive is not the only governing factor of the max-
imum train speed. The infrastructure owner also imposes speed restrictions to
ensure a safe, comfortable and economic operation of the infrastructure.

Table 2.1 shows the maximum permissible train speed imposed by the infras-
tructure owner’s regulations. The speed limits for passenger trains have generally
been significantly higher than those for freight trains. This is simply due to differ-
ent operating conditions, e.g., the axle loads being much higher for freight trains.
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Figure 2.5: Maximum speed of locomotives and multiple units. Filled markers
indicate locomotives used on the iron ore lines. Grey markers indicate narrow
gauge locomotives.

Table 2.1: Maximum speeds of passenger and freight trains according to the infras-
tructure owner’s regulations, speeds are given in km/h.

Train\Year 1950 1970 1990 2000 2016

Passenger 90 120 130 160 210
Freight 65 80 80 80 100

No representative data on infrastructure-imposed speed limits prior to 1950 have
been found.

2.3 Rolling stock geometry and design

2.3.1 Geometry and design of locomotives

Design The classification system presented in UIC [122] is adopted in the follow-
ing discussion on locomotive design and geometry. Figure 2.6 shows the number
of driving axles and the locomotive class as a percentage of the total number of lo-
comotives used in regular traffic by year. The figure includes all steam locomotives
with tenders and electric/diesel locomotives with more than three driving axles.
Motorised units are not represented in the figure.

Prior to 1900, locomotives had at most three driving axles, increasing to four
at the turn of the century, five around 1930 and eventually six around the start of
the second half of the previous century. The reason for increases in the number
of driving axles during the railways’ history relates to the demand for higher axle
loads and train speeds. The maximum tractive effort a locomotive can generate to
pull a set of wagons is limited by the friction force between the driving wheels and
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the rails. To increase the tractive effort of a locomotive, given the restriction on the
permissible axle load on the track, it is necessary to increase the number of driving
axles.

Figure 2.6 includes only steam locomotives with tenders, i.e., a locomotive con-
nected to a wagon with a supply of fuel and water. Tender locomotives had a larger
range and were the primary steam locomotive type used in regular traffic. Tank
steam locomotives, on the other hand, were primarily used in shunting service, al-
though some tank locomotives were also used in regular service trains, either as
assistance locomotives on steep ascents or in local passenger traffic around major
cities, with additional details on such uses provided in the following subsection
on locomotive geometry. The majority of steam locomotives had one or two lead
axles in addition to the driving axles. Electric and diesel power locomotives used in
regular traffic featured four and six driving axles. The earliest electric locomotives
had both leading and trailing axles; however, the modern electric and diesel loco-
motives are all without leading or trailing axles. In steam locomotives, the driving
axles are in one group, while in electric and diesel locomotives, they are generally
grouped into two bogies.

Geometry The geometry of Norwegian locomotives varies according to the loco-
motive’s design. Table 2.2 shows the dimensions of locomotive classes identified in
the previous section. Note that the steam tank locomotive, class 1’C1’t, is also in-
cluded, as it was used in local passenger trains around the larger cities [16] before
multiple units took over the task as suburban trains.

Perhaps the overall greatest deviation in the dimensions of steam locomotives is
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Table 2.2: Geometry of the most numerous locomotives of each class. Coverage in-
dicates the percentage represented by the respective locomotives in the total num-
ber of locomotives of the class. The axle load column refers to the axle loads on the
driving axles for each geometry (a-f). Figure 2.6 and table 2.3 provide information
on time periods that the locomotives were operating within.

Class Geometry Coverage Axle load (a/b/...)

Steam locomotives –1970

1’C1’t
1.4 2.6 1.8 1.8 2.2 1.5a

43% 15

2’B-2 1.0
1.0
1.3

1.7
1.4
2.0

1.8
2.0
2.0

2.1
1.9
2.2

2.2
2.2
2.7

2.7
1.8
2.5

1.2
1.3
1.7

a
b
c

88% 10 / 7 / 11

1’C-3 1.3
1.3
1.3

2.6
1.8
2.5

1.7
1.6
1.7

1.7
1.8
2.1

2.6
2.5
2.3

1.5
1.4
1.5

1.5
1.2
1.5

1.5
1.4
1.5

a
b
c

90% 11 / 7 / 10

2’C-2’2’
1.5
1.3

2.3
2.1

1.8
1.4

1.8
1.7

1.8
1.7

2.6
2.0

1.6
1.6

1.3
1.2

1.6
1.6

1.2
1.1

a
b

83% 15 / 12

1’D-2’2’ 1.5
1.6
1.5
1.5

2.5
2.6
2.5
2.5

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

2.6
2.7
2.8
3.0

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

a
b
c
d

87% 12 / 14 / 15 / 15

2’D-2’2’
1.6
1.4

2.1
2.1

1.4
1.4

2.0
1.9

1.5
1.5

1.5
1.6

2.4
2.2

1.6
1.6

1.6
1.3

1.6
1.6

1.4
1.2

a
b

100 % 15 / 12

1’E-2’2’
2.0 2.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 3.9 1.8 2.3 1.8 2.0a

92% 15

Diesel/electric locomotives –1980

B’B’
2.0
2.0

3.0
3.2

2.8
2.7

3.0
3.2

2.0
2.0

a
b

100 % 15 / 12

Bo’Bo’
2.0
2.2

3.0
3.2

4.4
4.1

3.0
3.2

2.0
2.2

a
b

94 % 16 / 18

Co’Co’
2.2
2.8

2.0
1.8

2.0
1.8

6.3
4.8

2.0
1.8

2.0
1.8

2.2
2.8

a
b

100 % 17 / 18

Diesel/electric locomotives 1980–

Bo’Bo’ 2.4
3.0
2.6
2.9

2.6
2.4
2.7
2.6

8.4
6.6
5.0
7.8

2.6
2.4
2.7
2.6

2.4
3.0
2.6
2.9

c
d
e
f

81 % 21 / 21 / 20 / 21

Co’Co’ 2.6
2.4
2.1
2.6

1.8
1.8
2.0
1.8

2.1
1.8
2.1
2.0

7.9
11.0
9.0
7.9

2.1
1.8
2.1
2.0

1.8
1.8
2.0
1.8

2.6
2.4
2.1
2.6

c
d
e
f

92 % 20 / 21 / 21 / 19
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observed in the smallest locomotives, i.e., class 2’B-2 and 1’C-3 locomotives. Such
locomotives are the oldest representatives of a period when the standardisation
across different lines was not yet implemented. The most significant deviations
among the other steam locomotives are observed in the distances between differ-
ent axle types, i.e., the distances between the leading wheel(s) and the driving
wheels, and between the driving wheels and the tender wheels. The deviations in
the distances between driving wheels is generally small.

Table 2.2 also shows that the driving axles on steam locomotives are in gen-
eral more closely spaced than those on electric/diesel locomotives. Driving axles
on steam engines are all coupled together, while those on electric and diesel lo-
comotives are powered by at least two separate engines. A comparison of the
1’D-2’2’ steam locomotive with the B’B’ diesel/electric locomotive illustrates this
point clearly, as the maximum distance between driving axles on the steam en-
gine is 1.4 m, compared to the minimum distance of 3.0 m for the B’B electric and
diesel/locomotives. The distributed load intensity for the steam locomotive may
therefore be higher than that for the diesel/electric counterpart, even if the axle
loads are lower.

The axle loads of the driving axles are also included in table 2.2. The axle loads
of the lead/trail and tender axles of steam locomotives can generally be obtained
from fig. 2.1c, i.e., the lead/trail and tender axle loads can be assumed to be 75 %
of the driving axle load.

2.3.2 Geometry and design of wagons

The geometry of wagons is described by the distance from the buffer to wheelset
centre a, the centre-centre distance between wheelsets b, and the distance between
wheels in a bogie wheelset c, as shown in fig. 2.7. Figure 2.7 also shows the most
common examples of wagon designs: two-axle wagons, (four-axle) bogie wagons
and (six-axle) Jacobs bogie wagons.

Figure 2.7: Geometry of two-axle wagons, bogie wagons and Jacobs bogie wagons.
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Freight wagons

Design Two-axle and bogie freight wagons have been in service throughout the
history of the Norwegian railway network. The Jacobs bogie wagons did not join
the rolling stock until the very end of the 20th century. Figure 2.8 shows the relative
number of wagons of each design among freight wagons since 1900.
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Figure 2.8: Shares of two-axle (T), bogie (B) and Jacobs bogie (J) freight wagons
available in the rolling stock.

Between 1900 and 1970, the two-axle freight wagons dominated the rolling
stock. Around 1970, flat bogie wagons were introduced for intermodal transport,
i.e., semi-trailer and container transport. During the 80s, bogie wagons were also
introduced for other types of freight transport, with approximately 30% of the
rolling stock in 2000 being bogie wagons. In 1993, the Jacobs bogie wagon was
introduced into the freight rolling stock, becoming popular quickly due to the possi-
bility of carrying full length semi-trailers, as well as combinations of conventional-
length containers. The current national vehicle register shows that approximately
40% of wagons are two-axle wagons, 20% are bogie wagons and 40% are Jacobs
bogie wagons.

Geometry The right side of fig. 2.9 shows the geometry data for freight wagons.
The total length L of wagons is across the buffers for two-axle and bogie wagons,
in contrast to the end– to mid–buffer measurement for Jacobs wagons. In general,
the maximum length of freight wagons increases over time. Comparison of the
changes in the dimensions of two-axle wagons in fig. 2.9 to the evolution of axle
loads in fig. 2.2a makes it possible to identify the introduction of new ‘generations’
of wagons around 1930, 1960 and 1980.

The changes in the dimensions of bogie and Jacobs bogie wagons are not as
clear as those of two-axle wagons. This is likely explained by the primary freight
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type design being two-axle wagons prior to the introduction of standardised wag-
ons by UIC in the 1960s. The bogie wagons were not developed and used in regular
traffic and therefore were not as diversified as two-axle wagons.

Note that the buffer–wheelset distance a and the wheel distance c in a bogie
for bogie and Jacobs bogie freight wagons remained unchanged for the last part
of the previous century at a ≈ 2.5m and c ≈ 1.8m. As bogie and Jacobs wagons
were not used extensively until the last part of the previous century, the geometry
of such wagons can be considered to only vary with b.

Figure 2.10 shows the variables a and b for freight wagons. For two-axle wag-
ons, there is a positive correlation between the two variables, i.e., an increasing b

implies an accompanying increase of a. For bogie and Jacobs bogie wagons, there
is no apparent correlation between these variables. Although not presented in any
figure, the data show no clear correlation between a and c or between b and c for
freight wagons.
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Figure 2.10: Geometric variables a and b for passenger wagons and multiple units
(left) and freight wagons (right).

Passenger wagons and multiple units

Design The designs of passenger wagons and multiple units have largely remained
the same. Note that the motorised wagons of multiple units do not generally dif-
fer from non-motorised wagons. In 1903, two-axle and bogie wagons each consti-
tuted approximately one half of the available passenger rolling stock. This changed
rapidly, with passenger wagons and multiple units in use after 1900 being almost
exclusively four-axle bogie wagons. Compared to two-axle wagons, bogie wagons
provide the passengers a smoother and more comfortable ride. Jacobs bogie wag-
ons are found on the newest multiple units, i.e., multiple units introduced after
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2003. The following discussion focuses on the bogie and Jacobs bogie wagons,
as these are the wagons used for regular traffic. Data for two-axle wagons are,
however, included in fig. 2.9 for completeness.

Geometry Figure 2.9 shows that the overall dimensions of passenger wagons and
multiple units increased over time. There are several distinct steps in the evolution
of the dimensions. The change around 1900 should be considered together with the
increased axle loads of passenger wagons, as displayed by fig. 2.3a, and is likely to
be due to an increase in permissible axle loads around 1900. A significant increase
in dimensions can also be observed around 1930 due to a change from wood to
steel for the material used to construct passenger wagons. Similar increases in
a, b and L can be observed around the mid-70s and 80s with the introduction of
two entirely new classes of passenger wagons, NSB type 5 and 7. A part of the
modernisation plan during the 60s, 70s and 80s involved increasing the overall
speeds on train lines, again requiring the removal of small-radii curves and track
profile that previously limited the wagon dimensions. Figure 2.10 shows no strong
correlation between the geometric variables a and b for passenger wagons. Similar
plots have been constructed for a− c plotted against b− c; however, no correlation
structure was observed.

2.4 Train geometry and composition

The particular composition of a train, i.e., the locomotive and the wagons, defines
the distribution and magnitude of the load and has a large influence on the re-
sponse history the train produces when it passes a bridge. This section presents the
relevant data on the composition of trains.

2.4.1 Mixed train traffic

Trains can be categorised as passenger, freight or mixed trains. The latter consist of
both passenger and freight wagons and have been used on lines with traffic volume
too low to support passenger-only or freight-only trains. The use of mixed trains
during the initial years after a line opened is a common feature of all lines.

The use of mixed trains was already limited in 1935, with only 6 % of the total
train running distance performed by mixed trains [29]. The last mixed trains were
in service until 1968 [91]. Mixed trains are unfit for both freight and passenger
traffic, as their use places restrictions on the stopping frequency and loading time of
freight and extends passengers’ transit time. On any line with significant passenger
or freight traffic, the mixed train type was abandoned in favour of freight-only
and passenger-only trains. It is therefore reasonable to assume that a significant
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portion of passenger and freight transport has been performed by passenger-only
or freight-only trains throughout most of the railway history.

2.4.2 Train traction type

Figure 2.11 depicts the use of various types of tractive vehicles as a share of the
total running distance of such vehicles. Data for the period after 1998 have not
been obtained.
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Figure 2.11: Various tractive types’ shares of the total running distance.

The steam locomotive was the only type of tractive vehicle used in the Nor-
wegian railway network until 1923 when electric locomotives were introduced.
Electrification continued over the following decades until 1970, when Dovrebanen
was fully electrified [9]. In 1954, diesel locomotives were put into regular service,
while, at the same time, the rail administration officially abandoned the steam en-
gine technology, with the last steam engine being decommissioned in 1971.

Multiple units were introduced around 1930 and quickly became an important
part of the tractive vehicle stock, especially for local and shorter-distance passenger
traffic. From 1960, multiple units were also used in regional trains and are cur-
rently important to both local and regional passenger traffic, with approximately
40 % of all tractive distance since 1960 being provided by multiple units.

2.4.3 Number of wagons in trains

The number of wagons in a train is governed by economic, practical and techni-
cal factors. Historic data on train (locomotive) running distance and axle running
distance for passenger and freight wagons are available in Central Bureau of Statis-
tics of Norway [29] and Norges Statsbaner [91, 92] for the period 1935–1998. An
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estimate of the average number of axles in trains can therefore be obtained by di-
viding the axle running distance by the train running distance. Figure 2.12 shows
the average number of axles estimated using the data obtained from the above
source.
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Figure 2.12: Average axle number in different train types.

The lengths of all train types tend to increase, with the freight trains having the
most axles. The average number of axles of freight trains varied between 40 and 50
prior to 1980 and from 50-55 after 1980. As the majority of freight wagons prior
to 1980 were two-axle freight wagons, as shown by fig. 2.8, the average number of
wagons of freight trains has ranged between 20 and 25 two-axle wagons. The in-
crease in the use of bogie wagons from around 1980 might also explain the increase
in the number of axles after 1980. For the period 1980–2000, an estimate of the
number of wagons can be obtained by assuming 80% two-axle wagons, 20% bogie
wagons and 55 axles, resulting in an average of 21 wagons in freight trains. No
data for the average number of axles are available for the period after 2000, while
the composition of the available rolling stock changed significantly when Jacobs
bogie wagons were introduced; however, as the average number of wagons during
most of the railways’ history has been in the range of 20–25, it is reasonable to as-
sume that the average number of wagons in freight trains is presently similar. The
average number of wagons in freight trains for the period after 1985 is therefore
also in the range of 20 to 25.

Passenger trains and multiple units has generally been four-axle bogie wagons
throughout the entire railways’ history. Figure 2.12 indicates that passenger trains
had close to 20 axles, or 5 wagons, prior to 1960. In the period between 1960 and
1985, the average number of axles on passenger trains was between 30 and 35, or
approximately 8 wagons. After 1985, the average number of wagons decreased to
approximately 7 wagons.

The average number of axles on multiple units has increased steadily from 4 in
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the 1930s to 8 in 1950 and 12 in the 1990s, corresponding to one wagon prior to
1950, two wagons after 1950, and three wagons after 1990.

Limits on the number of wagons in trains

The lower limit on the number of wagons in a train is determined by the transport
value of the goods being transported. The first multiple units consisted of a single
wagon, while the current shortest multiple unit consists of only two wagons. Prior
to multiple units, i.e., before 1930, locomotive-hauled passenger trains were used
in suburban service; it is reasonable to assume that such suburban trains consisted
of one or two passenger wagons when multiple unit length after 1930 is consid-
ered. Most multiple units could be joined together and driven in tandem, with the
maximum length of multiple units therefore being twice the length of a multiple
unit of the time. Furthermore, assuming that multiple units were used on lines with
the lowest traffic intensity, the minimum number of wagons in locomotive-hauled
passenger trains can be estimated by the maximum multiple unit length, i.e., 2 wag-
ons during 1900–1960, 3 wagons during 1960–1985 and 5 wagons after 1985. The
lower limit on freight wagons is more challenging to estimate due to a lack of rele-
vant data; however, considering that the average number of freight wagons is three
to four times the average number of passenger wagons, a minimum of 10 freight
wagons can be assumed for freight trains throughout the railways’ history.

The brake system, the capacity of coupling between wagons, the platform length
at stations and the passing loop length of single-track lines all influence the max-
imum length of trains [54, 88], with all such factors considered in the following
discussion of freight and passenger train length.

For passenger trains, the maximum number of axles has primarily been re-
stricted by the braking capacity of the train. The maximum length due to brake
conditions depends on the maximum allowable speed, with higher speeds demand-
ing a stronger brake capacity. Passenger trains have during the history of railways
been limited to approximately 80 axles, i.e., 20 four-axle bogie wagons, at a speed
of 50 km/h.

For freight trains, the maximum train length has been approximately 50 wag-
ons, as determined by the passing loop length of the track and the coupling capacity
between the wagons in the train. Technically, neither factor can be considered to
impose a strict or hard limit on the train length. For instance, the issue of coupling
capacity between wagons can be mitigated by introducing an assistance locomo-
tive at the middle or end of the train at the steepest ascents [88]. Similarly, the
passing loop length only restricts the shorter passing train, i.e., the shorter train
is diverted to the passing loop and waits until the longer train passes [54]. Prac-
tically, however, it is preferable to avoid the use of assistance locomotives due to
the added cost of an extra locomotive and driver; additionally, factors other than
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train length have to be considered when scheduling the use of passing loops, e.g.,
express passenger trains having a higher priority than freight trains such that the
freight train must be diverted to the passing loop.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Relevance of presented data to actual loads in the railway net-
work

The data presented in this paper is largely based on the permissable loads on in-
frastructure and rolling stock. In theory, the permissible loads establish the bounds
for the loads on the infrastructure. It is, however, important to acknowledge that
the actual loads on the infrastructure may exceed these bounds.

The discrepancy between the actual loads and the permissible loads can only
be determined by performing measurements on actual traffic. Unfortunately, such
measurements are not available for the Norwegian railway network and they are
also scarce in the international literature. One exception are axle load measure-
ments reported by [67], which indicate that approximately 2.5% of all axles exceed
the permissible axle load on a line with mixed passenger and freight traffic in the
Swedish railway network. Obviously, these results are valid only to the traffic at
the specific line and period of acquisition. On lines with system traffic, such as
iron ore lines, one might also expect systematic overloading of wagons such that
a much larger proportion of the axles exceed the permissible loads. Regardless of
the proportion of axles that exceed the permissible loads, it is clear that permissible
loads are exceeded by actual loads.

On the other hand, the consequences of significantly exceeding permissible
loads on railways are severe. Failure of a bridge due to overloading of wagons
or derailment of a train due to high speed are generally catastropic in terms of hu-
man life and economic cost. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the maximum
loads of actual traffic will be related to the permissible loads on rolling stock and
infrastructure.

In any case, without actual load measurements or other available data, permis-
sible loads are the best available estimators for the bounds on actual load conditions
in the railway network.

2.5.2 Evolution of load conditions in the Norwegian railway network

Table 2.3 shows an overview of the data presented for the general railway network.
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Table 2.3: Summary of data for the rolling stock and train composition during the
history of the Norwegian railways.

Train composition

Period Train type Locomotive / Motorised unit Max speed Wagon type Number of wagons, N

–1900
LS 1’C1’t 70 km/h T+B N̂ = 1, N ∈ [1,2]
P 2’B-2 70 km/h T+B N̂ = 5, N ∈ [1,20]
F 1’C-3 50 km/h T N̂ = 20, N ∈ [10,50]

1900–30
LS 1’C1’t 75 km/h B N̂ = 1, N ∈ [1,2]
P 2’B-2 | 2’C-2’2 | 2’D-2’2’ 90 km/h B N̂ = 5, N ∈ [1,20]
F 1’C-3 | 1’D-2’2 65 km/h T N̂ = 23, N ∈ [10,50]

1930–60
LS B(13, 3.6, 15.0, 2.5) 90 km/h B N̂ = 2, N ∈ [1,4]
P 2’C-2’2’ | 2’D-2’2’ | B’B’ 90 km/h B N̂ = 5, N ∈ [2,20]
F 1’D-2’2’ | 1’E-2’2’ | B’B’ 65 km/h T N̂ = 23, N ∈ [10,50]

1960–85
LS B(16, 3.8, 16.0, 2.5) 120 km/h B N̂ = 2, N ∈ [1,4]
P B’B’ | Bo’Bo’[a-b] | Co’Co’[a-b] 120 km/h B N̂ = 8, N ∈ [3,20]
F B’B’ | Bo’Bo’[a-b] | Co’Co’[a-b] 80 km/h T + B N̂ = 25, N ∈ [10,50]

1985–2000
LS B(18, 3.8, 18.0, 2.6) 160 km/h B N̂ = 3, N ∈ [2,6]
P Bo’Bo’[a-f] | Co’Co’[a-f] 160 km/h B N̂ = 7, N ∈ [5,20]
F Bo’Bo’[a-f] | Co’Co’[a-f] 80 km/h T + B N̂ = 25, N ∈ [10,50]

2000–
LS B(18, 3.8, 18.0, 2.6) 160 km/h B + J N̂ = 3, N ∈ [2,6]
P Bo’Bo’[c-f] | Co’Co’[c-f] 160 km/h B + J N̂ = 7, N ∈ [5,20]
F Bo’Bo’[c-f] | Co’Co’[c-f] 90 km/h T + B + J N̂ = 25, N ∈ [10,50]

B(P, a, b, c) indicates a bogie wagon with axle load P and geometric parameters a, b, c; see fig. 2.7.
N̂ – Overall average number of wagons in a train.
LS – Local suburban, F – Freight and P – Passenger

Wagon load and geometry

Two-axle (T) Bogie (B) Jacobs (J)

Type Period Axle load [tn] a [m] b[m] a [m] b [m] c [m] a [m] b [m] c [m]

Pa
ss

en
ge

r –1900 5.0–9.0 2.3–2.8 4.2 3.0–3.2 11.2–11.9 2.0–2.1 - - -
1900–30 5.0–11.0 2.3–2.8 4.4–8.5 2.4–3.1 11.6–14.4 1.9–2.3 - - -
1930–60 6.0–12.0 2.7 8.5 1.9–4.3 9.1–16.0 2.0–3.0 - - -
1960–85 7.5–13.0 - - 3.0–4.2 16.0–20.4 2.2–2.7 - - -

1985– 8.5–14.0 - - 3.2–4.3 16.5–20.4 2.5–2.7 1.6–5.6 15.3–18.2 2.5

Fr
ei

gh
t

–1900 2.3–9.0 1.5–2.5 2.5–4.0 2.0–2.6 6.5–11.0 1.6 - - -
1900–30 3.0–12.0 1.5–2.5 2.5–5.0 2.2–2.7 6.5–11.5 1.6–1.9 - - -
1930–60 3.7–15.0 1.5–3.0 3.5–7.0 2.4–2.7 8.0–12.0 2.0 - - -
1960–85 5.0–20.0 2.0–4.1 5.5–9.0 2.5–3.2 9.0–15.7 1.8 - - -

1985– 5.6–22.5 2.3–4.1 7.5–11.0 2.5 9.0–15.7 1.8 2.5–2.8 14.2–14.9 1.8

Axle loads are limited by the infrastructure for certain lines; see fig. 2.4
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Load conditions due to infrastructure and rolling stock

Comparing the maximum axle loads of locomotives, shown in fig. 2.1a, to permissi-
ble axle loads on a track, fig. 2.4, it is clear that the heaviest locomotives are limited
to certain lines of the railway network during their respective periods of service.

Furthermore, a comparison of permissible axle loads and the axle load capacity
of freight wagons shows that both factors have governed the limits on freight train
axle loads. For instance, prior to 1930, several lines had permissible axle loads of
15 tn, as shown in fig. 2.4a, while the maximum axle load of freight wagons used in
regular service was only 12 tn for most of the period, as shown in fig. 2.2a. On the
other hand, fig. 2.4c shows that axle loads were track-limited to 18 tn for most of
the railway network until 1984, while the capacity of freight wagons was at 20 tn
since the beginning of 1960.

As the use of passenger wagons has not been restricted by the permissible axle
loads on tracks, passenger wagons have been used freely in passenger trains. This
freedom does not, however, extend to motorised wagons in multiple units, as cer-
tain motorised wagons have levels of axle loads comparable to those of locomo-
tives. Multiple units are therefore also limited to certain lines due to the axle loads
of motorised wagons.

Regarding the train speed, fig. 2.5 and table 2.1 show that the regulations of the
infrastructure owner have limited the speed of both passenger and freight trains
during most of the railways’ history. Prior to 1950, no representative data on the
speed limits on infrastructure has been found. During this period, the maximum
speed of locomotives is suggested as the upper limit on the speed of passenger
trains, i.e., 70 km/h until 1910 and 90 km/h after 1910. We take into account that
locomotives used for freight trains have generally had smaller wheels than those
used for passenger trains, i.e., freight locomotives run in a lower gear than passen-
ger locomotives. The maximum speed of freight trains can be assumed at 50 km/h
until 1910 and 65 km/h from 1910.

The capacities of both rolling stock and infrastructure influence the load con-
ditions in a railway network and should therefore be considered when establishing
a load model for service life assessment.

Differences between passenger and freight trains

Section 2.2 showed that the axle loads of passenger wagons prior to 1900 were
comparable in magnitude to those of freight wagons at 9 tn per axle; however, after
1900, the axle loads of freight wagons were considerably larger, with the difference
between maximum axle loads of passenger and freight wagons continuing to grow
during the railways’ history. Figure 2.2c and fig. 2.3c show that the range of axle
loads, i.e., the difference between the minimum and maximum axle loads, is much
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smaller for passenger than for freight wagons. The magnitude and the variation of
axle loads have therefore been smaller for passenger than for freight wagons.

The passenger wagons have a design and geometry different from those of
freight wagons. Passenger trains have primarily consisted of bogie wagons, while
freight trains have historically been composed of two-axle wagons and more re-
cently a mix of all three designs. All dimensions, a, b, c, and L, are generally larger
for passenger wagons than for freight wagons, i.e., the geometry of passenger wag-
ons generally differs from that of freight wagons. The number of wagons in passen-
ger trains has been lower than that in freight trains, while the speeds of passenger
trains have been higher than those of freight trains.

The two types of trains also use different locomotives; although many loco-
motives have been used with both freight and passenger wagons, the locomotives
used in the heaviest freight trains have generally had more driving axles than pas-
senger locomotives. Typically, locomotives used in passenger trains have fewer
driving axles due to a lower demand for tractive effort. Furthermore, passenger lo-
comotives have favoured axle arrangements that allow higher speeds, e.g., steam
locomotives with larger driving wheels and two leading axles for stability [16].

Since passenger and freight trains differ in axle loads, geometry, design and
operation, the response in a structural detail from passenger trains will be different
from the response from freight trains. The effect of the difference in response from
the two train types on the fatigue damage introduced in the structure will depend
on both the specific detail under investigation and the rolling stock of the period.
First consider a structural detail with a relatively short influence length compared
to the axle distance in wagons. This structural detail will be loaded and unloaded
by each passing axle, and each axle introduces a stress range proportional in size
to the axle load magnitude. A freight train will then tend to introduce more fatigue
damage in this detail than a passenger train because of higher axle loads and axle
count. Next consider fig. 2.13, which shows the moment at midspan of a simply
supported beam with length 13 m to a sequence of freight and passenger wagons
from the period 1930-60, see table 2.3.

This structural detail has a longer influence length that allow two bogies in
adjacent passenger wagons to load the structure, but at the same time is shorter
than the distance between bogies in one wagon. The structural detail is then loaded
and completely unloaded, producing large loading cycles, for each adjacent bogie
in the wagon sequence.

The two-axle freight wagons from this period cannot achieve the same stress
range as the bogie passenger wagons for this structural detail. Although the two-
axle wagons have higher axle loads, and four axles can load the structure at any
one time, the axles are more spread apart such that the local load intensity is lower
compared to the four axles from bogies in the passenger wagons. The freight wag-
ons from this period will also never be able to completely unload the structure,
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Figure 2.13: Bending moment at midspan of a simply supported beam with length
13 m to a sequence of wagons from the passenger and freight rolling stock 1930-60.
B and T denotes bogie and two axle wagons, respectively.

because the longest distance between axles in these wagons is shorter than the in-
fluence length of the structure. The maximum stress range from freight traffic will
therefore be smaller in magnitude than from passenger traffic for this period.

The number of cycles produced by the different wagon types is obviously linked
with the number of wagons in the train, but from fig. 2.13 we see that each passen-
ger wagon induces one cycle (ignoring boundary effects where only a single bogie
loads the structure), while two freight wagons are necessary to load and and one
to unload the structure for a cycle. Taking into account that freight trains have
more wagons than passenger wagons, one can estimate that the number of cycles
introduced in this structural detail for the two train types are rougly equal. For this
particular structural detail and period of rolling stock, the passenger trains will
have a larger fatigue damage potential than the freight trains due to the difference
in maximum stress range.

Admittedly, the possibility of passenger trains being more damaging than freight
trains diminishes for modern trains where the difference in maximum axle load
magnitudes are larger, but as a general rule, both passenger and freight traffic
should be included in service life assessment due to the difference in axle load
magnitudes, geometry, design and operation of these train types and how these
parameters influence the response in different structural details.

Changes in dynamic loads on bridges

The total load on the infrastructure from the rolling stock is comprised of a static,
quasistatic and a dynamic part. The static loads are calculated with the static axle
weights and the quasistatic load is determined by the static weight, speed of the
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train and geometry of the track. The dynamic loads are due to impact forces at
the wheel-rail interface, train-bridge interaction and dynamic characteristics of the
rolling stock. The dynamic loads are more difficult to calculate than static and qua-
sistatic loads due to mathematical complexity and random nature of the underlying
processes. Dynamic loads are therefore typically included in service life assessment
by applying a dynamic amplification factor (DAF) to the static loads [59, 104].

The train speed is a common variable for all dynamic effects and the dynamic
loads generally increase with train speed. Section 2.2.5 showed that the train speed
has increased over the history of the railways, and one might expect the dynamic
forces on the infrastructure to increase as well, but this is not true in general. Steam
locomotives has an additional vertical dynamic force known as ‘hammer blow’ that
is not present in other rolling stock. Hammer blow is a vertical sinusodial force
that comes from mass added to the driving wheels to counterbalance moving mass
(steam cylinders and connecting rods) in the horisontal direction of the locomo-
tive. Hammer blow was studied in 1920s by the British railways and these stud-
ies concluded that hammer blow dominated the dynamic loads on bridges [53].
The American Railway Engineering Association (AREA) also investigated dynamic
loads on steel bridges. Their work involved 37 bridges and 1800 diesel/electric
and 3400 steam locomotive passages [7], and confirmed that dynamic amplifica-
tion of stresses in bridges is higher from steam locomotives than other rolling stock.
Historic steam locomotives may therefore have larger dynamic loads than modern
rolling stock despite running at lower speeds.

The impact forces from the wheel-rail interface is governed by the unsprung
mass of the wheelset and the continuity and smoothness of the contact surfaces.
The evolution of wheelset mass for the different types of rolling stock has not been
established for the Norwegian railway network due to lack of relevant data, but
the international literature indicates that reducing the unsprung mass has been
of increasing importance to researchers and manufacturers since the 1980s [66,
70]. Regardless of the wheelset mass, it is clear that the conditions at the contact
surfaces have improved. Historically, rails produced in fixed lengths were joined
together by fishplates at the web of the profile, forming a jointed rail [54]. The
jointed rail surface is discontinous and an impact is produced at the joint for each
passing wheel. In 1966, welding was introduced as a joining technique in the
Norwegian railway network, and the share of welded rail in the Norwegian railways
was 20% in 1970, 60% in 1980 and by 1990 the majority of the railway network
consisted of welded rail [89]. Welded rail result in a continous rail surface with
lower dynamic forces than the jointed track [36]. The discussion above indicates
that the impact forces at the wheel-rail interface has been reduced in the last half
of the 20th century through reduced unsprung mass and continous welded rails.

With regard to practical applications, there are several sources that propose
DAFs for service life assessment of steel railway bridges with respect to fatigue
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damage, see [60] for an overview. To specifically include the effect of hammer
blow in the service life assessment, the reader might consider [8], which presents
DAFs for steam locomotives and other rolling stock based on the AREA tests made
during the 1950s [7].

Influence of historic loads on the service life estimation of bridges

The load conditions in the Norwegian railway network have generally been char-
acterised by increasing axle loads, train speeds, number of wagons in trains and
rolling stock geometry throughout the history of the railway. For many structural
details, this means that historic loads can be ignored due to the increased load con-
ditions of modern traffic. For instance, the structural detail with a short influence
length and high sensitivity to axle load magnitude discussed in section 2.5.2 will
be dominated by fatigue damage from modern traffic due to higher axle load. It is
however important to note that such an observation does not hold in general. The
proportion of fatigue damage that comes from historic traffic compared to more
modern traffic will depend on the detail under investigation, the rolling stock and
the amount of traffic in each period. The significance of historic loads will therefore
vary from case to case.

One aspect of the loading that has not generally increased is the distributed
loading on rolling stock. Section 2.2.1 showed that the distributed loading across
buffers was highest for steam locomotives in service in the middle of the previous
century, with section 2.3.1 confirming that older steam locomotives had a higher
local load intensities than more modern locomotives. Considering the static re-
sponse in the simply supported beam in fig. 2.13 for instance, several of the steam
locomotives have higher maximum stress range than any of the modern electric and
diesel locomotives in table 2.2. It should also be noted that the dynamic loads from
steam locomotives are generally larger than for other locomotives, see discussion
in section 2.5.2.

Furthermore, the distributed loading on passenger wagons have remained rel-
atively constant over the history of the railways, see section 2.2.3. Historic pas-
senger trains may therefore be more damaging than modern passenger trains for
structural details that are responsive to distributed loading rather than axle load
magnitudes, due to the higher distributed and dynamic loading of steam locomo-
tives. The distributed loading on freight wagons has increased in stages and one
might not expect that historic freight trains are more damaging than the modern
freight trains, but the stress range induced by the locomotive might mitigate this
increase such that historic loads contribute significantly to the fatigue damage.

Since historic loads may have a significant influence on the fatigue damage of
railway bridges, and the influence vary from case to case depending on the struc-
tural detail, rolling stock and amount of traffic, the historic loads should generally
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be included in service life estimation of railway bridges.

2.5.3 Nature of the presented data

The data presented in this paper have been derived from sources that consider the
railway domain as a whole. For many of the variables, only the limits on variables
affecting the train loading have been presented. When available, the relative fre-
quencies for load conditions are also provided, e.g., the design of locomotives and
wagons. Having more information and data will clearly yield more accurate ser-
vice life estimates of bridge details. Ideally, the distribution of variables defining
the load conditions at a bridge should be known so that a probabilistic or rational
deterministic analysis can be performed.

The challenge posed by the available data for railway loadings is that we cannot
readily link the relative frequency of a variable defined for the rolling stock to the
probability distribution of such rolling stock being used at a particular bridge. To
illustrate this point, consider the traffic at an arbitrary bridge in the year 2000. Fig-
ure 2.8 shows that among the freight wagons available at the time, approximately
68% were two-axle wagons, 30% bogie wagons and 2% Jacobs bogie wagons. One
might assume that the relative frequencies of two-axle, bogie and Jacobs wagons at
the bridge follow the distribution of the rolling stock as a whole. It is, however, en-
tirely possible that all freight wagons that pass the bridge are Jacobs bogie wagons.
In the year 2000, there were approximately 100 Jacobs bogie wagons available in
the rolling stock; four individual trains, each with 25 Jacobs bogie wagons, could
be composed using these wagons. The four trains might also be the only freight
traffic that pass the bridge, i.e., each train might pass the bridge multiple times a
day, depending on the transport distance required by the train. In short, the trains
that pass a certain bridge in the railway network are assembled from a subset of
the population presented in this paper.

Can the distribution of variables defining the load conditions for a particular
bridge be obtained?

In principle, the distribution can be determined if the infrastructure owner and/or
operator have recorded and archived the appropriate data for the variable and
the bridge. In the case of the Norwegian railway, a tremendous quantity of docu-
mentation that might contain the information needed to determine the variables’
distributions is in fact stored at the railway museums and the national archives.
For instance, while research was being performed for this paper, documentation on
the exact composition of trains, i.e., the specific locomotive, the set of wagons and
the number of trains each day, was obtained for certain bridges and periods. Us-
ing such data, it is possible to construct the distribution of locomotive and wagon
variables for the particular bridge and period.
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Unfortunately, most historic documentation is not easily accessible in the sense
of not having been digitised; additionally, a given piece of data is typically not
specifically obtained from a single data source, i.e., the data are spread across sev-
eral documents or even archives. Extracting more precise data than what is already
presented in this paper, e.g., determining the distribution of each variable, is there-
fore resource intensive. Although a substantial quantity of documentation exists
that might contain the appropriate data to determine the distribution of a variable,
one must also be ready to accept that certain information was never recorded. It
might therefore be possible to obtain the distribution of each variable; however,
additional resources will generally be required to do so for each specific bridge.

In conclusion, the data presented in this paper can define the set of possible
values of the load variables for a specific bridge; however, the data cannot be used
to establish a precise probabilistic description of the load conditions at a bridge.
From a probabilistic perspective the data is characterised as imprecise [14, 56].

2.5.4 Use of imprecise data in service life estimation

The service life estimation of a bridge is generally based on a numerical model
to predict the response and relevant damage mechanism for the structure. The
input variables of such numerical models are all uncertain; service life estimations
are based on mathematical frameworks that consider such uncertainty. The way
uncertainty is handled is different within each framework and not all frameworks
are equally suited for handling imprecise data of the type presented in this paper.

A deterministic analysis generally relies on selecting point estimates for input
variables. The point estimates are selected to produce a conservative end result,
either by selecting the values directly or by combining nominal values with safety
factors. Generally, the probabilistic and non-probabilistic information are treated
the same way by selecting the ‘worst’ values. The deterministic approach does not
consider the information available for probabilistic variables and typically leads to
conclusions that the detail should have failed a long time ago, i.e., overly conser-
vative results are obtained.

The traditional reliability framework incorporates more information than de-
terministic point estimate values of a variable and requires that the distributions of
variables be known. In comparison to the deterministic approach described above,
such an approach leads to more realistic results, with the probability of failure de-
termined by including the uncertainty in the input variables during the analysis.
The interval variables presented in this paper cannot be incorporated in the tradi-
tional reliability analysis without making assumptions about the distribution of the
variables over the intervals.

The framework of imprecise probabilities can incorporate both probabilistic and
non-probabilistic information [14]. Imprecise probabilities will therefore be less
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conservative than a deterministic approach, as probabilistic variables can be han-
dled in a more rational way than simply assuming the worst case. Furthermore,
the framework does not require assumptions, as is the case for traditional reliability
analysis, since knowledge of the distributions of the variables is not needed.

Imprecise probabilties does not change the fact that available data is impre-
cise, and does not enable precise determination of the remaining service life of a
structure. From the perspective of bridge owners, imprecise probabilities still have
practical advantages in comparison to the established frameworks. In cases were
the deterministic analysis proves too conservative, the imprecise probability frame-
work may be applied to show that the structure has sufficient remaining service life
since the incorporation of available data leads to less conservative results. Com-
pared to the traditional reliability framework, imprecise probabilities make it easier
to communicate the consequence of the imprecise data, since the imprecisions are
explicitly expressed in the results of the analysis instead of being expressed through
the assumptions made about the data [10].

The imprecise probability theory has been applied in reliability analysis to prob-
lems with imprecise knowledge [14, 56]; however, there are currently no studies
in the literature that apply imprecise probabilities to service life estimation of rail-
way bridges. Demonstrating the use of this framework is outside the scope of the
present paper; future work should focus on adapting the methodology to service
life estimation of railway bridges due to the nature of available data for such as-
sessments.

In addition to service life estimation, imprecise data can be used in a sensitivity
analysis to pinpoint the most important variables affecting the estimated service
life. The sensitivity analysis can then be used to identify the variable that should
be focused on in further data gathering. A starting point for the sensitivity analysis
of imprecise data may be found in [51, 93].

In conclusion, the imprecise data presented in this paper can be used in esti-
mating the remaining service life of a bridge by adopting an imprecise probability
framework and in a sensitivity analysis to guide further data gathering and assess
the possibility of reducing the uncertainty associated with the estimated service
life.

2.5.5 Relevance of findings and discussion to foreign railways

This paper has focused on the evolution of the load conditions and available data
for the Norwegian railways. The rolling stock and infrastructure are undoubtedly
adapted to Norwegian conditions, with the country’s particular topology and cli-
mate. Much of the rolling stock has been produced by Norwegian manufacturers,
while the infrastructure has been managed and maintained by the Norwegian na-
tional railway administration throughout the history of the railways.
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It is, however, important to note that the design of the Norwegian rolling stock
and infrastructure has been heavily influenced by foreign engineers and practices.
For instance, the majority of locomotives have been built by Norwegian manufac-
turers under licenses from foreign factories, e.g., factories in Sweden, Germany,
Switzerland, Britain and the USA [9, 16]. Similarly, the railway infrastructure was
built or supervised by English and German companies, while the modernisation of
the railways was performed while consulting foreign railway experts [58]. Interna-
tional standardisation, e.g., of freight wagons by UIC, as discussed in section 2.2,
and privatisation of the railway infrastructure and operations at the end of the pre-
vious century have ensured that the technology of rolling stock and infrastructure
were similar across countries during much of the railways’ history. A foreign reader
may therefore adapt and extend the data presented for the Norwegian conditions
by performing a less extensive investigation of available information for railways
in another country.

Furthermore, imprecise and missing data for loads in the assessment of the ser-
vice life of existing structures is a general problem [84]. The need for the simplified
equivalent load model [1, 116] and its use [101], as well as the assumptions made
in the development of the British historic load model [59, 60], all indicate that in-
formation relevant to establishing the distributions of variables for specific bridges
is costly to obtain or not available at all for railways outside of Norway.

2.6 Conclusions

Data on the geometry, design and axle loads of the rolling stock, together with data
on the composition and operation of trains throughout the history of the Norwegian
railways, have been presented in this paper.

The data show that the maximum axle loads and geometry of locomotives and
freight and passenger wagons, as well as train speeds and the number of wagons
in trains, have generally increased during the railways’ history. Historic loads may
however be more damaging than modern traffic for certain structural details. The
capacities of both rolling stock and infrastructure influence the load conditions in
a railway network. Passenger trains generally differ from freight trains, not only
in axle loads but also in geometry, design and operation. As the influence of the
geometry, design and operation of passing trains on the response of a structure
depends on the specific detail being examined, both passenger traffic and freight
traffic over the railways’ history should be considered in a service life assessment.

The data for historic railway loads are imprecise, i.e., the probability distri-
bution of variables is generally unknown for a particular bridge. The possibility of
obtaining the distribution of variables has been discussed, and although it might be
possible to determine the distribution for certain variables and bridges, one must
accept that determining the distribution is not possible in the general case. Fu-
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ture work should therefore adapt the mathematical framework of imprecise prob-
abilities to service life estimation of railway bridges to incorporate the available
information and improve the accuracy of service life estimates.
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Finding the train composition
causing greatest fatigue damage
in railway bridges

Gunnstein T. Frøseth and Anders Rönnquist,
Submitted for journal publication 2018.

Abstract

This paper presents a method to identify the most damaging train with respect to
fatigue damage in railway bridges. The problem is formulated as a combinatorial
optimization problem in which the solution space is the set of possible trains. The
exact solution can only be obtained for trivial cases where the train set is small
and/or for simple structural details where the most damaging train can be iden-
tified manually by analysis. Three different heuristics are considered to solve the
problem approximately. The Late Acceptance Hill Climbing heuristic is proposed
as a general approach to finding the most damaging train due to its strong per-
formance for different train sets and structural details and simplicity in implemen-
tation and application. The proposed methodology can be used in the design of
new and in the assessment of existing railway bridges to verify sufficient fatigue
endurance.

3.1 Introduction

Deterioration of existing infrastructure is of primary concern for countries around
the world. Bridges are essential components of the infrastructure that generally
have a very long service life. A large portion of the railway bridges in developed
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countries, constructed during the large building boom at the beginning of the 20th
century, are reaching and exceeding their intended design life [117]. Infrastructure
owners manage limited resources for renewal and maintenance of the infrastruc-
ture by inspecting the infrastructure components and estimating their remaining
service life. Inspections are made to ensure the short-term safe operation of the
infrastructure, and service life estimations are performed to keep track of future
needs for investments and maintenance.

A large portion of the existing railway bridges are steel bridges, and the pri-
mary deterioration mechanism in steel bridges is material fatigue [117]. The fa-
tigue damage mechanism is dependent on the loading history of the material and
therefore on the historic loads on the railway infrastructure. A description of the
historic railway loads is therefore necessary to predict the remaining service life of
railway bridges. Ideally, the exact composition of locomotives and wagons and the
loads on each axle of the train should be known for all passages of the bridge. Alter-
natively, a statistical description of the traffic and rolling stock, i.e., the probability
distribution and mass functions of axle loads, locomotives and wagons passing the
bridge, can also yield an accurate description of the load conditions and fatigue
damage in the bridge within a reliability framework. Unfortunately, neither exact
nor statistical historic railway loading data are generally available for use in fa-
tigue assessment of bridges. The lack of data availability arises because the data
were never recorded, the data have been lost since their acquisition or the time
constraints of a specific project do not permit locating the data [84]. More com-
monly, the load conditions at a site are known in an imprecise sense [42], i.e., the
locomotives and wagons present in the rolling stock at a certain time are known,
but the specific compositions of the locomotive and wagons in trains that pass the
particular bridge cannot be established.

Imprecise data therefore define the domain of the loading variables for fatigue
loading at a particular bridge site, and through modeling of the fatigue damage
mechanism, they also define the domain of the fatigue damage induced by traffic
in a structural detail. With regard to service life estimation of bridges, this means
that the imprecise data for traffic loads can be used to determine the minimum and
maximum fatigue damage induced in the bridge by the traffic of a particular period.
Knowing the minimum and maximum damage induced in a structural detail for a
certain period has great practical value to infrastructure owners and practicing en-
gineers for several reasons. First, one can determine whether fatigue is a relevant
damage mechanism for a bridge detail. Second, if fatigue is a relevant damage
mechanism, then knowledge about the maximum fatigue damage for each period
can be used to direct further data gathering in the most cost effective and efficient
manner, e.g., prioritizing the search for those periods with maximum damage. Traf-
fic loads have changed significantly over the history of the railways [42, 53], which
means that traffic from certain periods can likely be ignored because it induced neg-
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ligible fatigue damage in the structural detail compared to the traffic from another
period. Finally, service life assessment of railway bridges is generally conducted
by applying simplified load models meant to represent the traffic over the history
of the railways [1, 60]. The load models consist of a few trains for each period
selected by a group of experts from historical records [61]. These simplified load
models may yield reasonable and conservative service life estimates for some struc-
tural details and bridge sites. There is, however, a risk that load models based on a
few select trains are biased in identifying damage in one particular group of bridge
details, i.e., the load model introduces systematic error and bias into the estimated
service life of bridge components. Identifying the maximum damage induced by
the rolling stock for each bridge detail avoids this systematic error and therefore
allows better management of the infrastructure.

It is possible to manually identify the train composition that maximizes the fa-
tigue damage in the structural detail via analysis and trial and error; see, e.g., Imam
and Salter [59] and Frøseth and Rönnquist [42]. This manual approach is both dif-
ficult and time consuming for cases with complex influence lines and multiple peri-
ods with different locomotives and wagons. To be able to utilize the available data
on traffic for the large number of different structural details in bridges, it is neces-
sary to employ computers to identify the most damaging train for each structural
detail. There are currently no methods in the literature that solve the problem of
finding the most damaging train with respect to fatigue damage in railway bridges.

This paper proposes a method to find the train that maximizes the fatigue dam-
age in an arbitrary structural detail. The problem is formulated as a combinatorial
optimization problem with the objective of maximizing fatigue damage in a struc-
tural detail due to train passage. The solution space is represented by a train set,
established from locomotives and wagons available in the rolling stock for the rail-
ways in the specific period. The train set is generally too large to solve the problem
exactly, and three different search heuristics are considered to solve the problem
approximately. The search heuristics are evaluated by considering forty different
structural details and two different train sets.

The outline of this paper is as follows: The theory behind the fatigue damage
model and response generation for train passage by an influence line (IL) is given
in section 3.2. The formulation, notation and optimization problem are given in
section 3.3, and the approaches to solve the optimization problem are discussed in
section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents ILs and train sets used to evaluate the heuristics
and examples with an application of the different heuristics to find the most dam-
aging train for the different train sets and structural details. Section 3.6 provides
a discussion of the results, suggestions for selection of the train sets and the use of
the heuristics.
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3.2 Theory

3.2.1 Fatigue damage

Fatigue in steel structures is a damage mechanism in which cracks initiate and
propagate under cyclic stress. The fatigue endurance of a material or structural
detail is determined by a fatigue endurance law. Basquin’s relation is expressed as
the number of cycles N a material can endure at cyclic stress S, i.e.,

N(S) = CS−m (3.1)

where C and m are the fatigue resistance parameters. Bridges are subjected
to loads that induce varying stress histories and therefore stress ranges of vary-
ing amplitude. To account for the varying stress ranges, Miner’s linear damage
accumulation rule states that the fatigue damage from each stress range Si yields
fatigue damage equal to Di =

1
N(Si)

and that the total fatigue damage from a stress
range spectrum is determined by the sum of the damage contributions from each of
them. Combining Miner’s linear damage accumulation rule with Basquin’s relation
eq. (3.1) yields

D =
1
C

∑
Sm

i (3.2)

where the fatigue stress ranges Si can be extracted from an arbitrary stress his-
tory by cycle counting. Rainflow cycle counting is the de facto standard method for
cycle counting in service life estimation of bridges [28, 61, 78], and the implemen-
tation in [5] is adopted herein.

Further simplification of the fatigue damage can be made when the purpose is to
find the most damaging train. The material parameter m is commonly assumed to
be deterministic [63, 75], with a value of m= 5 for a single slope fatigue endurance
law [119]. The material parameter C only scales the fatigue damage; therefore,
for the purpose of comparing fatigue damage due to different trains, the pseudo-
damage d can be defined:

d = C D =
∑

S5
i (3.3)

Finding the most damaging train is therefore an optimization problem where
the objective is to find the train composition that maximizes the pseudo-damage in
eq. (3.3).

Note that other definitions of the fatigue endurance, e.g., the tri-linear fatigue
endurance model [28], and damage accumulation rules, e.g., a sequential damage
accumulation rule [112], can be easily adapted to the methodology presented in
this paper.
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3.2.2 Response generation by influence lines

Liu et al. [79] demonstrated that fatigue analysis utilizing a static solution method
with a dynamic amplification factor yielded similar results to a full dynamic anal-
ysis except for the case in which the geometry and speed of the train imposed
resonance loading on the structure. In practice, such conditions are only likely
for high speed lines. Static analysis is therefore generally sufficient for fatigue as-
sessment of existing railway bridges. Static analysis by the IL approach is most
commonly used to predict the stress histories in evaluations of existing railway
bridges [32, 33, 59, 61, 62].

An IL l(x) is the response of a structure of some measurable quantity to a unit
load located at x; see fig. 3.1a. In practice, the IL can be obtained either numeri-
cally [15, 30, 68, 95] or from measurements of real structures [47, 94].

The load is defined by a load function f (x), and for a train, the load function
is defined by

f (x) =
Np∑
i=1

pjδ(x − x j) (3.4)

where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function, Np is the number of axles, pj are the
axle load magnitudes, and x j are the axle load positions; see fig. 3.1b.

The static response zs(u) of the structure is then a convolution of the load func-
tion f (x) and the IL l(x):

zs(u) = ( f ∗ l)(u) =
Np∑
j=1

pj l(u− x j) (3.5)

where u is the shift variable, i.e., the distance the load is shifted along the load
path of the IL.

The dynamic response is determined by applying a dynamic amplification factor
Φ to the static response; see Imam et al. [60] for a thorough discussion on the topic.
In the present paper, the dynamic load effect is adapted from CEN/TC250 [27] for
fatigue loads, which is determined by train speed v and IL length LΦ, i.e.,

φ = φ(v, LΦ) (3.6)

The dynamic response z(u) is then obtained by multiplying the static response
by a dynamic amplification factor, Φ= 1+φ(v, LΦ), i.e.,

z(u) = Φzs(u) (3.7)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) illustrates the influence line for the moment in the midspan of a
simply supported beam. The coordinate x defines the position of the unit load. (b)
shows an example of a load function eq. (3.4) for a train.

3.3 Formulation, notation and problem statement

3.3.1 Trains, locomotives and wagons instead of axle position and
load magnitudes

The problem is simple: determine the train that produces the most fatigue damage
in a structural detail when it crosses the structure.

The unknowns related to finding the fatigue damage are x j and pj from eq. (3.5)
and v from eq. (3.6).

These unknowns are subject to constraints from reality, which limit the pos-
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sible load functions f (x). If these constraints are not properly described and in-
corporated into the solution process, then we risk identifying a function f (x) that
maximizes the fatigue damage rather than the train with load function f (x) that
maximizes the fatigue damage.

Unfortunately, the constraints are awkward to describe in terms of axle position
x j and load magnitude pj . Considering fig. 3.1b, the constraints on the distance
between the axles between two wagons (e.g., x9 − x8) is different from the con-
straints on the axle distance within a wagon (e.g., x8 − x7) or between axles in a
bogie of a locomotive (e.g., x6 − x5). The issue becomes even more challenging
when different locomotive and wagon designs are introduced, e.g., four axle wag-
ons or locomotives, and when the number of wagons vary. Formulating the problem
by axle positions and axle load magnitudes therefore means that our optimization
problem changes during the solution process, as the number of parameters and
their constraints will be altered as the solution space is explored.

It is easier to describe and implement the load function and the relevant con-
straints properly if they are directly related to their parent objects, i.e., a train is
defined by locomotives and wagons instead of axle magnitudes and axle positions.
The notation and definitions of trains, locomotives and wagons are therefore in-
troduced below to break down and concisely describe the problem. The notation
will also aid in describing our approach to solving the problem and analyzing the
results.

3.3.2 Notation, solution space and problem statement

A train T is an element of the train set � and consists of a locomotive L and
N ∈ �[N ↓, N ↑] wagons W1, W2, · · ·WN . Each locomotive L drives the train at speed
v ∈ �[v↓, v↑] and is an element of the locomotive set � . Each wagon W has a
varying axle load p ∈ �[p↓, p↑] and is an element of the wagon set 	 . The wagon
set is sampled with replacement, i.e., a train can consist of multiple instances of
the same wagon.

Train T has a load function f (x; T ) and speed v that can be used to generate
the response z(u; T ) via eq. (3.7). The fatigue damage d(T ) produced by train
T can be determined from the response z(u; T ) by extracting the stress cycles in
accordance with section 3.2.1 and by applying eq. (3.3). Furthermore, the number
of elements (cardinality) of a set 
 is denoted by |
 |.

Finding the most damaging train is an optimization problem in which the set of
possible trains � is searched to find the train T ∗ that maximizes the fatigue damage
d, i.e.,

T ∗ = argmax
T∈�

d(T ) (3.8)
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3.4 Solving the problem – Finding the most damaging train

This section considers exact methods and approximate methods, i.e., heuristics, to
identify the most damaging train. The purpose is to establish a general approach
that is independent of the train set and the IL.

3.4.1 Exact solution

The exact solution can be obtained by checking the fatigue damage introduced by
every train in the train set. The most efficient way to do this is by checking each
train once, i.e., each train is enumerated or marked and checked against the ob-
jective function. Unfortunately, enumerating the solution space is only possible in
trivial cases where the train set is small. The number of different trains with N wag-
ons is |� | · |	 |N (the wagons can be selected from the wagon set with repetition).
The size of the train set is therefore

|� |= |� |
N↑∑

N=N↓
|	 |N ≥ |	 |N↑ (3.9)

that is, at least in the same order of magnitude as the maximum number of
wagons in a train. For comparison, Norwegian freight trains in regular traffic have
on average approximately 20 wagons [42]. Solving eq. (3.8) by exploring the entire
solution space is infeasible since modern CPUs can perform on the order of ≈ 1010

operations per second, and the number of operations necessary to evaluate eq. (3.8)
is much greater than one. Alternative and approximate methods must therefore be
adapted to solve eq. (3.8) in a reasonable time.

3.4.2 Approximate solution

Skiena [113] suggests three different search strategies that can be used to obtain
an approximate solution for the combinatorial optimization problem in eq. (3.8):
random sampling, local search and a meta-heuristic that combines the two. In
the following subsections, these strategies are discussed in relation to our specific
problem.

Random sampling

The simplest approach to solving eq. (3.8) is to perform random sampling (RS)
of the solution space. This heuristic proceeds as follows: randomly sample trains
from the solution space � , and select the train Tmax that introduces the highest
fatigue damage as an approximation to the most damaging train T ∗ ≈ Tmax.
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How well RS performs depends on the probability of drawing the most dam-
aging train from the train set. We have already argued that the train set is unduly
large for the general case, but how many acceptable solutions are there in the train
set? This depends on the structural detail under investigation and the train set
itself. Consider the IL shown in fig. 3.1a, and let the support of the function be
shorter than any of the axle distances of trains in the train set such that the struc-
ture is only loaded by a single axle at any one time. The most damaging train
T ∗ will then have the highest number of axles possible and each axle maximally
loaded. Any combination of wagons from the wagon set with maximum axle load
and maximum number of axles is then an optimum train. In this case, the number
of optimal trains is large. On the other hand, in cases with longer and more com-
plicated ILs and more diverse wagon and train sets, where both the geometry and
load magnitudes are important, there might be only one optimal train in the entire
train set.

For the general case, the probability of drawing the optimal train by RS is there-
fore as low as p ≤ 1

|	 |N↑ , i.e., this process is slower than direct enumeration of the

solution space. Due to the simplicity of RS and the fact that it is not obvious how
many optimal trains there are in a typical train set, RS is applied to an example in
section 3.5 to confirm the analysis above and to provide a reference for the perfor-
mance of the other approximate methods presented below.

Hill Climbing

The previous sections concluded that an exhaustive search of the solution space is
infeasible and that finding the optimal train by random sampling is unlikely for the
general case. Hill climbing (HC) is a local search strategy that focuses on improv-
ing a given solution by searching around the currently best known solution in the
solution space.

For our application, the local search is performed by considering the neighbor

train. The neighbor train is obtained by performing one of the four following op-
erations on the train: swap locomotive, swap wagon, insert wagon or remove wagon.

The HC heuristic is similar to RS, but instead of comparing a randomly se-
lected train from the train set to the best known solution Tmax, a neighbor T =
neighbor(Tmax) is compared against the best known solution. If d(T ) ≥ d(Tmax),
then the neighbor is accepted as the new best known solution, and the search con-
tinues from there.

Local search heuristics generally outperform random sampling heuristics if the
solution space is coherent [113], i.e., if a better solution can be expected to lead us
in the direction of the best solution. We will show by example that the problem of
finding the most damaging train is coherent, and the neighbor and neighborhood
of the optimal train will generally be more damaging than a random train in the
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train set.
Hill Climbing performs best in cases where the solution space is convex, mean-

ing that there is only one optimum, and moving “uphill” will eventually lead us to
the top. The fact that HC only allows accepting better solutions is an issue if the
solution space contains local maxima. HC will then find an optimum depending
on the initial starting point in the solution space but generally not the true global
optimum.

Again, the solution space in the problem in eq. (3.8) changes depending on the
specific train set and IL. Generally, there are several local maxima present in the
solution space, and the HC heuristic will therefore fail in these instances.

One approach to overcoming the issue of local maxima is to restart the HC with
different starting points and compare the new solution to a previous solution. The
performance of such an approach deteriorates as the number of local maxima in-
creases; in the limit, it performs as random sampling, so finding the global maxima
becomes unlikely. Unfortunately, the number of local maxima typically increases
with the size of the solution space, i.e., more elements in the train set means more
local maxima. There are also certain ILs that induce more local maxima in the so-
lution space than others. The inability of HC to escape local maxima is therefore
an issue for larger train sets and certain ILs. For the general case, there is a need
for a heuristic that is able to escape local maxima.

Late Acceptance Hill Climbing

The previous sections argued that there is a need for a heuristic that is able to
escape local maxima to obtain the most damaging train for the general case. It has
also been argued that the underlying structure of the solution space for the problem
in eq. (3.8) varies with the IL and train set. Since the solution space varies from
case to case, it is important that the meta-heuristic applied to our problem is as
simple as possible to avoid excessive calibration for each case of application.

Late Acceptance Hill Climbing (LAHC) is a general purpose meta-heuristic with
the ability to escape local maxima [25]. LAHC uses a local search that can accept
“worse” neighbor solutions over the best known solution depending on recent parts
of the solution history. In comparison to the HC heuristic, LAHC compares the can-
didate solution to the neighborhood rather than to the single best known solution.
The size of the neighborhood or the history length λ determines the ability to escape
local maxima in favor of the global one and is the only parameter that needs to be
determined for the LAHC meta-heuristic. Note that the simple greedy HC heuristic
described in section 3.4.2 is obtained from the LAHC heuristic when the solution
history has length one, i.e., λ= 1.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the LAHC heuristic; it is largely adopted
from [25] except for one minor change incorporated at lines 5, 15 and 16, where
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the most damaging train Tmax is stored and kept separate from the currently ac-
cepted train T . For the majority of cases, these two states will be the same, but
in certain circumstances, we found that the accepted solution diverged from the
maximum after accepting a worse solution. The change makes the algorithm more
robust and accurate at very little cost.

The termination criteria at line 6 is appropriate for larger (realistic) sized train
sets; for smaller train sets, the algorithm may converge within a few hundred iter-
ations such that the criterion becomes unreasonably conservative. A few test runs
with a train set quickly reveal whether the termination criterion should be adjusted
or left as in algorithm 1. For more discussion on alternative termination criteria,
see [24, 25]. The details of algorithm 1 should be self-explanatory, perhaps with
the exception of h and j, which implement the history buffer and virtual beginning
of the history buffer, respectively.

The implementation of the getNeighbor function assigns a probability1 of 1
N+3 to

the occurrence of removing a wagon, inserting a wagon, swapping the locomotive
and swapping any of the N wagons at each step. This means that the probability of
performing the operation of swapping out a wagon is N

N+3 , compared to 1
N+3 for the

other basic operations. This probability assignment was selected early in the devel-
opment of the methodology after a comparison with other probability assignments
indicated that it performed well for a large range of influence lines and train sets.
Other probability assignments are also possible and will affect the characteristic
behavior of the algorithm; for instance, in a case where the number of wagons in
trains and in the wagon set is small and the locomotive set is comparatively large,
increasing the probability of replacing the locomotive will allow faster exploration
of the locomotive set and might enhance the convergence characteristics of the
algorithm.

3.5 Examples

3.5.1 Train sets and influence lines to evaluate heuristics

Table 3.1 shows different ILs used in the assessment of the proposed heuristics.
These ILs have been selected from the literature that assesses fatigue load models
[22, 107] because they represent a wide range of structural details found in railway
bridges.

Table 3.2 shows the train sets used in the investigations of this paper. The
selected locomotives and wagons are representative of the rolling stock that were
in service in the Norwegian railways for the period from 1930–60; see Frøseth and
Rönnquist [42].

1The probability for inserting or removing a wagon is doubled ( 2
N+3 ) when removing or inserting

a wagon is prohibited by the restrictions on train length, i.e., when N = N ↓ or N = N ↑
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Algorithm 1 Most damaging train according to Late Acceptance Hill Climbing
Input: � ,� ,	 ,λ
Output: Tmax

1: procedure LATEACCEPTANCEHILLCLIMBING

2: T ← chooseOne(� )
3: For all k ∈ {0, · · · ,λ− 1} : hk ← d(T )
4: i← 0; iidle← 0
5: Tmax← T

6: while iidle ≤max
�
5000, i

50

�
do

7: Tcand← getNeighbor(T)
8: if d(Tcand)≤ d(T ) then
9: iidle← iidle + 1

10: else
11: iidle← 0

12: j← i mod λ
13: if d(Tcand)> hj or d(Tcand)≥ d(T ) then
14: T ← Tcand

15: if d(Tcand)> Tmax then
16: Tmax← Tcand

17: if d(T )> hj then
18: hj ← d(T )

19: i← i + 1

1: function getNeighbor(T)
2: N ← getNumberOfWagons(T )
3: n← randomInt(0, N + 2)
4: if n= 0 then
5: L← chooseOne(� )
6: Tout← swapLocomotive(T, L)
7: else if 1≤ n≤ N then
8: W ← chooseOne(	 )
9: Tout← swapRandomWagon(T, W )

10: else if (n= N + 1 and N > N ↓) or (N = N ↑) then
11: Tout← removeRandomWagon(T )
12: else
13: W ← chooseOne(	 )
14: Tout← insertRandomWagon(T, W )

15: return Tout

Train set 1 is established from three different locomotives and a wagon set
with twelve two-axle wagons generated from three different geometries and four
different axle load magnitudes. The trains in train set 1 are restricted to have
between three and five wagons. Train set 1 therefore consists of |�1| = 813888
unique trains. Due to the relatively small size of train set 1, it is possible to explore
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Table 3.1: Influence lines used in the evaluation of the different heuristics.
These influence lines represent examples for typical fatigue critical details in
steel railway bridges, e.g., stringer, cross girder and stringer-cross girder con-
nections. In this paper, the length L of the influence line is varied within
{3.0, 5.0,7.0, 11.0,17.0, 23.0,29.0,37.0, 53.0,101.0}.

Id Structural detail Influence line

1
Midspan of a simply supported beam (moment).
Cross girder, vertical and lower chord of truss
bridge.

0 L/2 L

0

2
Midspan of a simply supported beam (shear). Di-
agonal of truss bridge.

0 L/2 L

0

3
Midspan of a continuous two-span simply sup-
ported beam. Stringer of truss bridge.

0 L 2L

0

4
Support of a continuous two-span simply sup-
ported beam. Stringer-cross girder connection in
truss bridge.

0 L 2L

0

the entire solution space by enumeration in a reasonable time. The most damaging
train(s) can therefore be determined for this train set for all of the considered ILs.

Train set 2 is much larger, with |�2| ≥ 10105 trains consisting of a locomotive
and between ten and fifty wagons. The trains are established from five different
locomotives and a wagon set with 65 two-axle wagons and 65 bogie wagons. The
two-axle wagons and bogie wagons are generated from thirteen different geome-
tries each, �two-axle and �bogie, respectively, and five different axle load magnitudes
� . The size of train set 2 does not permit complete exploration of the solution
space, and it is therefore necessary to rely on heuristics to obtain an approximate
solution to the problem.
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Table 3.2: Definition of the train sets used to investigate the different approaches
to finding the most damaging train.

Train set 1, �1� = {B’B’, 2’C-2’2’, 1’D-2’2’}, N = �[3, 5]
	 = {(a, b, p) | (a, b) ∈ {(1.5,3.5), (2.3,5.3), (3.0, 7.0)} ∧ p ∈ {3.8,7.5, 11.3,15.0}}

Train set 2, �2� = {B’B’, 2’C-2’2’, 1’D-2’2’, 2’D-2’2’, 1’E-2’2’}, N = �[10, 50]
	 = {(a, b, p)|(a, b) ∈ �two-axle ∧ p ∈ � }∪ {(a, b, c, p)|(a, b, c) ∈ �bogie ∧ p ∈ � }
�two-axle = {(1.5, 3.5), (3.0,3.5), (3.0,7.0), (1.5, 7.0), (2.2,5.2), (2.2,3.5), (3.0, 5.2), (2.2,7.0), (1.5,5.2), (1.9, 4.4),

(2.6, 4.4), (2.6,6.1), (1.9,6.1)}
�bogie = {(2.3,8.0, 2.0), (2.7,8.0, 2.0), (2.7,12.0, 2.0), (2.3, 12.0, 2.0), (2.5, 10.0,2.0), (2.5, 8.0,2.0), (2.7,10.0, 2.0),

(2.5,12.0, 2.0), (2.3,10.0, 2.0), (2.4,9.0, 2.0), (2.6, 9.0, 2.0), (2.6, 11.0,2.0), (2.4, 11.0,2.0)}
� = {3.8,6.6, 9.4,12.2, 15.0}

Locomotives

Speed: (1’D-2’2’= 50.0 km/h), (B’B’, 2’D-2’2’, 1’E-2’2’=70.0 km/h), (2’C-2’2’=90.0 km/h)

Wagons

3.5.2 Performance of random sampling and Hill Climbing

This section investigates how well local search performs in identifying the most
damaging train in train set 1; the random sampling approach is also included to
confirm the analysis in section 3.4.2. Algorithm 1 with λ = 1 and an implementa-
tion of the RS algorithm outlined in section 3.4.2 were applied 1000 times to train
set 1 (�1) and all forty variations of the ILs in table 3.1. Both the HC algorithm and
the RS algorithm were terminated at 1000 iterations, i.e., the termination criteria
in algorithm 1 was altered for this particular investigation. Figure 3.2 shows the
results from these simulations.

First, considering the performance of the RS heuristic, fig. 3.2 shows that the
success rate for RS is generally poor. The only case where the RS heuristic performs
reasonably well is for IL 1 with L = 29.0, the reason being that for this IL, any train
with locomotive 2’C-2’2’ followed by two wagons with configuration (1.5, 3.5,15.0)
maximizes the damage. The probability of sampling one of these trains from the
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Figure 3.2: The cumulative distribution of the number of iterations until the RS and
HC heuristics converged to the most damaging train for the train set and influence
lines. Less than 100% success means that the heuristic did not identify the true
optimum in each of the 1000 trials.

train set is then 1/3 ·1/12 ·1/12 ≈ 0.2% for each trial, and the probability of sampling
at least one of these trains in 1000 trials is 90%, as shown in the figure.

The HC heuristic generally performs better than the RS heuristic for all forty dif-
ferent ILs. Figure 3.2 also shows that thirteen of the forty cases have a success rate
lower than 100%, i.e., the HC heuristic does not converge to the global maxima.
This indicates that the problem is nonconvex for the general case and motivates
the introduction of a heuristic that can traverse local maxima.

The figure also shows that the success rate of the HC heuristic depends on both
the shape and length of the IL, e.g, IL 1, 2, and 3 with L = 5.0 have a 100% success
rate, while this rate is only approximately 25% for IL 4, and IL 1 has a 100% success
rate for all lengths except L = 11.0. The worst performance for the HC heuristic is
found for IL 2 with a length of L = 7.0, with a success rate of 20%. For other train
sets, different either in size or in the locomotive and wagon sets, the success rate
can be even smaller than the worst case presented here.
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Figure 3.2 also shows that HC generally converges in less than 1000 iterations,
which is a significant improvement over the number of evaluations necessary by
enumeration. The local search is therefore effective in finding an optimal or near
optimal solution to the problem.

3.5.3 Influence of the history length on the performance of the LAHC
heuristic

This section investigates how the history length affects the performance of the
LAHC heuristic. Train set 1 and the ILs that did not achieve a 100% success rate in
the previous section are considered in the analysis. The history length was varied
within λ ∈ {100, 250,500, 1000, 2000}, and 1000 trials at each history length were
performed with algorithm 1. The same initial trains were used in these simulations
as in the simulations for HC in the previous section.

Figure 3.3 shows that increasing the history length generally increases the suc-
cess rate of the LAHC heuristic. The figure also shows that the relationship between
the success rate and history length is dependent on the IL itself. IL 2 with L = 7.0
and IL 3 with L = 23.0 have a smaller slope between the history length and success
than the other ILs considered. While the other ILs all achieve a 100% success rate
with λ < 500, a history length of λ= 2000 is necessary to achieve a 100% success
for IL 2 with L = 7.0, and an even higher length is necessary for IL 3 with L = 23.0.
Again, the reason for the difference between the improvements in the success rate
for different ILs is that the solution space changes with different ILs. The average
number of iterations required before the algorithm terminates also increases with
the history length, as shown by fig. 3.4a.

The increase in the number of iterations is approximately proportional to the
history length, which is a typical characteristic for the LAHC algorithm [25]. This
linear characteristic can be used to predict the run time to convergence for the
algorithm and can be used to select the appropriate history length for simulations
within a specified time allocated for the analysis.

The computational efficiency of the heuristic is expressed in fig. 3.4b as the
number of iterations per success. The optimal history length is different for the
various ILs, which implies that one cannot select a single optimal history length
for a train set that can be applied to all influence lines. A further discussion on
selecting the optimal history length will be given below.

In conclusion, this section has shown that increasing the history length of the
LAHC heuristic increases the likelihood of finding the most damaging train and the
number of iterations to termination of the algorithm. The history length therefore
also determines the computational efficiency of the LAHC heuristic.
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Figure 3.3: Success rate of the LAHC heuristic in finding the most damaging train
in train set 1 for different history lengths.

3.5.4 Behavior and performance of LAHC with larger train sets

The previous sections demonstrated that the LAHC heuristic successfully and ef-
ficiently identified the most damaging train in train sets of small size for all con-
sidered influence lines. In this section, the behavior and performance of LAHC in
finding the most damaging train in train set 2 are considered. Figure 3.5 shows
the normalized damage from HC and LAHC for 144 trials with train set 2 for each
of the forty ILs. The box shows the first, second (median) and third quartiles, the
whiskers extend to the 2nd and 98th percentiles of the distribution, and the out-
liers signify trials that fall outside these percentiles. All damage is scaled against
the maximally known damage for each IL.

LAHC performs equally or better than HC in terms of maximum damage for
all ILs, i.e., the most damaging train identified by LAHC has the same damage
or is more damaging than the most damaging train identified by HC. The worst
performance for HC is a normalized damage of 92% of that obtained with LAHC
for IL 4 with L = 17.0. The response z(u) and the load functions f (x) for the most
damaging trains obtained by the two heuristics for this IL are shown in fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6 shows that both heuristics find the same locomotive, the steam loco-
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Figure 3.4: Average number of iterations at termination of the algorithm (a) and
iterations per success (b).

motive with label 2’C-2’2’. The most damaging train for the LAHC heuristic consists
of a repeated sequence of the same two empty and four full wagons throughout the
entire train; the loaded wagons at x ≈ 600 are in reverse order compared to the
other load cycles. This wagon sequence induces a response with large fatigue cy-
cles that range from approximately z = 0.10 to z = 0.85. The most damaging
train from HC also displays the same overall structure with the same number of
unload/load cycles as the most damaging train obtained by LAHC, but the partic-
ular wagons used in empty and loaded sequences are different and irregular. The
response is therefore also more irregular, and the peaks do not consistently reach
z = 0.85, e.g., compare the responses z(u) at u≈ 120 and 300. In terms of fatigue
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of normalized damage induced by trains identified with
algorithm 1 for train set 2.

loads and damage, the LAHC train produces a number of fatigue load cycles with
slightly higher magnitudes than the HC train, which induces more fatigue damage
under the damage rule in eq. (3.3).

Figure 3.5 also shows that the range of or variation in the estimated damage
decreases and the estimate converges to a single value for the normalized damage
in cases where the history length is sufficiently large. Consider, for instance, IL 3
with L = 17.0 in fig. 3.5. For HC, the results range from 88 to 97% of the maximum
damage known for the IL, with a median of 93%; for larger history lengths, the
range decreases, and the median converges towards 100% normalized damage.
For this IL and a particular train set, a history length of λ = 5000 means that all
144 trials identify the same normalized damage within one percent, i.e., the same
train or trains that are equally damaging are identified in each trial. The reason that
increasing the history length reduces the variance in the results is that the number
of local maxima that can ‘trap’ the local search is reduced by increasing the history
length, i.e., when the history length is sufficiently large, the global maximum is the
only place where the algorithm can terminate.
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Figure 3.6: Response for influence line 4 with L = 17.0 and the load functions from
the most damaging trains identified by HC and LAHC (λ = 5000). The fatigue
damage induced by the HC train is 92% of the damage induced by the LAHC train.

Furthermore, fig. 3.5 shows a tendency that the results have greater variation in
normalized damage for longer IL lengths. The reason is that loading and unloading
of longer structures depends on several wagons at a time, i.e., one has to change
several wagons in a train to make a significant change to the fatigue response in
the structure. Consider fig. 3.7a, which shows the most damaging train identified
by LAHC (λ= 500) for N = 10 and N = 11 wagons for IL 3 with L = 101.0.

The locomotive and first six wagons are the same for both trains, and the max-
imum response zmax is the same for the two trains. The minimum response zmin
for the two trains is also practically the same, and from the perspective of fatigue
damage, the response for the two trains is almost identical. Figure 3.7b shows that
at least six wagons must be added to the most damaging train with N = 10 wagons
to make a significant change to the fatigue response to trains in train set 2 for IL
3 with L = 101.0. Note also that the majority of trains with N = 11 wagons are
significantly less damaging than the most damaging train with N = 10 and that the
most damaging train with N = 11 is not obtained from a single change of the train
with N = 10 wagons, i.e., a new wagon must be added and the last four wagons
must be swapped out to find the most damaging train with N = 11. The figure also
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Figure 3.7: (a) shows the response to the most damaging train identified for trains
with 10 and 11 wagons for IL 3 with L = 101.0. (b) shows the maximum damage
identified in train set 2 for different train lengths N with LAHC (λ= 500) and 144
trials.

shows that there are two other plateaus with similar damage for the most damaging
train with different N ; each of these corresponds to the addition of another cycle to
the response while maintaining the minimum and maximum responses observed
for N = 10. The most damaging train with N = 50 wagons has the same minimum
and maximum responses as N = 10, but with three additional loading cycles; see
fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.7 also shows that the damage for the most damaging trains for IL 3
with L = 53.0 displays the same characteristic plateaus as for IL 3 with L = 101.0.
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Figure 3.8: Response for influence line 3 with L = 101.0 and the load functions
from the most damaging trains with N = 10 and N = 50 wagons identified by
LAHC (λ = 5000). The fatigue damage induced by the train with N = 10 wagons
is 43% of the damage induced by the train with N = 50 wagons.

The length of the plateaus is related to the number of wagons necessary to span the
length of the structure, i.e., wagons in train set 2 are between 6.5 and 17.4, and at
least 6 and 12 are necessary to span IL 3 with L = 53.0 and L = 101.0, respectively.

The history length in the LAHC algorithm should therefore be increased for
longer influence lines to escape local maxima reliably because more changes to the
train are necessary to significantly alter the response in the structure.

3.6 Discussion

3.6.1 Selecting the history length and number of trials

Section 3.5 demonstrated that the history length parameter λ in the LAHC heuristic
determines the likelihood of obtaining the most damaging train and the time to
convergence of the algorithm. Selecting the optimal history length must therefore
be based on requirements for accuracy in the estimate of the most damaging train
and resources available for computation and analysis of the results.
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One cannot know a priori what the optimal history length is, but section 3.5
revealed several features of the solution that can be used to assess the quality of the
estimated solution and determine the computational cost of obtaining a solution.
The number of iterations to obtain a solution is proportional to the history length.
Simulations at two different history lengths can therefore be used to estimate the
computational time for other history lengths. Furthermore, the variation in the es-
timated damage induced by trains can be used as an indicator of the accuracy of the
solution. Section 3.5.4 demonstrated that when the history length was sufficiently
large, the variation in the damage induced by the estimated train diminished and
tended towards the maximally known damage for the IL. Additionally, for many
of the ILs considered in section 3.5, a history length of λ = 1 was the most effi-
cient history length since it converged at fewer iterations and identified the most
damaging train with the same success rate as longer history lengths.

Following the discussion above, we suggest that the history length be initially
set to λ = 1 and then increased if the variation in the estimated damage is large.
The increase in history length continues until the variation in the estimated results
is satisfactory or when time and resources do not permit increasing the history
length further. A simple measure of the variation is the ratio ρ between the mini-
mum and maximum damages identified at the history length,

ρ =
min d

max d

����
λ

(3.10)

The criterion for increasing the history length can then be defined by a threshold
value for ρ.

The number of trials at a history length determines the variability or range of
the normalized damage obtained by the heuristics, i.e., the probability of obtaining
‘extreme’ values of normalized damage for the converged train increases with the
number of trials. Let dγ and d1−γ denote the percentile point values for the γth
and (1−γ)th percentiles of the probability distribution for normalized damage, re-
spectively. The probability pγ of sampling at least one value of normalized damage
below the lower percentile point (d < dγ) and at least one value of normalized
damage above the upper percentile point (d > d1−γ) in n random and independent
trials is

pγ = 1− (1− 2γ)n − 2
n∑

k=1

�
n

k

�
γk(1− 2γ)n−k (3.11)

where
�

n
k

�
= n!

k!(n−k)! is the binomial coefficient. Table 3.3 provides the solution
of eq. (3.11) for n at different percentiles γ and probabilities pγ.

Many different combinations of n, pγ and the threshold value for ρ are viable to
create a criterion for either accepting the solution or increasing the history length.
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Table 3.3: Number of random and independent trials n necessary to obtain at least
one sample below the γth percentile and one sample above the (1−γ)th percentile
with a probability of pγ.

Trials n

γ [%] pγ = 90% pγ = 95% pγ = 99%

1.0 296 366 527
2.5 118 146 210
5.0 58 72 104
10.0 29 35 51
25.0 11 13 19

The table shows that the interquartile range (γ = 25%) is found with high con-
fidence with as few as n = 13 trials. Unfortunately, fig. 3.5 also shows that the
interquartile range (indicated by the box in the boxplot) is comparable for differ-
ent history lengths, regardless of the difference in range between the minimum
and maximum and the most damaging train for different history lengths. For ex-
ample, the interquartile range for IL 1 with L = 23.0 yields ρ = 98% for both HC
and LAHC with λ = 5000, but the most damaging train for HC is only 95% of the
most damaging train for LAHC. The interquartile range is therefore not a reliable
indicator for the variation and for the quality of the obtained train.

The ranges presented in fig. 3.5 are given for 144 trials, which give approxi-
mately a 95% confidence in spanning over the 2.5% and 97.5% percentile points
of the damage distribution. We suggest that the number of iteration be set to
n ≈ 150 and that the solution and history length be accepted if ρ ≥ 95%. This
criterion means that many of the solutions in fig. 3.5 for HC that do not achieve
the same maximum damage as LAHC will be rejected [see the results for IL 1
(L = 17.0,23.0, 19.0,37.0), IL 2 (L = 37.0), IL 3 (L = 17.0, 23.0,29.0) and IL
4 (L = 7.0) and accepted if the same damage as with LAHC is achieved.

3.6.2 Defining the train set

Selecting the number of wagons in trains

For many ILs, the most damaging train will be the train with the maximum number
of wagons, i.e., N = N ↑, because adding another wagon either means adding an-
other cycle or increasing the stress range of an existing cycle. One might therefore
consider selecting a train set where all trains have the maximum number of trains
N ↓ = N ↑. There are, however, cases where adding another wagon will reduce the
magnitude of a stress range. Figure 3.7a shows the response in IL 4 with L = 101.0
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for the most damaging trains with 10 and 11 wagons. From a practical standpoint,
these two trains induce identical fatigue damage, but the train with only 10 wagons
is slightly more damaging. The reason is that the locomotive, which has a higher
load intensity than any of the wagons, can load the negative coefficients of the in-
fluence line to minimize the response in the structure. Additionally, if the train set
is restricted to only include trains with the maximum number of wagons, then the
size of the train set is not reduced considerably since |	 N↑ | completely dominates
the other lower order terms in eq. (3.9).

The train set should therefore be selected to include the range of possible train
lengths since reducing the range of the number of wagons in trains is both ineffec-
tive and potentially excludes the most damaging train from the search.

Selecting the wagons in the wagon set

A wagon is defined by load variables pj and geometric variables a, b and c. While
the geometric variables are discrete variables, the load variables are continuous
over an interval p ∈ �[p↓, p↑], which means that there are an infinite number of
different wagons in a real wagon set.

In practice, this issue is solved by discretizing the continuous domain, and in
section 3.5, the axle load interval p was discretized into equally spaced levels of
axle load for the train sets. The effect of this discretization is evidently nonexistent.
Section 3.5 showed that none of the most damaging trains for the ILs in table 3.1
have wagons with axle loads other than the minimum p↓ or maximum axle load p↑,
except in cases where the axle load magnitude of certain wagons in the train does
not affect the fatigue loading. Note that for all these exceptions, there exists an
equally damaging train with min/max axle load. Other IL lengths have also been
considered in an attempt to find a single instance where the most damaging train
must include intermediate load levels for certain wagons, but no such instance has
been found.

The experience from the work on this paper is therefore that the most damaging
train will be a combination of fully loaded (p↑) and empty (p↓) wagons. However,
since only a selection of the infinite number of possible ILs and train set combi-
nations has been considered, there might still be cases where the most damaging
train includes wagons with intermediate levels of axle load. Until more experience
with other types of ILs and train sets has been gained or a proof is established that
shows that the most damaging train will only consist of wagons with min/max axle
loads, we suggest that the axle load interval be discretized into five equally spaced
levels of axle loads to ensure that the most damaging train is included in the search
and to enable discovery of cases in which intermediate axle load levels are part of
the most damaging train.

Real wagon stock generally consist of a large number of different geometries.
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For the problem of finding the most damaging train, it is important to select wagons
that represent the geometry of wagons in service and, at the same time, to limit
the size of the wagon set to keep the problem computationally tractable. This is
most efficiently done by selecting wagons that are significantly different from each
other, i.e., distributed over the entire domain of the parameters. In section 3.5,
the geometry of the wagons was selected from thirteen evenly distributed points in
the domain of the geometric parameters a and b for both the two-axle and bogie
wagons; see fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Selection of the geometric variables a and b for wagons.

The reader might not want to use the ‘artificial’ distributed points in fig. 3.9,
but the figure can be used to select wagons from available data that lie close to the
distributed wagons in the figure.

In light of the findings on intermediate levels of axle loads, one might ques-
tion the necessity of the central point in geometric variables. The simulations in
section 3.5, however, showed that the most damaging train for several of the ILs
included wagons where the central geometry wagon was necessary. The explana-
tion is that central points allow alignment of the axle loads with the optimal points
of the influence line to maximize/minimize the response. Central geometry points
should therefore be included in the wagon set to ensure that the most damaging
train is included in the search.
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Influence of train set parameters on computational cost of obtaining the most
damaging train

Section 3.4 presented approaches to obtaining exact and approximate solutions to
the most damaging train. The computational cost of obtaining the exact solution by
enumeration is determined by the train set size. Equation (3.9) shows that the train
set size grows exponentially with the number of wagons with the wagon set as the
base, and from this perspective, it is desirable to limit both the number of wagons
in trains and the wagon set size. Fortunately, the computational effort required to
obtain the most damaging train by LAHC is not directly determined by the size of
the train set but rather by the size of the neighborhood of a train, the number of
changes that must be made to the initial train and the number of paths from a train
to the optimal train.

The number of neighbors a train with N wagons has is determined by the fol-
lowing:

• |� | − 1 neighbors obtained by swapping the locomotive.

• N(|	 | − 1) neighbors obtained by swapping any of the wagons.

• N neighbors obtained by removing any of the wagons.

• (N + 1)|	 | neighbors obtained by inserting a wagon.

The total number of neighbors is therefore |� |+ (2N + 1)|	 | − 1.
The number of changes that must be made to a train with N wagons to obtain

the optimal train with N ∗ wagons is in the worst case one change for the locomotive,
one change for min (N , N ∗) wagons and either insert or remove |N − N ∗| wagons.
The number of changes that must be made to any suboptimal train to obtain the
optimal train is therefore at most 1+max (N , N ∗)≈ N ↑. The locomotive and wagon
set size influence the number of changes that must be made to a train in an average
sense; e.g., if the locomotive and wagon sets are large, then the probability that
several components of a randomly selected initial train are wrong is larger than if
the these sets are small.

The number of paths from a train to the optimal train, i.e., the number of neigh-
bors that leads to the optimal train, is difficult to estimate because it depends on
several of the problem parameters. First, it depends on how close the train is to the
optimum train. Consider a train where the locomotive and the wagons are all sub-
optimal. Initially, any wagon can be selected and swapped out for an optimal one,
which means that there are a large number of paths that will lead to the optimal
train. As the solution progresses, the number of wagons that can be swapped out
to bring the suboptimal train closer to the optimal train decreases. Eventually, the
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suboptimal train is one wagon replacement away from obtaining the most damag-
ing train, and the number of paths to the optimal train is limited to the wagons
in the wagon set that yields an optimal train. The number of paths also depends
on the characteristics of the influence line, locomotive set and wagon set and the
interaction between them. For instance, if the wagon set has a large number of
different wagon geometries but the differences in the wagon geometries are such
that the response with respect to fatigue loading does not change, then the number
of paths will be large. However, if the geometries are significantly different such
that only one or a few wagons can be swapped in at each step, then the number of
paths is small.

From the analysis above, one can conclude that the least influential parameter
is the size of the locomotive set |� | because of its small size compared to the size
of the wagon set and because it only influences one out of N +1 components of the
train. It is difficult to give a general answer to which parameter is most influential
on the computational cost of obtaining the most damaging train by analysis due
to the uncertainty surrounding the number of paths. A numerical experiment was
therefore performed in which the maximum number of wagons in a train N ↑ and
the wagon set size |	 | were changed, while all other parameters for train set 2
were fixed as in table 3.2. The wagon set size was altered by using geometries 1
to 5 and 1 to 9 instead of geometries 1 to 13 for both two-axle and bogie wagons;
see fig. 3.9 for a definition of the geometric points. Figure 3.10 shows the average
number of iterations to termination with LAHC (λ= 500) and 144 trials.

The figure confirms that the computational effort required to obtain a solution
by LAHC is not directly determined by the train set size. Figure 3.10 shows a
linear relation between the maximum number of wagons in a train and the average
number of iterations to termination; e.g., if the maximum number of wagons is
reduced to 10

50 = 20% or 30
50 = 60%, then the average number of iterations generally

reduces by 20% or 60%. The effect of reducing the wagon size set on the average
number of iterations to termination is smaller and nonlinear; see, e.g., IL 2 with
L = 17.0, where no reduction in the number of iterations is found when reducing
the wagon set size by 90

130 ≈ 69%, while a 85% reduction is obtained by reducing
the wagon set size to |	 | = 50 wagons. These results indicate that one should
prioritize reducing the number of wagons in a train rather than the wagon set size
because the effect is more significant and predictable.

3.7 Conclusions

This paper has presented a methodology to find the train that induces the highest
fatigue damage in structural details of railway bridges. The exact solution can only
be obtained for trivial cases, and heuristics must be applied to solve the problem
approximately in reasonable time. Three different heuristics have been considered
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Figure 3.10: Average number of iterations at termination for different N ↑ and
wagon set sizes |	 | in train set 2, while all other parameters are fixed. The re-
sults are normalized against the average number of iterations with train set 2 and
are obtained by LAHC (λ= 500) with 144 trials at each IL.

to obtain a solution. Random sampling of the solution space can only identify the
most damaging train reliably if the proportion of most damaging trains in the train
set is high, i.e., in special combinations of structural detail and rolling stock. A local
search strategy performs well in many cases but fails in the general case with a large
number of local maxima. Late Acceptance Hill Climbing is therefore proposed as
a method for the general case due to its ability to escape local maxima and its
simplicity in implementation and use. The heuristic relies on a single algorithmic
parameter, the history length, which determines the likelihood of finding the most
damaging train and the time to convergence. Selection of the history length and
the solution space has been discussed.
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Abstract

This article presents a load model of historic traffic for fatigue life estimation of
Norwegian railway bridges. A general framework for the calibration of a fatigue
load model is established. The load model is calibrated to the maximum fatigue
damage induced by passenger and freight traffic and is guaranteed to be conserva-
tive for a wide range of structural components. The significance of historic traffic
to fatigue damage development is considered. Modern freight trains after 1985
have the highest fatigue damage potential of all rolling stock. The fatigue damage
contribution from historic passenger and freight trains after 1900 is significant for
certain lines due to the moderate fatigue damage potential and high number of
train passages. The fatigue damage contribution of passenger and freight trains
from the period prior to 1900 is shown to be insignificant and can be neglected in
fatigue life estimation of Norwegian railway bridges. Structural components that
are not considered in the calibration of the load model are demonstrated to yield
a load model that is neither consistent nor conservative. Alternative approaches to
assess structural components that are not considered in load model calibration are
suggested.
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4.1 Introduction

Aging and deterioration of railway infrastructure is an issue of paramount impor-
tance to industrialized countries around the world. Bridges are essential compo-
nents of the infrastructure that cannot be replaced without considerable invest-
ment cost or interruption to operation of the railways. The infrastructure owner
must document that the bridges are safe to operate and determine the remaining
service life of the bridges, such that maintenance and renewal of the bridge stock
is achieved in the most economic, social and environmentally sustainable and effi-
cient way.

There are a large number of steel railway bridges in the Norwegian and Euro-
pean railway network that are approaching and exceeding one hundred years in
service, due to the rapid expansion and technological advancements in the 19th
and early 20th century [52, 117]. Concerns about the remaining service life of
these bridges have been raised by infrastructure owners because of the consider-
able change in loads over the lifespan of these bridges and the deterioration of load
bearing capacity due to corrosion and material fatigue. Material fatigue is the pri-
mary damage mechanism of steel railway bridges and may cause component failure
and even bridge collapse if the fatigue cracks are not identified and repaired before
they develop to critical length. Fatigue crack initiation and growth is governed by
the loading history of the material, and it is therefore necessary to describe the his-
toric traffic conditions at a bridge site to be able to estimate the remaining fatigue
life of railway bridges [61, 72].

Traffic conditions that are used to estimate the fatigue damage in a bridge are
commonly represented by a fatigue load model. Fatigue load models generally
consist of a reference load and a corresponding set of calibration factors [57]. The
fundamental idea of fatigue load models is to introduce the same fatigue damage as
the fatigue damage introduced by actual past traffic. To achieve this, it is necessary
to calibrate the fatigue load model with relevant data on the actual past traffic
conditions.

Frøseth and Rönnquist [42] gives an account of the available data for the his-
torical loads in the Norwegian railway network. The conclusion from that work is
that direct measurements of the traffic loads in the railway network are generally
not available and that there are not sufficient data from other sources to determine
the exact realization or precise probabilistic description of traffic conditions at a
bridge site. This means that there are generally not enough relevant traffic data
available to calibrate a load model to the exact past traffic conditions.

Case studies and other literature on fatigue life estimation of railway bridges
also indicate that lack of data on past traffic is not only an issue for Norwegian
railways; see assumptions and discussion on past loads for Canada [33], Ger-
many [100], Sweden [1], Italy [101, 104], Portugal [82], U.S.A [19], Greece [114]
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and England [61]. To the best of our knowledge, there is currently only one ex-
ample in the literature that claims to know the loading history of the entire life
of a bridge; see Grundy [49]. It is therefore generally necessary to estimate past
traffic loads with limited data. Limited data means that the exact past loading
history cannot be established, and according to good engineering practice, lack of
data is addressed assuming the “worst” possible value, i.e., making a conservative
assumption about the loads.

Åkesson [1] presents the concept of an equivalent freight train as a general ap-
proach to make a conservative estimate of past traffic with limited data. The idea is
to use a train that has axle loads equal to the maximum permissible axle loads in the
current railway infrastructure to represent all past traffic. The number of passages
from this equivalent train is estimated by statistical data on transported goods and
transport capacity of the equivalent train. In the project Sustainable Bridges [117],
an extension of the concept is presented to allow changes to geometry of wagons
and axle loads based on additional historic information of permissible axle loads on
the line. This general framework allows an estimate of the past traffic loads to be
obtained with information about development of permissible axle loads on a line,
statistical traffic data on past transported goods and development of the geometry
of wagons.

There are both practical and theoretical issues associated with the use of the
equivalent freight train concept in fatigue life assessment. First, the claim that the
simplest version described by Åkesson [1] is conservative has recently been ques-
tioned because the axle position of the train has a significant influence on fatigue
loading for certain structural details [59]. Furthermore, the equivalent freight train
concept describes a general approach to obtain a conservative estimate of past traf-
fic with limited data, but it is not a readily available load model for practical use.
For instance, the axle position of wagons should be selected from a range of pos-
sible values for each specific structural detail to represent the maximum fatigue
load case. Although methodology has recently been developed to find the most
damaging train composition for an arbitrary structural detail [41], it is impracti-
cal to apply this methodology for each structural detail that must undergo fatigue
life assessment. A load model with a set of representative load cases and a set of
calibration factors that is applicable to a wide range of different structural details
is needed to efficiently evaluate the large number of components in the railway
infrastructure.

Several important contributions to the field of fatigue life estimation and load
modeling are presented in this paper. First, a discussion of the important properties
of a fatigue load model for efficient and reliable estimation of remaining service
life of steel railway bridges is provided. Second, a general framework for fatigue
load model calibration is established, which is guaranteed to be conservative for all
structural components that are considered in the calibration. Third, a load model of
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historic traffic for fatigue life estimation of Norwegian railway bridges is presented,
which demonstrates the use of the general calibration framework and has great
practical value in fatigue life assessment of Norwegian railway bridges.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the philosophy and
desired properties of a load model for fatigue life estimation. Section 4.3 presents
the methodology for the development of the load model and establishes a general
framework for load model calibration based on the formulation of an optimization
problem. The structural components and the historic traffic conditions in the Nor-
wegian railway network are also defined. Section 4.4 considers the significance of
historical loads to fatigue life estimation of Norwegian railway bridges, presents the
proposed load model and discusses the consequences of applying the load model
to structural components not considered in load model calibration.

4.2 Properties of the proposed fatigue load model

The aim of this paper is to establish a load model with the following three proper-
ties. The load model should be

• Simple

• Conservative

• Consistent

The two last properties will be discussed in more detail in the subsections be-
low. The first property, the load model should be simple, refers to the implementa-
tion and usage of the load model. A complex load model increases the possibility
of making errors in the service life assessment, such that the service life is grossly
overestimated or underestimated. Both complex load modeling and the increased
possibility of making errors increase the resource usage associated with the ser-
vice life assessment and should therefore be avoided. The load model is therefore
established with as few reference loads and conditionals as possible.

4.2.1 The load model should be conservative

A fatigue load model is conservative if it induces the same or more fatigue damage
in a structural component than the actual traffic on the bridge site. It is important
that the load model is conservative because it ensures that the estimated remaining
service life of a structural component is as long or longer than the actual remaining
service life of the component, i.e., a conservative load model ensures that the bridge
is safe to operate within the estimated time interval.
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Unfortunately, an accurate description of the traffic at a bridge site is gener-
ally missing [42], i.e., the exact fatigue damage induced by the traffic is unknown.
There is, however, a good description of the locomotives and wagons that existed
during a period of the infrastructure and rules for operating the trains on the in-
frastructure. This means that there are data on the trains that existed during a
specific period of time and how these trains operated, i.e., the set of possible trains
are known from available data. The actual traffic conditions at a bridge site are
then some unknown combination of trains from the possible train set.

Knowing all trains that existed during a period obviously does not permit ex-
act determination of the fatigue damage that has been induced by past traffic. It
is, however, possible to determine the fatigue damage introduced by any train in
the possible train set, including the train that causes the maximum fatigue dam-
age in a component for a specific period. Frøseth and Rönnquist [41] developed
methodology to find the train that causes the greatest fatigue damage in a struc-
tural component. A conservative prediction of traffic loads can then be made by
assuming that all trains that passed the bridge in a specific period introduce fatigue
damage equivalent to the most damaging train from that period.

The load model is made conservative by calibrating it to the most damaging
trains for structural components in the infrastructure. It is also important that
the load model is not made more conservative than necessary since this leads to
unnecessary use of more advanced and resource intensive assessment methodology,
strengthening and repair of bridge components or even decommissioning of an
adequate and safe bridge. More discussion on the topic of overconservatism is
given in the following subsection on consistency in the load model.

4.2.2 The load model should be consistent

A fatigue life assessment has multiple purposes for the infrastructure owner. It
asserts and documents that the bridge is safe to operate within a time interval, and
it guides the regular inspections towards structural details that are susceptible to
fatigue damage and helps the decision maker allocate resources for maintenance
and renewal in the most effective way, i.e., a fatigue life assessment provides a
ranking of the components in the infrastructure by severity of fatigue damage. This
aspect is important in the development of a load model for fatigue life assessment;
if the load model is not carefully designed, it may be conservative for all structural
details, but the level of fatigue damage may be more conservative for some of the
components. An inconsistent load model will indicate inconsistent levels of fatigue
damage in structural details and a bias in the ranking among them.

To illustrate this point and the consequences of an inconsistent load model fur-
ther, consider fig. 4.1, which shows the fatigue damage introduced by an arbitrarily
selected load model in two different structural details of a three-span simply sup-
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ported beam at different lengths L. The fatigue damage is normalized against the
maximum fatigue damage introduced by Norwegian freight trains in the period be-
tween 1985 and 2000, and the true fatigue damage introduced by any train from
this period will therefore lie in the interval [0, 1] of normalized damage.

Figure 4.1: Fatigue damage introduced by the load at the top of the figure in two
different structural details of a three-span simply supported beam.

First, consider the fatigue damage introduced due to the bending moment MB
at the support (B). The load model introduces the same fatigue damage as the most
damaging freight train in the infrastructure for lengths between 2.0 and 4.0 and
lengths between 9.0 and 23.0. At other lengths, the fatigue damage from the load
model is less than the most damaging train, e.g., the normalized fatigue damage
is only ≈ 5% for L = 37.0. This means that the load model is unconservative for
these structural details; however, the issue of unconservativism can be addressed
by simply scaling the fatigue damage obtained by the load model with a factor, e.g.,
twenty passages of the train presented in fig. 4.1 for every real train is sufficient for
the structural detail at (B) to make the load model conservative at all lengths. As-
sume in the continuation that the load model in fig. 4.1 is calibrated with a scaling
factor such that it is conservative for all structural details in the infrastructure.

A more subtle issue is that the load model does not introduce consistent levels
of fatigue damage in all components. Consider a case where a three-span simply
supported bridge with length L = 37.0 is to be assessed for fatigue damage with
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the load model in fig. 4.1 and assume that the fatigue detail category and cross-
sectional properties at the midsupport (B) and midspan (BC) are roughly equal.
The fatigue assessment will then conclude that detail (BC) is much more critical
than the detail at (B), i.e., the fatigue damage at (BC) is shown to be approximately
20 times higher than that at (B).

The danger in this scenario is that detail (BC) is prioritized over detail (B) in
subsequent investigations due to the conclusions of the fatigue life assessment.
For instance, if the actual fatigue damage in the components is close to critical
level, e.g., 80%, both components have a relatively high fatigue damage and should
be monitored or at the very least, closely inspected during periodic inspections.
However, due to the inconsistent load model, the fatigue life assessment indicates
(BC) at 1600% over the critical level, while (B) is still only at 80%. A decision
maker with a limited budget or an inspector with limited time would be correct
to prioritize component (BC) over (B) in light of the result from the fatigue life
assessment. An inconsistent load model may therefore reduce the overall safety
and reliability of the infrastructure by overestimating the fatigue damage in certain
components.

Another problem associated with an inconsistent load model is that compo-
nents that are in no danger of fatigue failure are indicated as critical by fatigue life
assessment. For instance, if the actual fatigue damage in component (BC) is 5% of
the critical fatigue damage, a fatigue life analysis with the inconsistent load model
will indicate the component at the critical level. The infrastructure owner would
then order subsequent assessment of the noncritical component simply because of
the inconsistent load model. This problem grows with decreasing consistency, i.e.,
the number of components that are falsely indicated as critical to fatigue failure
increases with decreasing consistency. A more consistent load therefore facilitates
more efficient assessment of the infrastructure.

In conclusion, a load model should be consistent to ensure that the infrastruc-
ture is managed in the most efficient, safe and reliable way.

4.3 Methodology

This section describes the methodology used to develop a load model that fulfills
the properties described in the previous section. The problem is formulated as an
optimization problem, where the objective is to find a set of reference trains with
a corresponding traffic mix to represent the most damaging passenger and freight
trains for the six periods of train traffic identified in [42].
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4.3.1 Formulation of the optimization problem

Let T denote a train and be a member of the train set � , i.e., T ∈ � , and let S

denote a structural component and let 
 be the set of all structural components
in the railway infrastructure such that S ∈ 
 . The fatigue damage induced in
a structural component by a train is defined by the fatigue damage function d :

 ×� → �>0, where �>0 is the set of positive real numbers. The train that causes
the greatest fatigue damage to a structural component S is denoted T ↑(S) and is
defined by

T ↑(S) = arg max
T∈�

d(S, T ) (4.1)

and the maximum fatigue damage induced in a component S is denoted d↑(S)
and is defined by

d↑(S) = d(S, T ↑(S)) (4.2)

The purpose of this paper is to establish a simple, consistent and conservative
fatigue load model for the structural components in the railway infrastructure. In
this context, let the load model be defined by n reference trains (T1, T2, · · · , Tn) ∈� n together with the corresponding traffic mix (a1, a2, · · · , an) ∈ �n, where � is
the set of nonnegative integers, Ti and ai is reference train i and the number of
times reference train i is applied to a structural component, respectively. The total
fatigue damage induced in a structural component S by the load model is the sum
of the contributions from each train passage

n∑
i=1

ai · d(S, Ti) (4.3)

The fatigue load model is conservative if the fatigue damage induced in any of
the structural components in the infrastructure is greater or equal to the fatigue
damage induced by the most damaging train; with eq. (4.2) and eq. (4.3), the
conservative property of the fatigue load model can be expressed as

n∑
i=1

aid(S, Ti)≥ d↑(S),∀S ∈ 
 (4.4)

The fatigue load model is consistent if the level of fatigue damage, relative to
the maximum fatigue damage by real traffic, is the same for all structural compo-
nents in the infrastructure. The consistency ζ ∈ �(0, 1] of a load model can be
expressed by the ratio between the minimum and maximum relative fatigue dam-
age in all structural components, i.e.,
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ζ(T1, · · · , Tn, a1, · · · , an) =
min∀S∈


�∑n
i=1 aid(S, Ti)

d↑(S)




max∀S∈


�∑n
i=1 aid(S, Ti)

d↑(S)


 (4.5)

which means that a completely consistent load model will have a consistency
equal to one (ζ = 1) and that a decreasingly consistent load model is obtained
towards zero.

The fatigue load model is simple if it is applicable to any structural component
in the infrastructure without any condition. Another aspect of simplicity is the
number of reference trains and size of the traffic mix. Ideally, a load model is
based on a single reference train and is applicable to both freight and passenger
trains from all periods of the infrastructure.

As mentioned in section section 4.2.2, the conservative property of a fatigue
load model is easily obtained by scaling the traffic mix, i.e., each of the traffic mix
coefficients ai are scaled with the same factor such that eq. (4.4) is satisfied. Un-
fortunately, the consistency property is much more difficult to satisfy. Selecting a
consistent load model is not trivial because of the dependence on the many differ-
ent structural components in the infrastructure as well as the characteristics of the
traffic that has passed the bridge. Furthermore, the simple and consistent proper-
ties of the fatigue load model are conflicting, i.e., a simple load model is generally
not consistent and vice versa; for instance, a load model with a reference train
(the most damaging train) for each structural component is consistent, but it is not
simple, as it consists of an infinite number of reference trains. Finding a simple,
conservative and consistent fatigue load model for the infrastructure is therefore
an optimization problem whose objective is to make the load model as consistent
as possible under the constraint of being conservative and keeping the number of
reference trains low. A concise formulation of this optimization problem is given
below:

maximize
ai ,Ti

i=1,2,··· ,n
ζ(T1, · · · , Tn, a1, · · · , an) (4.6a)

subject to min∀S∈


�∑n
j=1 ajd(S, Tj)

d↑(S)

�
= 1 (4.6b)

where the objective eq. (4.6a) is to maximize the consistency of the load model
and the constraint eq. (4.6b) is a rewritten version of eq. (4.4), which ensures that
the load model is just conservative, i.e., the least conservative component is exactly
conservative.
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Solving the optimization problem

The optimization problem is solved by adapting the late acceptance hill climbing
(LAHC) algorithm [25] to adjust the train composition and traffic mix from an
initial state. A new state is created by randomly selecting one of the trains or a
traffic mix coefficient. The train composition is adjusted by considering the neigh-
bor train, see [41]. The solution space for the optimization problem is discussed
further in section 4.4.3. Each load model is established by accepting the best of
twelve trials, and with a history length of 500 for the LAHC algorithm.

4.3.2 Fatigue damage calculation

The procedure to calculate the fatigue damage exactly follows the procedure that is
described in detail in [41]. The stress response induced in a structural component
by a train is calculated with the static influence line of the structural component and
the dynamic amplification factor according to appendix D in [27]. Stress ranges
are then extracted from the stress response by rainflow cycle counting [5]. A single
slope linear fatigue endurance curve with slope parameter b = 5 is adapted in the
fatigue calculations. Note that the intercept parameter of the fatigue endurance
curve is not necessary for the purpose of comparing one train to another as it only
scales the fatigue damage. Finally, the fatigue damage is calculated by adopting
Miner’s damage accumulation rule.

4.3.3 Representing structural components in the infrastructure

There are a large number of structural components in the infrastructure that need to
be assessed for fatigue damage, for example, there may be several hundred differ-
ent components in a single bridge. Fortunately, many of the structural components
are similar in boundary conditions and loading pattern such that the characteristic
response to a load moving over the bridge is the same, i.e., the influence line of
many critical details is the same. Table 4.1 shows fourteen different influence lines
parameterized by the length L, the majority of which are chosen from the literature
on fatigue load effects and calibration of fatigue load models [22, 31, 107].

These influence lines represent a large range of different fatigue critical compo-
nents in old railway bridges, in addition to the base systems shown in table 4.1. For
instance, consider an open deck truss railway bridge: IL 2 can be found in the upper
and lower chord, verticals and cross girder; IL 3 is representative of the response in
a diagonal close to the mid span; and IL 6–10 are representative of influence lines
found in the stringer and the connection between the stringer and cross girders.

In the development of the load model, the influence lines in table 4.1 with
L = {2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, 11.0, 13.0, 15.0, 17.0, 23.0, 29.0, 37.0, 53.0,
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Table 4.1: Influence lines used in the development of the load model.

IL Shape Base system Description

1 – Total load effect

2 MAB

3 VAB

4 MAB

5,5r MA, MB

6,6r MAB, MBC

7 MB

8 MBC

9,9r MB, MC

10,10r MAB, MCD

101.0} are proposed to represent the infrastructure, i.e., the structural component
set 
 is defined by


 = {IL(n, L) | n= (1,2, · · · , 10, 10r)∧ L ∈ �}
�= {2.0, 3.0,4.0, 5.0,7.0, 9.0, 11.0, 13.0,

15.0, 17.0,23.0, 29.0,37.0, 53.0, 101.0}
(4.7)

where IL(n, L) refers to influence line n with length L, see table 4.1. The lengths
� are selected such that there is a higher density of them at shorter influence line
lengths, where the overall response is more sensitive to load positioning, and low
density at the longest lengths, where the response is more sensitive to changes in
the group of loads rather than the exact positioning of a single load.

It is important to acknowledge that, although the influence lines in table 4.1
represent many components, a much greater set of influence lines in the infras-
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tructure exists. For instance, IL 2 is the moment at the midspan of a simply sup-
ported beam, but the influence line at the quarterspan or any other fraction of the
beam length is different from that given for IL 2. This is also the case for all the
other beams and possible quantities. Additionally, the length parameter L varies
from structural component to structural component and can practically take on
any value on the real number line between the shortest bridges at 2.0 m and the
longest continuous structures at approximately 100.0 m. Unfortunately, it is impos-
sible to include all structural details in the infrastructure in the development of a
load model due to the computational demand of such a task. The structural compo-
nent set 
 defined above will therefore always be incomplete in comparison to the
actual structural component set. The issue of an incomplete structural component
set and the consequences to the applicability of load models based on an incomplete
structural component set is studied and discussed further in section 4.4.5 below.

4.3.4 Historic traffic conditions in the Norwegian railway network

As discussed in the introduction to this paper, the exact realization of the historic
traffic cannot be established from the available data; however, data on each indi-
vidual locomotive and wagon as well as when and how trains were operated during
the history of the railways provide a definition of the trains that were available dur-
ing a particular period [42]. Table 4.2 shows a summary of the rolling stock over
the history of the Norwegian railways.

Table 4.2: Summary of the rolling stock in the Norwegian railway network
Wagons Train operation

Period Locos. cls. Axle loads Wagons Speed

Pa
ss

en
ge

r

–1900 3 8 5.0–9.0 1–20 55–70
1900–30 7 22 5.0–11.0 1–20 55–90
1930–60 6 16 6.0–12.0 2–20 65–90
1960–85 6 18 7.5–13.0 3–20 70–120
1985–00 12 6 8.5–14.0 5–20 105–160
2000– 8 6 8.5–14.0 5–20 120–160

Fr
ei

gh
t

–1900 3 14 2.3–9.0

10–50

50
1900–30 7 15 3.0–12.0 40–60
1930–60 7 10 3.7–15.0 40–65
1960–85 6 16 5.0–18.0 70–80
1985–00 12 18 5.6–22.5 80
2000– 8 23 5.6–22.5 90

For instance, the passenger trains in the period 1930–60 were composed of
one out of six possible locomotives and a combination of between two and twenty
wagons out of sixteen different wagon classes, each with an axle load between 6.0
and 12.0 tonnes. These trains operated at a maximum speed between 65 km/h to
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90 km/h, depending on the maximum speed of the locomotive and the allowable
speed on the infrastructure.

Section 4.A defines the trains and train sets � in more detail, with the specific
locomotives and wagons available in each period and the speed of each train and
number of wagons used in passenger and freight trains throughout the history of
the railways.

The most damaging train for each of the train sets and for each of the influence
lines is determined with the method described in [41], with 150 trials in each train
set and influence line with a history length of 500.

4.4 Results and discussion

4.4.1 Fatigue damage potential and significance of historical loads

This section compares the fatigue damage potential of the traffic from each traffic
type and period with the objective of establishing the period during which the traffic
has the highest fatigue damage potential and the significance of historical loads in
fatigue life assessment. The most damaging train and maximum fatigue damage
of any train for all structural components described in section 4.3.3 are shown in
fig. 4.2.

The figure shows that freight traffic after 1960 and especially 1985 generally
has the highest fatigue damage potential of all historic traffic. This is due to high
axle loads and distributed loading of the freight wagons from this period, which
means that the higher stress magnitudes and the relatively large number of wagons
in these freight trains facilitated a high number of stress cycles [42].

Overall, more modern traffic has a higher fatigue damage potential than older
traffic, although there are important exceptions to this general conclusion. Passen-
ger trains in the period 1900–1960 have a slightly higher fatigue damage potential
for longer structures than more modern passenger trains, see e.g., results for in-
fluence line 4, 5, 6 at lengths longer than 23.0 m. Historical loads have a higher
fatigue damage potential for longer influence lines due to the high distributed load-
ing of steam locomotives from this period compared to more modern traffic, where
distributed loading rather than axle load magnitudes determine the stress cycle
magnitude for longer influence lines [42].

Another general conclusion that can be drawn from the figure is that freight
traffic has a higher fatigue damage potential than passenger traffic. This is clear
for traffic after 1960 but also true for the majority of structural components prior to
1960. Again, there are exceptions to this general conclusion; for example, compare
the fatigue damage potential of freight and passenger traffic between 1900–1960
for structural components 4, 5, 6 at lengths between 7.0 and 17.0.

Regarding the significance of historical loads to the fatigue life assessment, both
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the maximum fatigue damage induced by passenger and
freight trains over the entire history of the railways. Damage is normalized against
the maximum fatigue damage known for each influence line.

the fatigue damage potential and the number of trains that have traveled on the
bridge must be considered. Figure 4.3 shows the number of train passages over the
history of the railways for different sublines of the railway network. The number of
train passages are normalized against the number of freight trains in 2000 for each
subline, except for subline 25 and 37 which are normalized against the number of
freight trains in 1980 and 1960, respectively, due to zero freight trains in 2000.

Consider first the significance to fatigue life of trains from the period prior to
1900. Figure 4.3 shows that there were generally a fewer number of passenger or
freight trains in 1900 than there were freight trains in 2000. However, for subline
15, there were 4 times as many passenger trains in 1900, and for subline 23, there
were twice the number of freight trains in 1900 than there were freight trains in
2000. Figure 4.2 shows that the fatigue damage potential of trains from the period
prior to 1900 is two orders of magnitude lower than modern freight traffic after
1985. This means that the fatigue damage contribution from trains from the period
prior to 1900 is less than 4% of the contribution from modern freight trains.

Next, consider the significance of trains from the period 1900–1930 to fatigue
life of railway bridges. Figure 4.2 shows that the fatigue damage potential of pas-
senger or freight trains from this period for the influence lines of longer lengths is
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Figure 4.3: Number of train passages over the history of the railways for different
lines in the Norwegian railway network normalized against the number of freight
trains in 2000, see table 4.B.3 for subline ID.

approximately 10% of the fatigue damage potential of modern freight trains. Fig-
ure 4.3 shows that there are a number of sublines that have an equal or higher
number of passenger or freight trains in 1900 than modern freight trains. The
fatigue damage contribution of trains from the period 1900–1930 is therefore up-
wards of 10% of the fatigue damage contribution for structural components with
longer length.

For the periods after 1930, both the fatigue damage potential and the number
of train passages increases even further for both freight and passenger traffic, and
an even greater contribution to fatigue damage can be expected from historic traffic
than that of the period 1900–1930. For instance, fig. 4.3 shows that the number
of passenger trains for many of the sublines is much greater than the number of
modern freight trains, such that the contribution from passenger traffic may be
greater than that for freight traffic, despite the lower fatigue damage potential of
passenger trains.

Based on the discussion above, one can conclude that the fatigue damage contri-
bution of passenger and freight trains from the period prior to 1900 is insignificant
compared to modern train traffic and that the significance of both passenger and
freight trains from 1900 onward will increase and be significant to the fatigue life
estimation of Norwegian railway bridges. Since the fatigue damage contribution
from trains prior to 1900 is insignificant and considering the fact that the number
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of bridges that were built prior to 1900 are relatively few, a load model for trains
prior to 1900 will not be established.

4.4.2 Load model based on existing reference trains

A fatigue load model consists of a collection of reference trains and a corresponding
traffic mix that should ideally induce the same fatigue damage as the most damag-
ing train for each of the train types. There exists a number of different load models
in the literature that already define reference trains [23, 27, 59, 60, 123]. Using
an existing set of reference trains would greatly simplify the optimization problem
in eq. (4.6) as the dimensionality of the problem is reduced.

In this section, the reference trains defined by the UIC [123] and the Eurocode
(EC) [27] are used to establish a load model by adjusting the traffic mix of the pre-
defined reference trains. All reference trains in either UIC or EC that are described
as freight trains are used to establish a load model for the most damaging freight
train in traffic. The other reference trains, i.e., those not described as freight trains,
are used to establish a load model for the most damaging passenger trains. For EC,
this means that trains 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 and 12 are the reference trains for freight traffic,
while 1, 2, 3, 4, 9 and 10 are reference trains for passenger traffic.

Note that EC provides train speeds for each individual train for calculation of the
dynamic response, while UIC does not define the speed of the reference trains. In
the search for new load models, the solution space includes trains that allow train
speeds between 5 and 200 km/h, see section 4.4.3. To allow a fair comparison
between the load models based on existing reference trains from EC and UIC with
other load models presented later in this paper, the train speed of each existing
reference train in EC and UIC is allowed to vary between 5 and 200 km/h.

Figure 4.4 shows the consistency of load models based on the freight and pas-
senger reference trains from UIC [123] and the Eurocode [27].

Consider first the results for the load models of freight trains. The load model
based on the freight reference trains in the UIC standard provides a better consis-
tency with the traffic in the period up to 1960 than for the period after 1960 and
until today. Conversely, the consistency of the load model based on the freight ref-
erence trains in the Eurocode is better with modern traffic after 1960 and worse
with historic traffic prior to 1960. Overall, a load model based on the UIC refer-
ence trains prior to 1960 and the Eurocode reference trains in the period after 1960
yields a load model for freight traffic with a consistency of approximately 20% over
the entire history of the railways.

Regarding the passenger traffic, the load model based on EC reference trains
shows similar characteristic to that of freight traffic, with higher consistency in
modern traffic after 1960. The load model for passenger traffic based on UIC ref-
erence trains has the best consistency with traffic in the period 1900–1930 and
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Figure 4.4: Consistency of load models for freight and passenger trains in the Nor-
wegian railway network with optimized traffic mix of reference trains from the
Eurocode [27] and the UIC leaflet 778-2 [123].

1960–1985. The consistency of the load models for passenger traffic is slightly
more variable overall, with a consistency of approximately 15% prior to 1960 and
20% for the period from 1960 and until today.

One might ask why a load model based on a particular set of reference trains
yields better consistency with traffic from one period than from another. This out-
come is seemingly because the locomotives and wagons in the reference trains are
more similar to the actual rolling stock for some periods over others. For instance,
the locomotives used in the UIC reference trains are more similar in design and
geometry to the steam locomotives of the older rolling stock, while the locomo-
tives and wagons of EC trains are similar to the modern rolling stock. Thus, a
load model with better overall consistency than a load model based on the refer-
ence trains from UIC and EC can be obtained if the reference trains are selected
from the actual rolling stock; more discussion on this topic is provided in the next
section.

Overall, load models based on the existing reference trains in EC and UIC pro-
vide a consistency of approximately 20%. As mentioned in section 4.2.2, the num-
ber of components that are falsely flagged as critical to fatigue failure is inversely
proportional to the consistency of the load model. For instance, assuming that a
load model has an overall consistency of 20% means that all components that in
reality are only at 20% of critical damage are flagged as critical if the load model
is overly conservative for that component. The higher the consistency of the load
model is, the less resources wasted on reassessment and maintenance of compo-
nents that in reality are perfectly fine.

It is difficult to define an absolute limit on the acceptable level of consistency
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of a load model, but given the large number of components in the infrastructure, it
is clear that large gains in efficiency and resource usage in maintaining the bridge
stock can be made by using a load model with higher consistency. The advantages
of higher consistency load models motivates the search for new reference trains.

4.4.3 Which and how many new reference trains?

The optimization problem in eq. (4.6) requires that a solution space is defined for
the traffic mix coefficients and the reference trains. The solution space of the traffic
mix coefficients is the set of positive integers, but what train set should be used in
the search for the new reference trains, and how many reference trains should the
load model consist of? This section considers both of these questions to establish
the parameters of the optimization problem before the new load model is presented
in the next section.

Basis for the new reference trains

The results from the previous section indicated that the load models based on trains
that were more similar to the actual trains they were representing had a higher
consistency. This section investigates this result further; a load model based on one
reference train from the train set of a train type and period is established for the
most damaging train for each of the train types and periods. Figure 4.5 shows the
consistency of load models for the most damaging train for different periods. Note
that the speed of each reference train in a load model is allowed to vary between 5
and 200 km/h, i.e., the train set used in the optimization problem and search for
new reference trains is modified to include and allow train speeds between 5 and
200 km/h.

Consider, for instance, a load model for the most damaging passenger train for
period 1, where the bottom row of the figure shows different load models based
on a reference train from the freight and passenger train sets for different periods.
The highest consistency load model for the passenger trains of the 1st period is
obtained for the load model based on the reference train from this same train type
and period, i.e., from the passenger train set of the 1st period. The figure shows
that this is also generally true for the other periods and train types, where a load
model has high consistency with the actual traffic conditions if it is based on the
same trains as in traffic.

There are also cases where other train sets can yield high consistency. For in-
stance, an equally high consistency load model can be obtained for the 4th or 5th
period of passenger trains with reference trains from either the 4th or 5th period
passenger train sets. Comparing the locomotives and wagons of these periods of
passenger trains, see table 4.A.1, it is clear that these train sets are in fact similar
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Figure 4.5: Consistency of load models for the most damaging train based on ref-
erence trains from different train sets. The consistency is normalized against the
maximally known consistency for the most damaging train. The train sets 1–5 refer
to the five periods from 1900–1930 to 2000– in increasing order.

and that the only difference is that there are four fewer locomotives for the 5th
period than in the 4th period, i.e., the train set for the period 2000– is a subset of
the train set for the period 1985–2000. This is also evident in fig. 4.2, which shows
a high correlation between the fatigue damage potential for the two last periods
and that the overall scale of fatigue damage potential is similar. The train set for
freight trains of the 3rd-5th period also shares similarity in both the locomotive
set and the wagon set such that a high consistency load model can be achieved by
using reference trains from one of the other train sets.

Based on the results in this section and in the previous section, it is concluded
that high consistency load models can be established by considering a solution
space that is similar to the train sets it is designed to represent.

Number of reference trains in the new load model

Load models in the literature generally consist of more than one reference train,
e.g., there are six reference freight trains in EC [27]. This section considers the
influence of including more reference trains in a load model. Figure 4.6 shows
the consistency of load models of the most damaging train for different train sets
with between one and five reference trains. All load models are based on reference
trains from the train sets of the train type and period they are representing.
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Figure 4.6: Consistency of load model with different number of reference trains

The figure shows that the consistency of load models generally improves with
an increasing number of reference trains in the load model. For passenger trains in
the period after 1985, the consistency is improved from approximately 50% with
one reference train to 75% percent with three or more trains. The improvement
is, however, modest for all of the other train sets, with only a slight increase in
consistency. For instance, the consistency of a load model for passenger trains of
the period 1960–1985 only increases by≈ 5% points when the number of reference
trains is increased from one to five trains.

Although there is generally an increase in consistency when the number of ref-
erence trains increases, the load model also becomes more complex, and more
resources are necessary to perform the fatigue life assessment, i.e., the load model
becomes less simple. Finding the optimal number of reference trains in a load
model therefore becomes a tradeoff between the consistency and simplicity of the
load model. For all train sets, except passenger trains for the period after 1985, the
slight increase in consistency by increasing the number of reference trains does not
outweigh the disadvantages of including more reference trains in the load model.
The optimal number of reference trains in all train sets except passenger trains after
1985 is therefore one.

For passenger trains after 1985, there is a significant increase in consistency by
increasing the number of reference trains from one to two or three. The consis-
tency level with only one reference train is still better than that of all freight trains
and roughly the same as that for the other passenger train sets. Based on these
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observations and the desire to keep the load model simple, the load model for the
most damaging passenger trains for the two periods after 1985 will also be based
on a single reference train. All the proposed load models will therefore be based
on a single reference train.

4.4.4 Proposed load model

The proposed load model is defined in detail in section 4.B. The proposed load
model consists of four reference trains for passenger traffic, see table 4.B.1, and
four reference trains for freight traffic, see table 4.B.2. The reference trains repre-
sent traffic for the periods 1900–1930, 1930–1960, 1960–1985 and 1985–present.
This means that a single reference train is used to represent traffic for both peri-
ods 1985–2000 and 2000–present. Table 4.B.1 and table 4.B.2 also show that the
reference trains generally consist of fewer than four different wagon geometries,
while the number of wagon geometries in the train sets presented in section 4.A
are all greater than six.

The load model is a result of several iterations to simplify the final load model
in terms of the number of reference trains and the variety in composition while
still retaining the maximum possible consistency. The following steps have been
performed to arrive at the proposed load model:

1. A baseline load model with a single reference train for each traffic type and
period was established based on the train sets presented in section 4.A.

2. Simplified train sets were established for each traffic type and period by con-
sidering the most frequent wagons in the baseline load models and the char-
acteristics of these wagons. A load model based on these simplified train sets
achieves approximately the same consistency as the baseline load models.

3. The number of reference trains was reduced by considering a single reference
train to represent several periods of the same traffic type and at the same time
retaining the consistency of the baseline load model.

The baseline load model from the first step was established to ensure that the
simplifications in the second and third step did not reduce the performance of the
load model in terms of consistency. The consistency of the baseline model is essen-
tially the same as presented for a load model with one reference train in fig. 4.6.

The second step involved a process of trial and error for each of the simplified
train sets. For instance, if the two most frequent wagons in a baseline load model
have very similar loads and geometries, adding the second wagon will not increase
the consistency of a load model based on the resulting train set because the first
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wagon can replace the second wagon without much loss in consistency. Addition-
ally, in some of the train sets, one of the least frequently used wagons was necessary
to achieve the desired consistency.

The third step resulted in a reduction from five to four reference trains for
each traffic type, i.e., a single reference train is used to represent the traffic for the
two train sets from 1985–2000 and 2000–present for both passenger and freight
traffic. This is a result of the similarity in the train sets, see fig. 4.5 and discussion
in section 4.4.3.

Figure 4.7 shows the consistency of the proposed load model with the historic
traffic in the Norwegian railways.
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Figure 4.7: Consistency of the proposed load model for freight and passenger
trains.

The consistency of the proposed load model is approximately 40% for freight
traffic and 50% for passenger traffic. Ideally, the consistency of the load model
should be 100% for the most efficient fatigue load model.

There are several reasons for the suboptimal consistency of the proposed load
model. Section 4.4.3 showed that the consistency of the load model of the pas-
senger trains for the two last periods could be increased by adding more reference
trains to the load model, but it also showed that the improvement was modest be-
yond three trains and for the other train sets. Higher consistency could be achieved
by increasing the number of reference trains, but this would also make the load
model less simple.

Another reason for the suboptimal consistency of the load model may be due to
the definition of the solution space for both the reference trains and the traffic mix
coefficients. Section 4.4.3 showed that among the train sets defined in section 4.A,
using the train set that the load model is designed to represent generally resulted
in high consistency of the resulting load models. However, it is possible that there
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exists a train set that allows for a fully consistent load model. Other possible solu-
tion spaces have been considered in the work of this paper but have unfortunately
not been successful in improving upon the consistency displayed by the proposed
load model. One possible idea to improve the consistency by changing the solution
space is to allow nonphysical values for the traffic mix coefficients and the refer-
ence trains. For example, allowing negative traffic mix coefficients or negative axle
loads on the locomotives and wagons might provide the flexibility necessary for the
solution space to make a load model fully consistent. Allowing nonphysical values
in the solution space has not been considered in this work, but may be a feasible
approach to improve the consistency of a load model in future works.

Regarding the methodology used to solve the optimization problem presented
in section 4.3.1, the LAHC heuristic has been shown to be effective in providing
good solutions to a wide range of different problems [25, 41]. There is however
a vast number of different optimization algorithms in the literature, some of that
may be more effective than the LAHC algorithm for the present optimization prob-
lem. Future works may therefore explore the possibility of using other optimization
heuristics to improve upon the consistency of load models.

The consequence of suboptimal consistency of the load model is that all struc-
tural components which are indicated as critical to fatigue failure cannot be ranked
among each other because the load model introduces a bias in the ranking. All
structural components that are indicated as critical by the load model should there-
fore be reassessed by finding the maximum fatigue damage by the methodology
presented in [41] for each of the train sets presented in section 4.A. The relatively
high consistency of the proposed load model does however mean that relatively few
components will falsely be indicated as being critical to fatigue failure and there-
fore facilitates efficient assessment of the bridges in the infrastructure by filtering
only the most critical components.

In comparison to the best possible load model based on existing reference trains
from EC and UIC with an overall consistency of 20%, the proposed load model has
significantly higher consistency. The proposed load model is also simpler due to
considerably fewer reference trains overall. The proposed load model will therefore
be more efficient in the assessment of railway bridges due to better consistency and
simplicity.

4.4.5 Can a load model be used on structural components that it was
not calibrated for?

Section 4.3.3 concluded that there are an infinite number of different structural
components in the infrastructure and that it is impossible to include all of them
in the load model calibration due to the computational demand of such a task.
The structural set that is used to calibrate the load model will therefore always be
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an incomplete structural set, i.e., a subset of all the structural components in the
infrastructure.

To study the consequences of an incomplete structural set, new structural com-
ponent sets 
u ⊆ 
 are established by bootstrapping the structural component set

 defined in eq. (4.7), i.e., a new structural component set with the same size
as the original set is established by random sampling with replacement from the
structural component set 
 . A load model for each train type and period is then
established by calibrating it against the most damaging train for all structural com-
ponents in 
u. The consistency and minimum relative fatigue damage of these
load models are then determined for the complete structural component set 
 .
Figure 4.8 shows the consistency of 1000 different load models1 calibrated on 
u

when applied to the superset 
 .
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Figure 4.8: Consistency of load models calibrated with structural components
u ⊆
 , when applied to structural components in 

The figure shows that the consistency of a load model when applied to struc-

tural components outside of the structural component set it was calibrated for will
always have equal or lower consistency than what was predicted for the subset.
The difference in the estimated and actual consistency can be significant, e.g., a
load model for freight trains with an estimated consistency of approximately 50%
can have as low as 5% consistency when applied to structural components outside

1100 load models for each train type and period
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of the calibration set.
A more important question is whether the load model is still conservative when

applied to structural components outside of the calibrated structural component
set. Figure 4.9 shows the minimum relative fatigue damage of subset calibrated
load models when applied to the superset.
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Figure 4.9: Minimum fatigue damage relative to the maximum fatigue damage for
each structural component of load models calibrated with structural components

u ⊆ 
 when applied to structural components in 


The minimum relative fatigue damage should be equal or greater than 100%
for a conservative load model. Figure 4.9 shows that only 30% of the load models
for passenger trains and 7% of load models for freight trains are conservative when
applied to structural components outside of the calibration set, i.e., the majority of
load models are unconservative for both passenger and freight trains.

A load model is therefore generally neither conservative nor consistent when it
is applied to structural components that it was not calibrated for. The load model
should therefore not be used to assess the remaining fatigue life of structural com-
ponents that are not included in the calibration of the load model. This raises a
new question: How should structural components not included in the calibration set

be assessed?

Assessing structural components not considered in load model calibration

A typical approach to address the unconservative issues is to apply a ‘safety factor’
to the fatigue assessment, i.e., a common scaling factor is applied to the traffic mix.
Considering the load models of trains in fig. 4.9, a safety factor of two would make
all the passenger train load models conservative, while a safety factor of ten would
be necessary for the load models for freight trains. The advantage of this approach
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is that it requires little modification to the load model and additional resources
to perform the assessment. Unfortunately, one cannot know what an appropriate
safety factor is before the maximum fatigue damage induced by trains in the un-
known structural component is established; therefore, it is always possible that the
end result after applying the safety factor is unconservative. Additionally, this ap-
proach does not address the issue with decreased consistency. The fatigue life of
a structural component that is assessed by adapting the load model with a safety
factor can therefore not be compared to the fatigue life of structural components
in the calibration set of the load model. A structural component assessed with an
adapted load model that indicates critical fatigue damage must therefore always
be reassessed, regardless of the criticality compared to other components.

A more rigorous approach is to determine the maximum fatigue damage from
trains by the method presented in [41] and the train sets defined in table 4.A.1 and
table 4.A.2. This step ensures that the overall assessment is conservative and that
the expected consistency of the assessment is retained. Furthermore, the fatigue
life of a structural component assessed by such an approach can be compared to
the fatigue life of structural components in the calibration set determined by the
load model. The disadvantage of finding the maximum damage for each structural
component not in the calibration set is that it requires considerably more time and
computing resources than adapting the load model with a safety factor.

To obtain the best of both approaches, we suggest that structural components
that are not included in the calibration set are assessed with the proposed load
model with a safety factor of two for the passenger trains and ten for the freight
trains. If the fatigue life assessment shows that there is no danger of fatigue dam-
age, e.g., the fatigue damage level is 10% or less of critical fatigue damage, the
component is safe and no further assessment of the component is necessary. How-
ever, if the fatigue life assessment indicates significant fatigue damage, the compo-
nent is reassessed by finding the maximum fatigue damage for each train set and
influence line.

4.5 Conclusion

This paper has presented a load model of historic traffic for fatigue life estimation
of Norwegian railway bridges. A general framework for load model calibration has
been established. The significance of historic traffic to fatigue life of Norwegian
railway bridges has been considered. Traffic from the period prior to 1900 can
be neglected for all lines in the railway network due to insignificant fatigue dam-
age contribution in comparison to modern freight traffic. Freight trains from the
period after 1985 have the highest fatigue damage potential, but due to a higher
number of passenger trains on many of the lines in the network, the overall fatigue
damage contribution from passenger trains may be larger than that from freight
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trains. The presented load model is conservative for structural components that
have been used in the calibration of the load model. The load model has a con-
sistency of 40% for freight trains and a consistency of 50% for passenger trains.
It has been demonstrated that a load model applied to a structural component for
which it was not calibrated will generally not retain its consistency and will not be
conservative. The proposed load model with a safety factor and/or identification
of the most damaging train can be used to assess structural components outside of
the structural component calibration set.
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Appendices

4.A Definition of train sets

Table 4.A.1 and table 4.A.2 define the train sets for passenger and freight trains,
respectively, for each of the six periods: prior to 1900, 1900–1930, 1930–1960,
1960–1985, 1985–2000, and 2000 to present. Each train type and period has a set
of locomotives L belonging to the locomotive set � and a wagon set of wagons W

belonging to a wagon set	 . The wagon set	 is generated from the geometry set
of two-axle wagons �T ⊂ �2

>0, bogie wagons �B ⊂ �3
>0 and jacobs bogie wagons

�J ⊂ �3
>0 and axle loads p ∈ � ⊂ �>0; see table 4.A.1 and table 4.A.2. Figure 4.A.1

shows the definition of the geometry and loads of the three different types of design
used in the Norwegian railway network.

Figure 4.A.1: Design of wagons and variables defining the geometry and load of
different wagon designs

The wagon set is more concisely given by:

	 =	T∪	B ∪	J

	T = {(a, b, p)|(a, b) ∈ �T ∧ p ∈ � }
	B = {(a, b, c, p)|(a, b, c) ∈ �B ∧ p ∈ � }
	J = {(a, b, c, p1, p2, p3)|(a, b, c) ∈ �J ∧ p1 ∈ � ∧ p2 ∈ � ,

p3 =min(p1 + p2, max(� ))}

(4.8)

where the definition of p3 of the jacobs bogie wagon ensures that the axle loads
of the middle bogie do not exceed the maximum permitted axle load on the wagon
and that the two bodies of the jacobs bogie wagon can be loaded independently.

From the locomotive and wagon set, a train set � can be defined as follows:

� =
N↑⋃

N=N↓
� ×	 N (4.9)
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where N ↓ ∈ � and N ↑ ∈ � are the minimum and maximum number of wagons
in a train, respectively; see table 4.A.1 and table 4.A.2. In other words, each train
T ∈ � has one locomotive L ∈ � followed by N ∈ �[N ↓, N ↑] wagons W ∈	 .

The speed vT ∈ �>0 of the train T is restricted by either the maximum possible
speed of the locomotive vL ∈ �>0 or the maximum allowable speed v↑ ∈ �>0 for
the train type, i.e.,

vT =min (vL, v↑) (4.10)

where v↑ is given in table 4.A.1 and table 4.A.2 and vL is given in table 4.A.3.

Table 4.A.1: Definition of the rolling stock for passenger trains
–1900

N ∈ [1, 20], v↑ = 70.0 � = {2’B-2[a, c]}, � = {5.0,6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0}
�T = {(2.3, 4.2), (2.6, 4.2), (2.8, 4.2)}
�B = {(3.1, 11.3, 2.0), (3.1, 11.8, 2.0), (3.1, 11.3, 2.1), (3.2, 11.2, 2.1), (3.2, 12.0, 2.1)}

1900–1930
N ∈ [1, 20], v↑ = 90.0 � = {2’D-2’2’[a, b], 2’C-2’2’[a, b], 2’B-2[a, c]}, � = {5.0, 6.5, 8.0, 9.5, 11.0}
�B = {(2.4, 13.4, 2.1), (2.8, 13.2, 2.1), (2.8, 14.4, 2.1), (2.9, 12.5, 2.1), (2.9, 13.5, 2.1), (2.9, 13.7, 2.1), (2.9, 13.8, 2.1),

(2.9, 13.8, 2.3), (2.9, 11.6, 1.9), (2.9, 13.1, 2.1), (2.9, 13.4, 2.1), (2.9, 13.6, 2.1), (2.9, 14.1, 2.3), (2.9, 14.4, 2.1),

(2.9, 14.4, 2.3), (3.0, 13.6, 2.1), (3.0, 14.4, 2.3), (3.0, 14.1, 2.3), (3.1, 14.0, 2.3), (3.1, 14.2, 2.3), (3.1, 14.1, 2.3),

(3.1, 14.4, 2.3)}
1930–1960

N ∈ [2, 20], v↑ = 90.0 � = {B’B’[a, b], 2’C-2’2’[a, b], 2’D-2’2’[a, b]}, � = {6.0, 7.5,9.0, 10.5, 12.0}
�B = {(2.0, 16.0, 2.6), (3.0, 14.4, 2.3), (3.1, 13.4, 2.3), (3.2, 11.8, 2.1), (3.3, 14.4, 2.5), (3.4, 14.4, 2.5), (3.5, 14.5, 2.6),

(3.7, 16.0, 2.6), (3.8, 15.0, 2.6), (3.8, 15.5, 2.5), (3.8, 15.5, 2.6), (3.8, 16.0, 2.6), (3.8, 16.0, 2.5), (3.8, 13.2, 3.0),

(3.8, 13.2, 2.5), (3.8, 13.4, 3.0)}
1960–1985

N ∈ [3, 20], v↑ = 120.0 � = {B’B’[a, b], Co’Co’[a, b], Bo’Bo’[a, b]}, � = {7.5, 8.9,10.2, 11.6, 13.0}
�B = {(3.1, 13.4, 2.3), (3.2, 11.8, 2.1), (3.3, 14.4, 2.5), (3.4, 14.4, 2.5), (3.5, 14.5, 2.6), (3.7, 16.0, 2.6), (3.8, 15.0, 2.6),

(3.8, 15.5, 2.5), (3.8, 15.5, 2.6), (3.8, 16.0, 2.3), (3.8, 16.0, 2.5), (3.8, 16.0, 2.6), (3.8, 13.2, 3.0), (3.8, 13.2, 2.5),

(3.8, 13.4, 3.0), (4.0, 16.0, 2.5), (4.0, 17.4, 2.5), (4.0, 18.2, 2.5)}
1985–2000

N ∈ [5, 20], v↑ = 160.0 � = {Co’Co’[a, f], Bo’Bo’[a, f]}, � = {8.5, 9.9, 11.2, 12.6, 14.0}
�B = {(3.8, 16.0, 2.5), (3.8, 16.0, 2.6), (4.0, 16.0, 2.5), (4.0, 19.1, 2.5), (4.0, 17.4, 2.5), (4.0, 18.2, 2.5)}

2000–
N ∈ [5, 20], v↑ = 160.0 � = {Co’Co’[c, f], Bo’Bo’[c, f]}, � = {8.5, 9.9, 11.2, 12.6, 14.0}
�B = {(3.8, 16.0, 2.5), (3.8, 16.0, 2.6), (4.0, 16.0, 2.5), (4.0, 19.1, 2.5), (4.0, 17.4, 2.5), (4.0, 18.2, 2.5)}
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Table 4.A.2: Definition of the rolling stock for freight trains
–1900

N ∈ [10,50], v↑ = 50.0 � = {1’C-3[a, c]}, � = {2.3, 4.0, 5.6,7.3, 9.0}
�T = {(1.5, 2.9), (1.6, 3.7), (1.8, 2.8), (1.9, 3.1), (1.9, 3.0), (1.9, 3.7), (2.0, 3.7), (2.0, 3.2), (2.1,3.8), (2.2, 4.0),

(2.2, 3.8), (2.3, 3.7), (2.5, 4.0), (2.5, 3.9)}
1900–1930

N ∈ [10,50], v↑ = 65.0 � = {1’D-2’2’[a, d], 1’C-3[a, c]}, � = {3.0, 5.2, 7.5,9.8, 12.0}
�T = {(1.4, 2.8), (1.5, 2.9), (1.6, 3.7), (1.8, 3.2), (1.8, 2.0), (1.9, 3.4), (2.0, 3.7), (2.1, 4.0), (2.1,3.7), (2.3,3.7),

(2.3, 4.0), (2.4, 4.0), (2.4, 4.4), (2.5, 3.9), (2.6, 4.5)}
1930–1960

N ∈ [10,50], v↑ = 65.0 � = {B’B’[a, b], 1’D-2’2’[a, d], 1’E-2’2’[a]}, � = {3.7, 6.5, 9.4, 12.2, 15.0}
�T = {(1.6, 3.7), (1.9, 3.2), (1.9, 6.0), (2.0, 3.2), (2.1, 7.2), (2.2, 5.3), (2.4, 4.0), (2.5, 5.9), (2.7,4.0), (2.7, 6.0)}

1960–1985
N ∈ [10,50], v↑ = 80.0 � = {B’B’[a, b], Co’Co’[a, b], Bo’Bo’[a, b]}, � = {5.0, 8.2, 11.5, 14.8, 18.0}
�T = {(1.6, 9.0), (2.0, 7.5), (2.3, 6.5), (2.3, 9.0), (2.4, 5.7), (2.5, 9.0), (2.6, 5.7), (2.6, 9.0), (2.7, 5.7), (2.9, 8.0),

(3.0, 8.0), (3.1, 8.0)}
�B = {(2.5, 9.0, 1.8), (2.5, 10.7, 1.8), (2.5,15.7, 1.8), (3.2, 10.3, 1.8)}

1985–2000
N ∈ [10,50], v↑ = 80.0 � = {Co’Co’[a, f], Bo’Bo’[a, f]}, � = {5.6, 9.8, 14.0, 18.3, 22.5}
�T = {(2.0, 7.5), (2.0, 8.5), (2.4, 5.7), (2.5, 9.0), (2.6, 9.0), (2.7, 9.3), (2.9, 8.0), (3.0, 8.0), (3.1, 9.0), (3.1, 8.0),

(3.3, 9.0), (3.6, 10.0), (3.8, 9.0), (4.1, 9.0)}
�B = {(2.5, 9.0, 1.8), (2.5, 10.7, 1.8), (2.5,15.7, 1.8), (3.2, 10.3, 1.8)}

2000–
N ∈ [10,50], v↑ = 90.0 � = {Co’Co’[c, f], Bo’Bo’[c, f]}, � = {5.6, 9.8, 14.0, 18.3, 22.5}
�T = {(2.0, 7.5), (2.0, 8.5), (2.3, 9.0), (2.5, 9.0), (2.6, 9.0), (2.7, 9.3), (2.9, 8.0), (3.0, 8.0), (3.1, 9.0), (3.1, 8.0),

(3.3, 9.0), (3.6, 10.0), (3.8, 9.0), (4.1, 9.0)}
�B = {(2.5, 8.5, 1.8), (2.5, 9.0, 1.8), (2.5, 15.7, 1.8), (2.5, 9.9, 1.8), (2.5, 10.7, 1.8), (3.2, 10.3, 1.8)}
�J = {(2.5, 14.9, 1.8), (2.8, 14.2, 1.8), (2.8, 14.4, 1.8)}

Table 4.A.3: Maximum speed of the locomotives vL .
Class Subclass Maximum speed vL [km/h]

1’C-3 (a,b,c) (60.0, 60.0, 60.0)
1’D-2’2’ (a,b,c,d) (45.0, 45.0, 40.0, 45.0)
1’E-2’2’ (a) (70.0,)
2’B-2 (a,b,c) (60.0, 55.0, 70.0)
2’C-2’2’ (a,b) (90.0, 65.0)
2’D-2’2’ (a,b) (70.0, 70.0)
B’B’ (a,b) (70.0, 70.0)
Bo’Bo’ (a,b,c,d,e,f) (105.0, 115.0, 200.0, 120.0, 140.0, 140.0)
Co’Co’ (a,b,c,d,e,f) (143.0, 120.0, 160.0, 120.0, 120.0, 140.0)
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4.B Load model of historic traffic for fatigue life estima-
tion of Norwegian railway bridges

Table 4.B.1 and table 4.B.2 presents the reference trains and traffic mix coefficients
of the proposed load model for passenger and freight traffic, respectively. Each
of the reference trains are defined by a locomotive (L) and between two and four
base wagons (A, B, C, D). The composition of the locomotive and the base wagons
into a reference train is given by the loop shown below the locomotives and base
wagons. The load of the base wagons is modified by the load modifier given above
the wagon identifier in the loop. As an example, the locomotive and the first two
wagons of reference train 8 is given below:

Figure 4.B.1: The locomotive and two first wagons of reference train 8. Note the
modifier applied to the load of the second wagon.

Table 4.B.3 presents the yearly number of freight and passenger train for the
Norwegian railways in the years 1900, 1920, 1940, 1960, 1980, 2000 and 2018.
The total number of train passages n0 for a subline during a particular period can
be determined by integration of table 4.B.3. Note that the traffic mix coefficient
ai for reference train i together with the number of train passages n0 must be
used to determine the total number of passages ni by reference train Ti in fatigue
assessment, i.e.,

ni = ain0 (4.11)

The total fatigue damage D induced by the load model in a structural compo-
nent S is determined by

D =
8∑

i=1

nid(S, Ti) (4.12)

where d(S, Ti) is the fatigue damage function. If the fatigue load model is not
applicable, e.g., if S is a structural component not included in the calibration set
and/or the safety factor approach suggested in section 4.4.5 is not satisfactory, the
total fatigue damage can be determined by finding the maximum fatigue damage
d↑(S) for each traffic type and period in section 4.A, the corresponding number of
train passages n0 from table 4.B.3 and summing over all traffic types and periods.
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Table 4.B.1: Reference trains for passenger traffic. Axle loads are given in tonnes
and axle pitch is given in metres.

1.4 2.1 1.4 1.9 1.5 1.6 2.2 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.2

2×9.0 4×12.0 4×9.0

L

1.75 2.3 11.5 2.3 1.75

4×11.0

A

1.35 2.1 11.3 2.1 1.35

4×11.0

B

1.95 1.9 9.7 1.9 1.95

4×11.0

C

L A B
0.45

C
0.73

B
0.73

B
0.73

B B C C C B
0.73

B
0.73

A
0.73

C
0.73

C C
0.73

Train 1, period: 1900–1930, speed: 34 km/h, total length: 306.2 m, total weight: 686.8 tn. a1 = 5.7

1.4 2.1 1.4 1.9 1.5 1.6 2.2 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.2

2×9.0 4×12.0 4×9.0

L

1.95 2.3 11.1 2.3 1.95

4×12.0

A

2.15 2.1 9.7 2.1 2.15

4×12.0

B

0.7 2.6 13.4 2.6 0.7

4×12.0

C

L B
0.75

A
0.75

B
0.75

A A A A A B
0.75

B
0.50

C
0.50

C
0.50

C
0.75

C

C C C
0.50

Train 2, period: 1930–1960, speed: 63 km/h, total length: 348.2 m, total weight: 762.0 tn. a2 = 5.4

2.8 1.8 1.8 4.8 1.8 1.8 2.8

6×18.0

L

1.95 2.3 11.1 2.3 1.95

4×13.0

A

2.15 2.1 9.7 2.1 2.15

4×13.0

B

2.3 3.0 10.4 3.0 2.3

4×13.0

C

L A
0.79

C C B
0.58

A
0.58

C B A A A A A A C

C B
0.58

C C B C

Train 3, period: 1960–1985, speed: 71 km/h, total length: 415.2 m, total weight: 1071.6 tn. a3 = 2.4

2.6 1.8 2.0 7.9 2.0 1.8 2.6

6×19.0

L

2.75 2.5 16.6 2.5 2.75

4×14.0

A

2.55 2.5 13.5 2.5 2.55

4×14.0

B

L B
0.61

A B
0.80

B B B B
0.80

A B
0.80

B A B
0.80

B B

A A
0.80

A B B B

Train 4, period: 1985–, speed: 144 km/h, total length: 513.7 m, total weight: 1156.2 tn. a4 = 2.8
Train composition given by the loop, the identifier at the bottom and the load modifier at the top.
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Table 4.B.2: Reference trains for freight traffic. Axle loads are given in tonnes and
axle pitch is given in metres.

1.5 2.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.6 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.2

9.0 4×12.0 4×9.0

L

2.6 4.5 2.6

2×12.0

A

2.1 3.7 2.1

2×12.0

B

1.8 2.0 1.8

2×12.0

C

L C A B A C
0.25

C C
0.25

C C
0.25

A A C C
0.25

A
0.25

B C C A
0.25

A
0.25

B
0.25

A
0.25

C
0.25

C
0.75

C
0.75

C
0.75

B C

Train 5, period: 1900–1930, speed: 5 km/h, total length: 209.7 m, total weight: 543.0 tn. a5 = 10.7

1.5 2.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.6 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.2

9.0 4×12.0 4×9.0

L

2.7 6.0 2.7

2×15.0

A

1.6 3.7 1.6

2×15.0

B

1.9 3.2 1.9

2×15.0

C

2.1 7.2 2.1

2×15.0

D

L C B A
0.50

D C B D
0.25

B
0.75

C D
0.75

D A
0.25

B
0.75

A

A A
0.25

C C
0.75

D
0.25

A A A A
0.25

D
0.25

D
0.25

D
0.75

B
0.75

C B

Train 6, period: 1930–1960, speed: 12 km/h, total length: 293.7 m, total weight: 745.5 tn. a6 = 9.4

2.0 3.2 2.7 3.2 2.0

4×12.0

L

1.6 1.8 13.9 1.8 1.6

4×18.0

A

2.6 9.0 2.6

2×18.0

B

1.6 1.8 7.2 1.8 1.6

4×18.0

C

L C C
0.50

B
0.25

B
0.25

C A A A C A
0.25

A
0.75

C
0.75

C
0.75

B

Train 7, period: 1960–1985, speed: 24 km/h, total length: 243.2 m, total weight: 750.0 tn. a7 = 20.2

2.8 1.8 1.8 4.8 1.8 1.8 2.8

6×18.0

L

2.4 5.7 2.4

2×22.5

A

4.1 9.0 4.1

2×22.5

B

1.6 1.8 13.9 1.8 1.6
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Concluding remarks

Available historic load data for estimation of remaining fatigue life of steel
railway bridges The available load data for estimation of remaining fatigue life
of steel railway bridges in the Norwegian railway network has been presented in
chapter 2. Characteristics of rolling stock, permissible loads and speed on the in-
frastructure and regulation of operation of trains are considered for the railways
between 1852 and present. It is shown that the capacities of both rolling stock and
infrastructure limit the load conditions in the railway infrastructure. The available
data does not permit that the exact realization of the load condition at a bridge
site to be determined, but all trains that possibly operated the railway infrastruc-
ture during a particular time can be established by data on loads and geometry
of locomotives and wagons together with documentation on how the trains were
operated. The trains that operated the infrastructure can therefore be determined,
but not which of them passed a particular bridge.

Methodology to determine the conservative load case given the available load
data for the Norwegian railways Chapter 3 presented a methodology to find the
most damaging train composition for an arbitrary structural component given the
possible trains in the infrastructure during a period. The methodology therefore
determines the conservative load case for passenger and freight traffic over the
history of the Norwegian railways.

Significance of historic loads in fatigue life estimation Chapter 2 showed that
the axle loads, geometry, design, composition and operation of both passenger and
freight trains has changed multiple times over the railways history. Axle loads on
all rolling stock as well as permissible axle loads on infrastructure have generally
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increased since the initial construction of the railways. Similarly, the maximum
possible speed of locomotives and the permissible speed on the infrastructure have
increased. The distributed loading of locomotives was highest for steam locomo-
tives from the period 1900 to 1960 and the distributed on passenger wagons have
remained largely unchanged since 1900, while the distributed loading of freight
trains have increased moderately. This indicates that the fatigue damage contribu-
tion of historical loads to structural components which are sensitive to distributed
loading rather than axle loads will be significant.

Chapter 4 considers both the fatigue damage potential of passenger and freight
trains as well as the number of train passages on different lines in the railway net-
work over the history of the railways. The fatigue damage potential is greatest for
freight trains for the period after 1985. Generally, the fatigue damage potential of
freight trains is greater than passenger trains and the fatigue damage potential of
modern trains is greater than historical trains. There are however structural com-
ponents where passenger trains and historic trains have a higher damage potential
than freight and modern trains, respectively. The fatigue damage contribution from
both passenger and freight traffic after 1900 are therefore significant to the fatigue
life of Norwegian railway bridges, and the fatigue damage contribution of passen-
ger trains may be greater than that from freight trains due to considerably higher
number of train passages.

It is concluded that the fatigue damage of traffic prior to 1900 is insignificant
to the fatigue life of Norwegian railway bridges, while both passenger and freight
trains from after 1900 have a significant fatigue damage contribution for certain
lines and structural components in the infrastructure and must be included in fa-
tigue life assessment of Norwegian railway bridges.

Conservative fatigue load model based on the available Norwegian traffic data
Chapter 4 presents a general framework for establishing and calibrating a load
model to the conservative load case for structural components in the infrastruc-
ture. The framework is used to establish a conservative load model of historic
traffic based on the available data for the Norwegian railway network. The load
model is calibrated considering a limited, but extensive set of influence lines of
different shape and lengths. It is demonstrated that the fatigue load model is not
conservative when applied to structural components not considered in the calibra-
tion of the load model. Using a safety factor with the proposed load model or using
the methodology to establish the conservative load case is suggested as approaches
to make a conservative assessment of fatigue life of structural components not con-
sidered in the calibration of the load model.
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5.2 Suggestions for further work

Develop and implement a load monitoring system for the Norwegian railway
network

This thesis has shown that modern freight trains have a fatigue damage poten-
tial that are orders of magnitude higher than historic passenger and freight trains.
Some bridges in the infrastructure will fail a verification with the most damaging
train assumption. Many more bridges are likely to fail under the assumption of
most damaging train if this load is projected into the future, it will therefore be
impossible to verify and document sufficient fatigue life of these bridges by the
assumption of most damaging train and the data available in the literature.

It has also been established that direct measurements of the basic variables of
a train, i.e. the axle loads, axle spacing and train speed, is necessary to obtain an
accurate load model of the traffic and thereby an accurate estimate of the fatigue
damage induced in bridges in the infrastructure. Field measurements in the Nor-
wegian railway network [47] and other countries [67, 83] indicate that the actual
traffic loads are less severe than those of the most damaging train.

Future research should therefore focus on developing a traffic load monitoring
system that gives a precise description of the actual traffic loads in the railway
network such that the safety of bridges in the railway network can also be verified
in the future.

Present a case study with the proposed load model

A case study on a bridge in the Norwegian railway network should be conducted
to demonstrate the use of the proposed load model. The case study should include
a structural component which was not considered in the calibration of the load
model and the case study should demonstrate the suggested alternative approach
to assess this structural component. The case study can be used to establish a best
practice for conducting a fatigue assessment of Norwegian railway bridges with the
presented load model and a standard format of reporting fatigue life assessment of
Norwegian railway bridges. Establishing best practice and a standardized format
for reporting fatigue life analysis allows that a portfolio of bridges can be assessed
effectively and that assessment reports on one bridge can easily be compared to
that from another bridge.

Adapt the imprecise probability framework in service life assessment of rail-
way bridges

Chapter 2 concluded that the available data on traffic loads in the Norwegian rail-
way network could not be used to establish neither a deterministic or a precise prob-
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abilistic description of the load conditions in the railway network. The available
load data is imprecise and cannot be included in a traditional probabilistic relia-
bility framework without making assumptions about the probability distribution of
the loads. The framework of imprecise probabilities can combine both probabilis-
tic and non-probabilistic information in the assessment of remaining fatigue life.
Probabilistic information on the other basic variables of a fatigue life assessment,
e.g. the fatigue endurance, can then be included in the analysis together with the
available data on load conditions to fully utilize all the available information and
maximize the precision of fatigue life estimates.

Furthermore, the imprecise probability framework can be used in a sensitivity
analysis to identify the most important variables of a fatigue life assessment. Such
sensitivity analysis can therefore be used to direct further data gathering towards
the most important variables of the analysis to improve the fatigue life estimates
with maximum efficiency.

Consider other heuristics to determine the conservative load case

A novel methodology to find the conservative load case given the possible trains
has been presented in chapter 3. The methodology is based on the Late Accep-
tance Hill Climbing heuristic and was selected due to its high efficiency in finding
the most damaging train compared to other considered methodology and simplicity
in both implementation and application. The field of combinatorial optimization is
however vast, and there exists a large number of different methods ranging from
evolutionary algorithms to neural networks, all of which has different advantages.
It is therefore possible that a more efficient heuristic exists that can be used to iden-
tify the conservative load case in fatigue life assessment. Improving the efficiency
in finding the conservative load case will also improve the efficiency of fatigue life
assessment of the infrastructure.
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